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ABSTRACT

In 1999, the Florida State Legislature passed a statute that provided funding to all
Florida school districts for recruitment and retention (Florida Department of Education,
Teacher Exit Interview Information, 2000-01 [FDOETEII], 2001). This statute required
all districts to document teacher attrition with exit interviews. In the two years that exit
interviews have been conducted, 111 of the 655 teachers left the district voluntarily due
to stress on the job, equating to 16.9% of the total number of voluntary separations
(FDOEETEII, 200 1,2002).
When a teacher suffers from burnout they at first could develop increased feelings
of emotional exhaustion and fatigue, develop negative attitudes towards their students,
and evaluate themselves negatively, leading to a feeling of lack of personal
accomplishment (Pierce & Molloy, 1990).
The Workplace Safety and Insurance Board of Ontario ([WSIBO], 1999)
indicates stress can have an effect on one's health. In the case of workplace stress that
occurs constantly over a long period, the body is unable to shut down its response to
stress. Over time this condition can lead to: increased blood pressure, faster heartbeat,
faster respiration, decrease in protein synthesis, digestion, immune and allergic response

systems, increased cholesterol, localized inflammation, faster blood clotting, and
increased stomach acids (WSIBO, 1999).
Thus, based on these findings, this study was conducted to assess why teachers
are separating voluntarily from a school district in South Florida for stress on the job,
based on the exit interview questionnaire. The study is qualitative in approach and pays
particular attention to specific explanations of actual or perceived stress on the job. The
described stress on the job is categorized into five separate levels of distance fiom the
teacher (personal characteristics, professional skills, interpersonal relationships,
educational system, and extra system). These levels are part of the Teacher Proximity
Continuum developed by Camp and Heath-Camp (1990). To implement the study, a
search was conducted of all former employees who left voluntarily due to stress on the
job. Participants mailed back a questionnaire and a consent form. Participants completed
a Teacher Stress Inventory for background information. The researcher interviewed the
participants and looked for themes and patterns using Nvivo software.
The interviews were analyzed for patterns. The results of the study led to
recommendations for the district to retain its teachers. If the district can keep the teachers
it hires, the effects will be threefold. First, the district will meet the hiring needs based on
projected student population growth. Second, student achievement will increase based on
continuity in the classroom. Third, more district dollars can be spent directly in the
classroom rather than on recruiting more teachers.
The most noticeable theme that emerged fiom the analysis of the data was a lack
of administrative support positively affecting the stress that participants of each subgroup obtained. The participants felt the administration did not back them up with

discipline issues in the classroom or disagreements with parents, and were insensitive to
teacher concerns. Other themes that emerged were student discipline, parent and
community support, and the abundance of paperwork.
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CHAPTERONE
INTRODUCTION
In 1999, the Florida State Legislature passed a statute that provided h d i n g to all
Florida school districts for recruitment and retention (Florida Department of Education,
2001b). This statute required all districts to document teacher attrition with exit
interviews. This study was conducted in a school district located in South Florida. For the
purpose of this study the school district examined is referred to as Palm Tree County
School District.
In the Palm Tree County School District, the Personnel Recruiting Analyst is

responsible for making sure all exiting employees are interviewed. The interview process
requires a school administrator to conduct the interview on the school site with the
employee on a standardized form with set questions (see Appendix A). She points out,
however, "that the state requires an interview of all employees, but has not sent a uniform
policy for how the interviews are to be conducted...The form we use was designed by me
and is not what is used from district to district" (Personnel Recruiting Analyst, personal
communication, 2002). Additionally, she (2002) says the district has provided no training
to the administrators on how to conduct the interviews. Consequently, some of the exiting
employees slip through the cracks and are not interviewed on the school site. Once she
catches this, she attempts to contact these people by telephone to conduct the interview.
She (2002) states, "While the method of conducting the interviews needs to be more
uniform, the results of the first year of implementation cannot be overlooked."
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Rationale for this Study
In the 2000-2001 school year, Palm Tree County employed 8,364 classroom
teachers (Florida Department of Education, 2001b). Calculating from July 1,2000 to
June 30,2001 Palm Tree County lost 456 or 5.5% of its classroom teachers (Florida
Department of Education, 2001b), of which voluntary resignations made up 362 or
79.4%. The Florida Department of Education classifies reasons for voluntary separation.
In Palm Tree County, the following reasons are why classroom teachers separated
voluntarily: inadequate salary - 10.8%, lack of opportunity for advancement - 1.I%,
dissatisfaction with supervisor - 4.7%, dislike of or unsuitable for assigned duties - 6.6%,
resignation in lieu of termination - 1.1%, familylpersonal reasons - 26.8%, continuing
education - 3.0%, relocation - 34%, retirement - 27.9%, end of temporary assignment 0.3%, inadequate benefits - 1.1%, stress on the job - 19.1%, other - 29.6% (Florida
Department of Education, 2001b). Only retirement, familylpersonal reasons, and other
have a higher percentage than stress on the job in Palm Tree County. Stress on the job
accounted for 69 of the 362 teachers who separated voluntarily fiom the district in the
2000-2001 school year (Florida Department of Education, 2001b).
In the 2001-2002 school year, Palm Tree County employed 8,839 classroom
teachers (Florida Department of Education, 2002). Calculating from July 1,2001 to June
30,2002 Palm Tree County lost 313 or 3.5% of its classroom teachers (Florida
Department of Education, 2002), of which voluntary resignations made up 293 or 93.6%.
In the 2001-2002 school year, the following reasons were why classroom teachers
voluntarily separated: inadequate salary - 3.8%, lack of opportunity for advancement 0.7%, dissatisfaction with supervisor - 2.0%, dislike or unsuitable for assigned duties -
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3.1%, resignation in lieu of termination 0.3%, farnilylpersonal reasons - 31.7%,
continuing education - 3.1 %, relocation - 38.6%, retirement - 21.8%, end of temporary
assignment - 0.0%, inadequate benefits - 1.0%, stress on the job - 14.3%, other - 23.9%.
Again, only retirement, family/personal reasons, relocation, retirement, and other have a
higher percentage than stress on the job in Palm Tree County. Stress on the job accounted
for 42 of the 293 teachers who separated voluntarily from the district in the 2001-2002
school year (Florida Department of Education, 2002). In the two years exit interviews
have been conducted, 111 of the 655 teachers left the district voluntarily due to stress on
the job, equating to 16.9% of the total number of voluntary separations (Florida
Department of Education, 2001b, 2002).

Figure 1.0. Top Five Reasons Instructional Employees Have Separated Voluntarily from

the District, 2000-2001 and 2001-2002
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Stress is certainly a part of contemporary life. Teachers are not exempt from the
feelings of stress. When teachers fee1 stress for a long period of time they could suffer
from 'burnout,' which is a state of mind resulting from prolonged exposure to intense
emotional stress (Pines, Aronson, and Kafry, 1981). When teachers suffer from burnout
they could at first develop increased feelings of emotional exhaustion and fatigue,
develop negative attitudes towards their students, and evaluate one's self negatively
leading to feelings of lack of personal accompIishrnent (Pierce & Molloy, 1990).
According to Mullins (1993) stress is related to the workload and day-to-day demands of
the job as well as discretion on how to do the work, and the pressure to conform to an
approach with which the teacher does not identify.
Stress Models
There have been many models developed to help explain workplace stress and
how people cope with the stress. The Demand-Control Model suggests that a person's
latitude in decision-making and the demands of the job are two contributing factors to
strain on the job (Karasek & Theorell, 1990). If a person feels in control of their work a
problem will be seen as a challenge and will be confronted rather than be seen as a threat.
This type of model suggests that a job with high demands and few decision-making
opportunities could lead to stress.
Overload at work is also seen as a contributor to stress. Overload can be brought
on by increased number of students being taught without an increase in staff members.
Another reason for overload at work is the reduction of resources available for teaching
(Collins & Harden, 1998). Overload can also be attributed to the conflict teachers feel in
the different roles that are expected of them.
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The 'Person- Environment fit Model of Stress' looks at stress as the differences
between the job demands and requirements and a person's real or perceived abilities (Van
Harrison, 1978). As curriculum and staff changes occur the distribution of the staff may
not reflect where the person should be. The imbalance of staff may lead to additional
tension and pressure put on some teachers.
Role conflict can also lead to stress. Teachers are confronted with demands and
expectations from many different sources such as students, parents, administration and
the district. Many of these demands and expectations are hard to meet within a given time
(Davis & Harden, 1999). Davis and Harden (1999) also describe role ambiguity as a
source for stress. Role ambiguity occurs when teachers are not given, or are unclear, as
to their job responsibilities.
Siegrist (1996) describes the Effort-Reward Model. This model indicates that
stress occurs when the effort required and expended for a job exceeds the occupational
rewards. Rewards include job benefits, financial rewards, and potential for promotion. A
study by Brissie, Hoover-Dempsey, and Bassier (1988) shows when teachers have
stronger perceptions of personal rewards there are lower levels of burnout.
The Demands-Supports-Constraints Model of Stress (Payne & Fletcher, 1993)
indicates constraints on a teacher such as lack of support or a lack of resources may lead
to stress. Brissie, Hoover-Dempsey, and Bassier (1988) found teachers who felt like they
were well supported were less likely to experience burnout.
Results of Stress
Through research studies the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board of Ontario
([WSIBO], 1999) has determined stress can have an effect on one's health. In a short-
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term stress situation, the human body is designed to deal with stress generally with "fight
or flight" responses to stress. However, in the case of workplace stress that occurs
constantly over a long period, the body is unable to shut down its response to the stress.
Over time this condition can lead to increased blood pressure, faster heartbeat, faster
respiration, decrease in protein synthesis, digestion, immune and allergic response
systems, increased cholesterol, localized inflammation, faster blood clotting, and
increased stomach acids.
A survey by the Northwestern National Life Insurance Company (1992) found
40% of all workers surveyed reported their job is "very or extremely stressful." A similar
survey by Bond, Galinsky, and Swanberg (1998) found 26% of the workers surveyed
reported they are "often or very often burned out or stressed by their work" (p. 2).
Twenty-nine percent of the workers surveyed said they feel "quite a bit or extremely
stressed at work" in a survey conducted by Barsade and Wiesenfeld (1997, p.2).
In the past, stress was looked at as a necessary part of one's job in order for a
company to be productive and profitable in today's economy. However, as more and
more studies are conducted it is clear that stressful working conditions are associated

with increased absenteeism, tardiness, and intentions of employees to quit their jobs
(National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, WIOSH], ad.). A survey was
conducted of over 800,000 employees of over 300 companies. The results indicated the
number of employees calling in sick due to stress on the job tripled from 1996 to 2000
(Job Stress, n.d.). A study by The European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (Job
Stress, n.d.) estimated one million workers are absent daily due to stress, and of the 550
million days absent from work yearly in the U.S., over half are to due to stress on the job
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(Job Stress, n.d.). The estimated cost of absent workers from U.S. companies equates to
$602.00 per employee a year (Job Stress, n.d.).
Teacher Attrition
In terms of education, a study was conducted by Darling-Hammond (2000) to
determine the cost of teacher attrition. Studying the costs of four-year teaching programs
revealed 53% of the original cohort of 100 candidates remained in teaching after three
years. Factoring the costs of the teaching program, recruitment, selection, hiring, and
beginning teacher and mentoring programs, the cost worked out to be $43,773 per
remaining recruit (Darling-Hammond, 2000). Using the same calculation methods, but
looking at a five-year teaching program, revealed a cost of $36,548 per remaining third
year teacher. The same study looked at alternative certification programs as well. The
results showed these program costs worked out to be $45,882 per remaining third year
teacher. The money lost to teacher attrition is money taken directly fiom the classroom
and student achievement. Adams and Deal (1 993) indicate similar sentiments stating
when districts invest time and finances in recruiting, training, and mentoring they incur a
loss when teachers terminate their employment.
Aside from the financial cost of teacher attrition, student achievement also
receives a severe impact. According to Theobald (1990), high levels of teacher turnover
are a detriment to planning programs and the continuity in their implementation creating

a decrease in student achievement. Ingersoll and Rossi (1995) stated high teacher
turnover usually indicates some underlying problems in the school that hinders their
effectiveness. Providing schools with enough teachers to fill classrooms does not solve
the problem of teacher quality. In an effort to meet the needs of the schools, legislatures
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are proposing new statutes to hire teachers. According to the Florida State Report of
2001, changes might include: developing standards or criteria for teacher performance,
changing requirements for initial teacher certification, revising required assessments for
initial teacher certification, modifying policies for renewal of certifications, developing
alternative routes to certification, and changing the grounds for waivers of teacher
certification (Efforts to Improve Teacher Quality, 2001).
Some of these recommendations could have a negative impact on the quality of
education that students receive. Ferguson (1991) argues home and family factors such as
parent education, income, language background, race, and location have a 49% influence
on a student's achievement. Teacher qualifications such as licensing examination scores,
education, and experience have a 43% effect on student achievement. Greenwald,
Hedges, and Laine (1996) have shown the effects of investments into different areas. For
every $500 dollars spent on lowering the student-to-teacher ratio, student achievement
increased 0.04. For every $500 dollars spent on increasing teachers' salaries, student
achievement increased 0.16. For every $500 dollars spent on increasing teacher
experience, student achievement increased 0.18. However, for every $500 dollars spent
on increasing teacher education, student achievement increased 0.22.
One way policy makers are trying to meet the demands of hiring new teachers is
recruiting nontraditional teaching candidates through shortcut, alternative routes into the
profession. In 1998-1999, over 24,000 teachers received certification in the United States
through alternative routes (Berry, 2001). Currently, there is not a nation-wide standard or
curriculum for alternative route certifications. In general, the shortcut programs provide
potential teachers with about four to eight weeks of classroom management, developing
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lesson plans, and a brief introduction to teaching. Berry (2001) discusses some myths
about alternative teacher certification programs that have made them so popular with
policymakers. The first myth is a teacher only has to have knowledge of the subject
matter in which they teach, suggesting alternative certification programs will adequately
prepare people for teaching. However, a study by Guyton and Farokhi (1987) showed
knowledge of subject matter as well as teaching and learning developed in teacher
education programs is correlated strongly with teacher performance. The second myth is
alternative certification programs attract high quality teachers. A national study indicates
alternatively certified teachers had lower levels of academic accomplishment (Shen,
1997). The third myth is alternative certification programs attract more effective teachers
by raising student achievement. In a controlled study, Gomez and Grobe (1990) found
students had higher levels of achievement in language arts when being taught by a
teacher with traditional certification verses a teacher with a few weeks of summer
training. The fourth myth is alternative certification programs are equally likely to attract
teachers that will stay in the teaching profession. Darling-Hammond (1999) indicates
60% of alternative certified teachers leave the profession within five years as compared
to 30% of traditionally certified teachers.
Significance of the Study
Based on these findings, this qualitative phenomenological study was conducted
to determine more specifically the reasons, real or perceived, teachers voluntarily
terminated their employment with the Palm Tree County School District due to stress on
the job as per their exit interview questionnaire. For the purpose of this study, a teacher is
defined as a person who has worked for the district for a minimum of five months of a
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school calendar year before voluntary separation. A total of nine subjects were selected
purposellly to participate in one-on-one interviews (3 who taught between a minimum
of 5 months and 5 years, 3 who taught between 6 and 15 years, and 3 who taught 16 years
to pre-retirement).
The study is qualitative in approach and pays particular attention to specific
explanations of actual or perceived stress on the job. In the study, multiple sources of
data such as a demographic profile, a Teacher Stress Inventory, a Non-Verbal
Communication Checklist, and responses from one-on-one interview questions were
used, compared, and interrelated (Miles & Huberman, 1994). A qualitative approach to
the research design was chosen for several reasons.
First, Bolster (1993) states, "...one of the reasons for the lack of impact on
educational research on educational practice has been that such research has largely been
quantitative and doesn't connect with teachers' experience of everyday classroom
realities" (p. 21). Bolster (1993) suggests a qualitative approach will help to enhance a
teachers' perspective and provide more specific information of the setting, enabling
educational practitioners to relate to the situation. This study followed the suggestion by
Bolster by providing Palm Tree County policy makers with organized, true accounts of
stress on the job from former employees of their district.
Second, according to Pugach (2001), "In the world of educational research, it is
typically through qualitative methodology that such stories are told. These stories are
anchored in real, local meaning and experience, and over the last several decades, have
earned an increasingly legitimate place in scholars' study of educational phenomena" (pp.
439-440). Following Pugach's thoughts on qualitative research, this study is an accurate
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portrayal of three groups of teachers and their reasons for voluntarily separating from the
district due to stress on the job. The results are significant to local policy makers in that
they are derived from data collected from within the district.
It is important to document what teachers are thinking and feeling to determine
what can be done to make the experiences less stressll. This study hopes to provide the
district with specific explanations as to why teachers left, due to stress. If the district can
keep the teachers it hires, the effects will be threefold: first, the district will meet the
hiring needs based on projected student population growth, second, student achievement
will increase based on continuity in the classroom; and third, more district dollars can be
spent directly in the classroom rather than on recruiting more teachers.
Research Question
With such considerations in mind, the following research question was addressed
in this study: What particular stress inductors led teachers to terminate employment
voluntarily with the school district?
Operational Definitions

Tuber's Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary (2001) defines stress as, "Any physical,
physiological, or psychological force that disturbs equilibrium" (p. 2006). For the
purpose of this study, stress will be defined as "the result of any emotional, physical,
social, economic, or other factors that require a response or change" (Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety, [CCOHS], 2000, p.1).
For the purpose of this study, a teacher is defined as a person who has held a fulltime instructional position in the district for a minimum of five months in a school
calendar year before voluntary separation.

Stressll Educational Phenomena
For the purpose of this study, burnout is defined as, "a state of mind resulting
from prolonged exposure to intense emotional stress and involving three major
components: physical, emotional, and mental exhaustion" (Pines, Aronson, and Kafiy,
1981, p. 24 ).

12
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
Qualitative Studies
Maxwell (1996) states it is important for a researcher to determine what is the
purpose for doing the study. The three different purposes are: personal, practical, and
research. Personal purposes can be derived from a passion to learn more about something
or wanting to promote change in something. "Practical purposes are focused on
accomplishing something - meeting some need, changing some situation, or achieving

some goal. Research purposes, on the other hand, are focused on understanding
something, gaining insight into what is going on and why this is happening" (Maxwell,
1996, p. 16). According to Maxwell (1996) there are five research purposes for which
using a qualitative approach in conducting a study is appropriate: first, the researcher is
trying to understand the meaning of an event, not just the event but the subjects being
studied reaction to the event. Second, the researcher is trying to understand the context in
which a subject behaves. Third, the researcher is looking to identify unanticipated
phenomena in order to develop substantiated theories. Fourth, the researcher is trying to
understand the process of why a phenomenon occurs. Outcomes are important but
understanding the process that led to those outcomes is equally important. Fifth,
qualitative studies can be used to develop causal explanations.
There are a number of approaches to conducting qualitative studies (Jacob, 1987;
Tesch, 1990; Wolcott, 1992), but certain features are consistent throughout most methods
of qualitative studies. Miles and Huberman (1994) outline features in qualitative studies.
First, qualitative research is performed by researchers over a period of time in contact
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with the subjects in an everyday or life situation. Second, the researcher observes and
interviews in order to obtain a holistic view of the situation. Third the researcher
develops this overview of the situation by gathering data from the subjects by studying
them fiom the inside. Fourth, the researcher looks through the data to see if there are
emerging themes. Fifth, the researcher uses little, if any, instrumentation to analyze the
data. The researcher becomes the instrument, using words rather than numbers to
compare and contrast emerging themes. The method of using words by a researcher to
describe a situation accurately is called a thick description. A thick description can be
defined as, "...statements that re-create a situation and as much of its context as possible,
accompanied by the meanings and intentions inherent in that situation" (Gall, Borg, &
Gall, 1996, p. 549).
In summary, Pugach (2001) states, "In the world of educational research, it is
typically through qualitative methodology that such stories are told. These stories are
anchored in real, local meaning and experience and, over the last several decades, have
earned an increasingly legitimate place in scholars' study of educational phenomena" @p.
439-440). In order for the researcher to conduct a valid and credible study, it is critical to
conduct a thorough and extensive review of literature. The review of literature will begin
with an overview of stress. It then will focus on stress in education and how that stress
effects teacher attrition levels. Finally, the review of literature will explain what effects
teacher attrition has on education and student achievement levels.
Stress
Stress is the result of any emotional, physical, social, economic, or other factors
that require a response or change (CCOHS, 2000). In today's fast paced society everyone
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is subject to some degree of stress in his or her everyday life. Kaiser and Polczynski
(1982) state stress is how the body reacts to stressors it encounters. Hans Selye (1974) is
considered a leader in the study of stress. He determined that it develops from
physiological, psychological, and environmental demands. When this occurs the body
automatically develops extra energy. If the body does not use up this extra energy, stress
occurs. In 1936, Selye described the body's reaction to stress as the General Adaption
Syndrome, which has three stages. The first stage is the alarm reaction, when the
individual's body is alerted and activated, and stress is at its highest. The second stage is
the stage of resistance, when the body begins to react to the stress and helps to reduce it.
The final stage of exhaustion occurs when the body becomes depleted of its defenses to
stress. The final stage leads to physical and mental lapses that can effect performance and
health (Selye, 1974).
Conversely, many researchers argue that some stress is vital to keeping up
productivity (Alley, 1980; Goodall & Brown, 1980). According to CCOHS (2000), stress
should be considered normal in everyone. Stress is what provides us with the energy and
motivation to function throughout our daily lives.
Murphy (1995) states five categories can cause stress in the workplace. The first
is factors that are unique to the job, such as workload, autonomy, and physical
environment. The second factor is an individual's role in the organization, which can
include role conflict and ambiguity, as well as level of responsibility. Career
development, such as job security and satisfaction, promotion status, and opportunities
for career development could lead to stress at the workplace. Interpersonal issues such as
relationships at work with supervisors, co-workers, and subordinates can effect stress
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levels. The structure and climate of the organization, such as communication, decisionmaking ability, and management philosophy also are stress producers.
Over a short period of time, the human body is designed to handle stressful
situations (Basic Certification Training Program: Participants Manual [BCTPPM], 1999).
When the body is faced with constant low-level stress over longer periods, such as the
type produced in the workplace, the body's natural defense system never gets the
opportunity to turn off. Anschuetz (1999) has developed four phases of stress the body
goes through, and the symptoms associated with them. Phase one is the warning signs
such as fatigue, depression, and feelings of anxiety. Phase two has mild symptoms such
as sleep disturbances, frequent colds and headaches, withdrawal from contact with others,
and irritability. Phase three is entrenched cumulative stress, with warning signs of
depression, increased use of drugs and alcohol, loss of sex drive, anxiety, restlessness,
sleeplessness, and increased withdrawal. The final phase is severeldebilitating cumulative
stress reaction, consisting of premature career ending, heart conditions, depression, low
self-esteem, withdrawal, uncontrollable anger, chronic fatigue, and agitation.
Stress Studies in Education
There have been numerous studies, both quantitative and qualitative in nature,
regarding occupational stress in general and stress in the education profession more
specifically. Consistent throughout the researchers' findings is that stress is particularly
high among professions involving human services, more specifically in the profession of
teaching (Kalker, 1984; Pettegrew & Wolf, 1982). "Teachers have been identified as an
occupational group that function under conditions of high stress" (Malik, Mueler, &
Meinhe, n.d., p. 57). David Overland (n.d.) states, 'Wow while it may be true that
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teachers are under no more or less stress than certain other professionals they are in the
unique position that this stress has a direct influence on the lives of the young people they
are there to teach" (p. 1).This statement is reiterated by Malik, Mueler, and Meinhe
(n.d.), "Of concern is that stress may significantly impair the teacherlpupil relationship,
reducing both quality of teaching and the teachers commitment to his or her pupils" (p.
57).

In the past, most studies conducted on teacher stress were focused in the United
States, Britain, and Canada; recently, however, studies have been conducted in countries
such as Australia, Japan, New Zealand, and Finland (Kyriacou, 1987). One study in
Canada by Noel Hurley (1997) focused on the way multiple changes to the Ontario
education system, in recent years, effected teaching from the teacher's perspective. The
sample was a sample of convenience, from 7 separate school boards, 9 different high
schools, and a total of 45 participating teachers. The research team used 12 in-depth
questions in interviews that took from half an hour to an hour. Results of the study
indicated that 21 of the 45 teachers felt financial change had the greatest impact on their
teaching. The other 16 teachers cited increased accountability as the main impact on their
teaching. In order of importance, some of the changes teachers perceived as adding stress
to their lives were cutbacks in funding, lack of new technology in the classroom, the need
for more computers, and greater accountability. Others on the list were class size
increases, budget cuts for programs and materials at the school sites, changes in family
structure and concomitant educational problems, the introduction of computer technology
without adequate teacher training, and the evolution of the family (Hurley, 1997). The
results were broken down into categories by teacher experience (3-5 years, 6-15 years,
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16-24 years, over 25 years). Forty to 66% of teachers from all categories felt most
strongly about changes in policy or practice effecting kind of experiences of students.
With the exception of teachers with 25 or more years' experience, who felt student's
experiences were most effected, the other categories felt the changes most effected
teaching. By an overwhelming margin, all categories cited the origins of the changes
were government initiated rather than teacher, school, or community initiated. The final
result of the study showed the teachers' perception as to the purpose of the changes was
to improve education except for the teachers with the most experience who felt the
changes were for social improvements (Hurley, 1997).
Another study regarding changes in educational policy was conducted in Ontario
by Michelson and Harvey (2000). In Canada, a bill was passed that changed the
organization of school control and funding. Half of the cost of education now became the
responsibility of each province. Budget constraints forced school boards to add a class to
the teaching load of high school teachers and eliminate the teacher's daily planning
period. Michelson and Harvey's (2000) study consisted of reanalyzing sections of the
Statistics Canada's General Social Survey No. 7 from 1992. The purpose of the study was
to see what work conditions in teachers' employment are responsible for emergent
subjective outcomes. The results showed how teachers feel about their workday. When
asked which specific episode of activity they had found most enjoyable during the day,
22.4% of teachers versus 14.5% of managers and administrators chose an episode of
work indicating there are enjoyable moments during the work day. On the Time Crunch
Index (3.92 to 3.49) and the Time Pressure Index (13.16 to 12.13), teachers scored higher
compared to managers and administrators. On the items that pertained to stress, there was
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no statistically significant difference between teachers and managers/administrators.
However, on every question, teachers indicated higher stress. The results showed 60.6%
of the teachers feel rushed everyday, 40% feel constantly under stress, and 34.3%
reported they do not have any time for h.There was a low positive correlation between
the duration or employed work activities and time crunch and pressure indicating it is not
the number of hours that raises the feelings of time crunch and pressure, but specific
activities throughout the day and changes in workload.
The study then looked more closely at the context of the workday to see what
causes the stress. While teachers spent an average of 58 minutes a day at home doing
work activities compared to 37 for managers/administrators, only 5.3% of the teachers
reported an enjoyable work episode at home versus 21.4% for managers/adrninistrators.

In summary, Michelson and Harvey's (2000) study revealed teachers work a
longer day than the government reported class time. Additionally, the data showed
teachers enjoyed their time during school hours, but felt stressful symptoms outside
school hours.
A study conducted by Margaret Johnstone (1993) for The Scottish Council for
Research in Education included a questionnaire used across different industries to
compare teacher's stress scores from other occupations. The study was conducted in four
regions of Scotland with 90 schools participating. The return rate of the Occupational
Stress Indicator was 66% of 530, out of 860 issued. The results of the study showed that,
compared to the general population, teachers were less satisfied with intinsic factors to
the job, the structure of the organization, the climate of the organization, and the
relationship between home and work. Additionally, teachers were more likely to score
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poorer on mental and physical tests, meaning they have more feelings of worry,
sleeplessness, irritation, headaches, or increased consumption of food, cigarettes, and
alcohol (Johnstone, 1993). The study also pointed out teachers were more likely to cope
with stress by seeking out social support. The findings in this study are the result of
comparing the teacher's Occupational Stress Indicator to other professions such as police
officers, health workers, brewery workers, ambulance workers, civil servants, university
lecturers, and general practitioners. With the exception of general practitioners, with a
mean score of 33.25, no other occupation was close to the teachers mean score of 32.48,
on a scale that measured factors intrinsic to the job.
In the Eastern Caribbean, a study was conducted by Arthur Richardson (1997) to
determine the sources of perceived stress. The study looked to answer what activity in the
teaching environment did the teachers perceive to be most stressful, and was there a
significant difference between Caribbean male and female elementary school teachers
with regard to perceived stress. The researcher used a sample of 645 elementary school
teachers from eight Caribbean territories. The breakdown was 310 males to 335 females.

A 36-item Teacher Stress Inventory was the instrument used in this study and it identified
seven scales: role ambiguity, role stress, organizational management, job satisfaction, life
satisfaction, task stress, and supervisory support. The sample population answered on a 5point Likert-type scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. All items that received a
mean scale score of higher than 3.00 produced the most perceived stress in the teachers.
The items that were associated with tasMenvironmenta1 got the highest ratings. Items that
had a mean scale score of less than 2.00 produced the least amount of perceived stress in
the teachers. These were items that pertained to personal factors. In order, from highest to
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lowest, as creating perceived stress in teachers were task stress, job satisfaction, role
stress, role ambiguity, organizational management, supervisory support, and life
satisfaction. The researcher then applied a t test to the mean scores for the males and
females to see if there was a significant difference between the two groups on the
Teacher Stress Inventory. A statistical significance was revealed on the role stress factor
and the life satisfaction factor. In both factors, males had a higher perceived stress level
than females.
The results of Richardson's (1997) study revealed the order of factors was
completely different than previous studies by Pettlegrew and Wolf (1982) and Schutz and
Long (1998). Richardson defends these results indicating the varied demands of teaching
in the Caribbean region and the working conditions in which the teachers must perform
(Richardson, 1997). In explaining the statistical differences between male and female
perceived rate of stress, Richardson uses a review of literature that claims teaching at the
elementary school level is more suited for females than for males. Males may be forced
into the teaching profession due to lack of opportunities in their chosen field, creating
negative feelings for their role and career.
William Hutchinson (1998) conducted a study in Australia as part of a larger
ongoing project. His aspect of the study was qualitative in nature requiring six secondary
teachers in Perth, Australia to respond to questions regarding work-related stress, levels
of teacher efficacy, and coping strategies. The interview consisted of 18 questions - 7
dealing with stressful situations, 9 dealing with teacher efficacy beliefs, and 2 dealing
with the teachers feelings of satisfaction with the job of teaching. When asked their
strength as a teacher, the majority felt it was their knowledge of the subject matter.
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Additional strengths were relating well to students, preparation, organization, creativity,
and adaptability. The sample, as a whole, indicated time management as a weakness, as
well as discipline and lack of patience. When rating their own ability against other
teachers, four responded they were better than most teachers they knew. The others stated
they were in the middle when compared to other teachers regarding ability. The sample
based these comments on feedback from the students in the classroom, offering no
documentation from peers or administrators. The sample indicated when they faced a
problem at school, they dealt with it by stepping back and thinking about the issue.
However, the source of stress, such as student-related stressors or environmental stressors
drew varied responses. Some indicated they had a pattern response while others took each
situation as it came. Most of the sample said they felt some degree of responsibility for
student performance. Some would accept part of the responsibility for student success,
but none would take full responsibility for student failures. One of the sample teachers
stated helshe was completely unsatisfied with teaching while the rest showed different
levels of satisfaction with teaching. The teachers rated what they were dissatisfied with,
such as administration and educational policy, supervision, recognition of achievement,
interpersonal relationships, and working conditions. The sample rated job-related
satisfaction sources as interpersonal relationships, salary, status, sense of achievement,
and professional growth opportunities.
Results of the study showed the teachers felt they had a considerable amount of
control of issues dealing with the classroom and teaching, but had little amount of control
in decision making school wide. In Hutchinson's (1998) summary the teachers
determined their stress levels on physiological and behavioral symptoms. Additionally,
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the teachers did not implement any long term coping strategies to deal with stress and
none indicated peer support as an avenue for stress reduction.
Rocca and Kostanski (2001) conducted a study to see the relationship between
employment status,job satisfaction, and burnout in secondary teachers in Melbourne,
Australia using self-report surveys. The sample was made up of 106 teachers, 64 female
and 41 male. In terms of employment status, 63 were ongoing staff members, 19 were
contract workers, and 23 had originally been contract but were now ongoing. The
subjects filled out a demographic profile that gave them the opportunity to write
qualitatively about any concern they had, which would have an impact on the study. In
addition, subjects completed the 36-item Job Satisfaction Survey (JSS). The JSS
evaluates nine facets of job satisfaction (pay, promotion, supervision, fringe benefits,
contingent rewards, operating conditions, coworkers, nature of work, and
communication), using a Likert-type scale. The subjects also completed The Maslach
Burnout Inventory (MBI) that also uses a Likert-type scale. Subjects were separated into
two groups: teachers that have always been permanent and those who have been contract.
Permanent teachers are guaranteed employment year-to-year providing they have a
favorable evaluation. Contract employees are hired on a year-to-year basis with no
guarantee of employment for the following year.
The results revealed permanent teachers showed higher job satisfaction about pay,
promotion, and fringe benefits compared to those on contract. Permanent females showed
higher job satisfaction with pay conditions and fringe benefits than females on contract.
Permanent males are more satisfied with promotional opportunities than males on
contract. Contract males, however, are more satisfied with their pay than permanent
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males. Permanent males also showed higher burnout rates in emotional exhaustion and
personal accomplishment than males on contract. With regard to emotional exhaustion,

67% of the subjects were classified into low, moderate, or high; for depersonalization,
60% of the subjects were low, moderate, or high; for personal accomplishment there were
no factors of job satisfaction that were significant with burnout in teachers. The
qualitative portion of the study showed most concerns were similar to both groups. Some
of the concerns were workload, stress, poor conditions, pay, lack of resources, and lack of
promotional opportunities. The permanent teachers focused on the issue of poor resources
and conditions, while contract employees focused on lack of job security. Rocca and
Kostanski's (2001) study showed employee status was not related significantly to
burnout, but it was related significantly to certain factors of job satisfaction perceived by
the teachers.
In response to South Carolina's Education Accountability Act of 1998, which
called for standards-based standardized test, academic improvement plans, and parent
conferences with the parents of students performing poorly, principals to emphasize and
enforce accountability, and a new performance-based report card, Benyhill(2001)
conducted a study to examine the relationship between the teacher's perception of the
state's accountability policy and burnout. State standardized testing begins in third grade,
so the population sample for the study was third, fourth, and fifth grade teachers from
nine schools within one school district. The study was both quantitative (100
participants) and qualitative (20 participants) in nature. The instruments used in the
quantitative portion of the study were the researcher developed Academic-Improvement
Policy Questionnaire; The Teacher Efficacy Scale; The Role Questionnaire of Rizzo,
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House, and Lirtman; and, The Maslach Burnout Inventory. The qualitative portion of the
study used a researcher developed semi-structured interview consisting of 21 questions.
After deleting items with low variance and reversing the manifest variable (lack of policy
support), the results of the quantitative portion of the study revealed a lack of policy
support was linked to emotional exhaustion. The major theme to arise from the
qualitative portion of the study (Berryhill, 2001) was, "Academic-improvement policies
cause both stress and support for most teachers. The stressors appear to outnumber and
outweigh the supports for the majority" (p. 5). Other concerns from the interviews
included not enough time to complete tasks, changes in teaching practices, increasing
limits on teacher efficacy due to eternal influences, increase in quantity and importance
of standardized tests, and lack of resources and support.
In 1984, Veenman conducted a study to determine the perceived problems of first
year teachers. The study was based on an exhaustive review of literature of previous
studies conducted on the topic. The researcher narrowed the study to previous works
from 1960 to the time of the study, 1984. The criteria for choosing studies stated the
studies had to be of beginning teachers and be based on empirical research. Excluded
from the review of literature were studies solely qualitative in nature, such as diaries or
reflections from teachers. While there were some overlapping studies, the researcher also
excluded studies that focused on teacher concerns and teacher stress. The review of
literature produced 83 studies, most of which used a questionnaire method of data
collection. The researcher then analyzed the studies and ranked the 15 most serious
problems from each study. The following is the rank order of 24 of the most frequently
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perceived problems of beginning teachers based on the number of times the problem was
mentioned in the sampled studies weenman, 1984).
1. Classroom discipline

13. Awareness of school policies and rules

2. Motivating students

14. Determining learning levels of students

3. Dealing with individual differences

15. Knowledge of subject matter

4. Relations with parents

16. Burden of clerical work

5. Assessing student's work

17. Relations with principalsladministrators

6 . Insufficient materials and supplies

18. Inadequate school equipment

7. Organization of class work

19. Dealings with slow learners

8. Dealing with problems of individual

20. Dealings with students of different
cultures and deprived backgrounds.

9. Heavy teaching load resulting in
insufficient

preparation

2 1. Effective use of textbooks and
and curriculum guides

10. Relations with colleagues

22. Lack of spare time

11. Planning of lessons and school days

23. Inadequate guidance and support

12. Effective use of different

24. Large class size

teaching methods

Veenman's study was cited in the review of literature in a study conducted by
Camp and Heath-Camp (1990). The review of literature showed that in studies involving
professional development and teacher induction many different analytical frameworks
were used. This led Camp and Heath-Camp (1990) to develop and validate an analytical
framework to categorize educational phenomena involving teache~behaviors or
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characteristics. The purposefully selected population consisted of two groups. The first
group consisted of 12 first year teachers and the second group consisted of 13 third year
teachers. Data was collected in the form of individual interviews, nominal group
technique, and the first year teachers kept an audio-recorded log of answers to specific
questions. The researchers analyzed the data for problems with which the teachers
expressed concern. In the nominal group, 281 negative influences were identified. The
taped interview data had 1,777 negative influences. In order to develop the framework
the 281 negative influences were typed on to slips of paper. The slips then were sorted
into similar categories by two separate researchers. These categories became known as
domains. The eight domains were internal, pedagogy, curriculum, program, peer, student,
school system, and community. The researchers then labeled each domain based on
proximity to the teacher. Separate researchers then took groupings of 100 statements
from the original 1,777 negative influences and placed them into corresponding domains.
The researchers found they had independently achieved a 95% agreement rate. The
process was repeated until a 99% agreement rate was established. In order to determine
the generalizability of the framework, the researchers used the audiotapes to find positive
influences, and then were able to classify them cleanly, as well. An implication from this
study and the development of a new theoretical framework is future researchers now
have, "...an empirically based and theoretically sound analytical framework for
examining phenomena related to teaching" (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990, p. 11).
Adams (1999) used the Teacher Proximity Continuum in a study to determine the
relationship of teacher internal characteristics and vocational teacher stress. The
researcher used the variables, role preparedness, job satisfaction, life satisfaction, illness
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symptoms, locus of control, and self esteem within the internal domain to analyze the
internal characteristics and vocational teacher stress. The sample for the study consisted
of two separate groups. The first group was 182 vocational teachers from five school
systems in central and southwest Virginia. The second group of 182 vocational teachers
was a stratified random sample in Virginia, but outside the five school systems in the
other sample. The response rate to the study was 65% and the responses were 36% male
and 64% female. The scores for the independent variables role preparedness, job
satisfaction, life satisfaction, and illness symptoms were determined using the 70-item
self-report Teacher Stress Measure instrument. Locus of control was measured using the
46-item Personal Behavior Inventory. Teachers' self-esteem was measured using the 10item Self-Esteem Scale. The dependent variable, vocational teacher stress level, was
measured using the Tennessee Stress Scale-R. Using the General Linear Model, the
independent variables were regressed on the dependent variable. Data from both of the
samples were analyzed; the analysis indicated no significant difference between them so
the data were combined. The researcher determined the significance of the model by
using an F test. The model was significant (F = 47.87 < 0.000). All of the independent
variables showed correlation to vocational teacher stress. Role preparedness, illness
symptoms, and self-esteem were statistically significant. Role preparedness was the
highest statistically significant variable. This was consistent with the review of literature,
indicating vocational teachers receive the least amount of preparation time for their
teaching role. Within this model the independent variables, locus of control, life
satisfaction, and job satisfaction were not found to be statistically significant. Adams

(1999) summarized that, based on this model and the review of literature, vocational
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teachers' internal characteristics effect their stress levels. Additionally, vocational
teachers should learn to monitor their stress and develop coping strategies. If the stress
goes unchecked, it could have a negative influence on schools, the way a teacher
performs, and the physical and emotional state of the teachers and students (Kyriacou,
1987; Phillips, 1993).
Teacher Attrition
In his 1997 State of the Union Address, President Clinton challenged all people in
the U.S. to make sure there is a talented, dedicated, well prepared teacher in every
classroom. Attempting to meet this challenge becomes a difficult task considering the
recent projections by the National Center for Education Statistics (1999) indicating that
by the year 2006 the United States will need approximately two million teachers.
Certainly, retirement is a factor as to why the teaching profession potentially will be
shorthanded in the future, but teacher attrition is another significantly contributing factor.
Schools are having difficulty keeping staff in high demand times due to a revolving door.
The revolving door is when qualified teachers leave their jobs for reasons other than
retirement (Ingersoll, 2001). In 1987-1988 a Schools and Staffing Survey and a followup survey in 1988-1989 showed teacher turnover rate to be 5.6% in public schools
(Bobbitt, Faupel, & Burns, 1991). That number remained the same in the 1990-1991
survey and the 1992 follow-up survey (Boe, Cook, Bobbitt, & Weber, 1995). For
example, in the State of Florida for the 1999-2000 school year, the total number of
classroom teacher terminations was 10,549. Retirements made up 1,647 and the category
'other' made up 1,822 of this number, leaving 7,080 resignations (Florida Department of
Education, 2001a). Over the next 20 years, Florida will have to fill from 15,000 to 19,000
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teaching positions a year (Florida Department of Education, 2001a). Over 160,000
teachers will be needed over the next 10 years, which equals the state's entire teaching
workforce for 2000-2001 (Florida Department of Education, 2001a). While the state will
need at least 15,000 new teachers each year, Florida colleges and universities produce
approximately 6,000 new classroom teachers annually (Florida Department of Education,
2000). The graduates that Florida colleges and universities supply do not meet the need
for teachers. Over 50% of teacher education graduates majored in elementary education,
but only a third of the teaching vacancies are in elementary education (Florida
Department of Education, 2000). During the fall, hiring math teachers accounts for 6% of
the vacancies and hiring science teachers accounts for 5% of the vacancies, while only
slightly fewer than 3% of the graduates majored in math education and just under 2%
majored in science education (Florida Department of Education, 2000).
Teacher attrition is a major factor in meeting the goal of two million teachers. It is
estimated 30% of new teachers leave the profession within the first five years of hiring
(National Commission on Teaching and America's Future, WCTAF], 1996). Ingersoll
(2001) indicates the rate of teacher turnover was 15% in 1989, and more recently 14.3%

in 1995, exceeding many other occupations.
Since the 1970s and early 1980s, research has shown teacher attrition is a
problem. Charters (1970), Mark and Anderson (1978), and Murnane (1981) indicated
25% of people with teaching certificates never began teaching or left teaching in the first
few years. Today, according to Chaddock (1998), there are 3.1 million teachers in
classrooms across the U.S. However, there are over six million people in the U.S.
currently holding a teaching degree. "Many never taught, and most dropped out afier the
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first five years. But they and others could be interested in getting into the market, at the
right price" (Chaddock, 1998, p. 1). Murnane (1981) showed that in the early 1970s
there was a 0.33 probability a first year teacher would leave, while the same study
predicted a leave rate of 0.16 in the first three years in the late 1960s. The National
Center for Education Statistics (1999) conducted a schools and staffing survey in 19931994. The survey indicated the average teacher works 45 hours a week, more than onehalf of the teachers felt they had control of what goes on in their classrooms, fewer than
half felt they had any influence over school level policy and decision making, just over
30% were highly satisfied with any aspect of their job, and teacher satisfaction fell when
the size of their classes rose (National Center for Education Statistics, 1999).
Consequences of Teacher Attrition
As society continues to evolve, employers will require a more educated employee.
Increasing the education teachers receive is important for the workforce that will be
needed in the U.S. in the future. The U.S. and world economies are requiring a more
knowledge-based society. By the first decade of the 21Stcentury, nearly 50% of all jobs
will need employees that have a higher knowledge and skill level (National Commission
on Teaching and America's Future [NCTAF], 1997). In order to meet the requirements of
the new workforce educational reforms have led to an increase in academic coursework
and achievement tests students must take. When the study A Nation at Risk was released
in 1983, only 14% of high school students took the recommended academic courses; in
1994,51% of high school students took them (NCTAF, 1997). While teacher knowledge
and skills have a direct influence on how students achieve, the U.S. does not have a
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universal system in place to allow teachers access to the kinds of knowledge they need to
possess in order to help students achieve (NCTAF, 1997).
The National Commission on Teaching and America's Future (1997) found that
in 1991 over 25% of new teachers hired did not have the qualifications for their job.

Additionally, the teachers with the least qualifications were found in high-poverty,
minority dominated schools. Students that attended schools with high minority rates had
a better than 50% chance of having a science or math teacher that did not have a degree
in this field (NCTAF, 1997). The commission reveals the hiring and certifying of
teachers is not up to date with the increased diversity in the school system and the
increased student standards (NCTAF, 1997). Additionally, the Commission indicates the
U.S. does not have a system in place that attracts and retains knowledgeable teachers that

are needed (NCTAF, 1997). Once a teacher is hired, the professional development
available to the teacher is inadequate (NCTAF, 1997). In 1991, 10% of all teachers and
one fourth of all new teachers do not have a license in their field. Darling-Harnmond
(1990) states 50,000 non-certified individuals enter the teaching profession on an annual
basis throughout the United States.
In summary, Florida faces a hiring dilemma for qualified teachers in the
upcoming years. The need for teachers comes from a combination of increased
enrollment and teacher attrition. One of the primary causes of teacher attrition is stress
that leads to burnout. Teacher attrition has led policy makers to changing legislation to
hire professionals through alternative certification programs. Studies have indicated
programs such as these have a negative impact on student achievement. In order to meet
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the demands of the workforce needed in the United States, policy makers must find ways
to reduce stress and burnout so they can retain teachers.
This study qualitatively examined why teachers voluntarily separated their
employment with Palm Tree County. The study focused on teachers that have indicated
they have suffered from stress on the job. The results of this study led to
recommendations for future research regarding stress, the district office and policy
makers to develop strategies to deal effectively with stress inductors in order to retain
teachers within the county.
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CHAPTER I11
DESIGN
Instrumentation
This study used several instruments. These are the researcher developed
demographic profile questionnaire (see Appendix F), the researcher-constructed Nonverbal Communication Checklist (see Appendix G) the Teacher Stress Inventory (see
Appendices C and I), and the Participant's Interview Questions based on the Teacher
Proximity Continuum (see Appendix H).
Palm Tree Demonravhic Profile Questionnaire
The demographic profile questionnaire (Appendix F) was researcher constructed
and is intended to provide background information on each individual in the study. The
questionnaire asked for information such as age, race, gender, years employed as a
teacher, years employed in Palm Tree County as a teacher, highest degree earned,
traditional teacher certification or an alternative, whether or not they were a primary or
secondary teacher, and current employment status. This type of information enabled the
researcher to make comparisons and see if themes developed among a diverse sample.
Researcher-ConstructedNon-Verbal Communication Checklist
According to the research, approximately 7% to 10% of communication is
accomplished verbally, the rest is accomplished non-verbally (Ghose, 2000). Fifty-five
percent is done through facial and body movements while the remainder is in the use of
voice. Speakers get their point across most efficiently when their verbal and non-verbal
communication is coordinated with one another. However, many times the non-verbal
communication of people will contradict their verbal communication, indicating internal
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conflict or speakers attempting not to reveal their true feelings. With this in mind, the
researcher developed a non-verbal communication checklist based on Ghose's (2000)
Effective Interpersonal Communication (Appendix G), to monitor the subject's face,
eyes, head, body, and voice. The checklist allows the researcher to check off quickly the
corresponding non-verbal response and determine if the subject is communicating
positive or negative messages.
Teacher Stress Inventory
The Teacher Stress Inventory is an instrument that consists of 49 items with 10
factors that specifically measure the degree of strength of occupational stress in public
schools (Fimian & Fastenau, 1987). The Teacher Stress Inventory measures five factors
that are sources of stress time management: work-related stressors, professional distress,
discipline, motivation, and professional investment; as well as five manifestations of
stress factors: emotional manifestations, fatigue manifestations, cardiovascular
manifestations, gastronomic manifestations, and behavior manifestations. The test-retest
reliability of the Teacher Stress Inventory correlated beyond the 0.001 level, making it
acceptable for research. For the purpose of this study, the Teacher Stress Inventory was
used to gather informational data for individual subjects. The Likert-type Inventory was
used to support the data collected from the one-on-one in interviews.
Teacher Proximity Continuum
The Teacher Proximity Continuum (Appendices B and J) is a conceptual
framework developed and validated by Camp and Health-Camp (1990), to analyze
teacher-related phenomena. The Teacher Proximity Continuum consists of five levels in
proximity to the teacher personal characteristics: professional skills, interpersonal
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relationships, educational system, and extra system (Camp & Health-Camp, 1990).
Within the five levels, there are eight domains: internal, pedagogy, curriculum, program,
peer, student, system, and community.

Table 3.0
Teacher Proximity Continuum

Characteristics

+

Internal

*

Pedagogy

Relationships

+

+
+

Stud~nts

System

Curriculum

Peers

+

4

I

+

Community

Program
The Teacher Proximity Continuum was developed initially during a study of
beginning vocational teachers (Camp & Health-Camp, 1990). Data was collected in the
form of nominal group technique sessions, daily log tapes, and individual interviews.
Analyzing the Nominal group technique sessions revealed 281 separate negative
influences and the daily log tapes revealed 1,777 separate negative influences. The
problem states were put onto slips of paper and categorized into logically similar groups
by two researchers. This procedure was repeated several times and the groups were sorted
in functional proximity to the teacher. The domains then were labeled and defined, based
on their proximity to the teacher. A panel of educators reviewed and edited the domains
for validation. An agreement rate of 95% was reached when separate researchers
independently classified 100 problem statements. The process was repeated until the
agreement rate reached 99%. The personal characteristics level is the closest in proximity

I
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to the teacher. The domain under this level is internal "experiences arising from factors
within the teacher" (Camp & Health-Camp, 1990, p. 11).
The second level in proximity to the teacher is professional skills. This level has
three separate domains: pedagogy "experiences related to short term planning, delivery,
evaluation, and improvement of instruction"; curriculum "experiences related to the
intermediate planning of course content and preparation for instruction"; and, program
"experiences that arise in conjunction with the long term planning and operation of the
department or program" (Camp & Health-Camp, 1990, p. 11)
The third level moving away from the teacher is inter-personal relationships,
which includes the domains students "experiences resulting from interactions with
students" and peers "experiences arising from interactions with persons with co-workers
who are neither superior or subordinate" (Camp & Health-Camp, 1990, p. 11)
Intra-system is the fourth level moving away from the teacher with its sole
domain being system "experiences arising from persons and forces within the educational
system with which the teacher is required to comply" (Camp & Health-Camp, 1990, p.
11)
The farthest level from the teacher is the extra-system, with the domain of
community "experiences arising from outside the administrative and physical bounds of
the educational system" (Camp & Health-Camp, 1990, p. 11)
In this study, the researcher used the Teacher Proximity Continuum to develop
one-on-one interview questions (Appendix H), as well as to classify stress inductors
described by the subjects during individual interviews. Statements were placed in one of
the five levels based on their proximity to the teacher. Additionally, the statements were
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further categorized into one of the eight separate domains of the Teacher Proximity
Continuum (see Table 3.1).
Research Design
The Teacher Proximity Continuum (Appendix B) developed by Camp and HealthCamp (1990), provided the theoretical framework on which this study is based. The
described stress on the job was categorized into five separate levels of distance from the
teacher: personal characteristics, professional skills, interpersonal relationships,
educational system, and extra system. Each level has at least one domain, but there are
eight domains (see Table 3.1).

Table 3.1
Teacher Proximity Continuum as it is to be used in this Study

+ (Farthest)

Teacher (Closest)

Personal

Professional

Interpersonal

Characteristics

Skills

Relationships

Internal Pedagogy Curriculum Program Students

Educational

Peers

System

System

System

CommuniQ

n n n n n n
P N

P

N

P

N

P

N

P = Positive/Causing Stress

P

N

P

N

Extra

n
P

N

A
P

N = Negativemot Causing Stress

N
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Using Nvivo software, the researcher categorized individual subjects' responses
to the one-on-one interview questions into their specific domain. The subject could have
a response that indicates a specific domain had a positive or negative effect as a stress
inductor. The software enabled the researcher to look for patterns or themes to emerge in
within-case analysis, as well as in cross-case analysis.
Population and Sampling
The population for this study is comprised of 111 former teachers that taught in
Palm Tree County for a minimum of five months of a school year and voluntarily
terminated their employment with the district for the reason of stress on the job, as per
the exit interview questionnaire for the school years 2000-2001 and 2001-2002.
Palm Tree County provided the researcher with the names, telephone numbers,
and addresses of 109 potential participants from the original 111 names. The researcher
attempted to make contact with all the potential participants via a telephone call.
Regardless of making contact, all 109 potential participants were mailed the consent form
and the researcher-constructed demographic profile. Nine of the mailings were returned
due to incorrect addresses leaving a potential sample population of 101. A total of 54 of
the consent forms were returned. However, five of them indicated they did not want to
participate in the study leaving 49 potential participants.
Former teachers who returned the Participants' Questionnaire, and who indicated
they were willing to participate in the study comprised the sample. Based on the number
of returned questionnaires and consent forms a purposeful sample was selected.
The sample consisted of nine former teachers from Palm Tree County. The purposeful
sample has three participants leaving their position at the beginning years of their career
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(0-5), three participants leaving their position in the middle of their career (6-15), and
three participants leaving their position at the end of their career (16-pre-retirement).
Procedure
In order to conduct this study in the spring of 2003, consent from Palm Tree
County was obtained (Appendix K), in order to receive contact information such as
names, telephone numbers, and addresses. Next, contact was made with the subjects. The
contact involved the researcher identifying himself, discussing the purpose of the study,
and requesting cooperation. Contact was done via telephone; research has shown this
method to be the most effective (Linsky, 1975). Following the telephone call, a consent
form explaining the study and a researcher developed demographic profile questionnaire
were mailed to potential participants. The questionnaire requested background
information such as age, race, sex, total years in teaching, years in district, and education
background. The potential participants were asked to mail back the consent form and the
questionnaire. The researcher contacted the participants to set up one-on-one interviews.
Through a series of interview questions (Appendix H) the research question to be
answered was:
What particular stress inductors led teachers to terminate voluntarily employment
with the school district?
During the interview, the sample participants were audio recorded for future
analysis. The participants also completed the Teacher Stress Inventory to supply
informational data for the researcher.
A researcher-constructed checklist (Appendix G) was used during the interview to
record the participants' non-verbal communication. The checklist enabled the researcher
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to determine if the subject is communicating positive or negative messages by monitoring
their face, eyes, head, body, and voice.
Data Collection
The researcher used many types of data collection in accordance with qualitative
methods (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The demographic profile questionnaire was
disseminated so the researcher could establish a background of each of the sample
participants. The Teacher Stress Inventory was administered to the participants to gather
information and make comparisons to norms. The interviews were audio taped to allow
for transcription shortly following the interview. Additionally, the researcher made field
notes and observations during the interview. The observations and field notes were used
to verify the participants' responses on audiotape. The data was compared using a
triangulation process to look for patterns and relationships.
Data Analysis
Data analysis consisted of the questionnaires, questions, and responses during the
open-ended interviews, and observations during the interviews. The data collected from
the interviews was coded and analyzed. Within-case and across-case analysis was done to
look for patterns and contextualize information (Maxwell, 1996).
Data Analysis was done using the software system Nvivo, which was created to
manage and integrate data for qualitative analysis. For the purpose of this study, NVivo
was used to code the researcher's data fiom participant interviews and researcher
observations.
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Validity

In qualitative research, researchers argue whether or not the term validity can be
used appropriately. According to Johnson (1997), validity in qualitative research refers to
research studies that are plausible, credible, and trustworthy, which then makes them
defensible. One common area for concern concerning validity in qualitative studies is
researcher bias. Causes of researcher bias include selective observation and recording,
personal opinions effecting data analysis and interpretation, and research design
(Johnson, 1997). In this study, the researcher used the reflexivity strategy to avoid
researcher bias. Reflexivity refers to the process of having the researcher systematically
conduct self-reflections or evaluations about their potential bias or beliefs (Johnson,
1997).
In order to ensure the researcher maintained validity while interpreting the data,
member checks or participant's feedback was conducted systematically. Guba and
Lincoln (1989) describe member checks as the process of asking for feedback on the
researcher's interpretation of the data by the subjects being studied. Using member
checks will help eliminate researcher bias during data analysis.
Another method the researcher used to ensure validity is the use of rich data.
Maxwell (1996) defines rich data as, "Data that are detailed and complete enough that
they provide a I11and revealing picture of what is going on" @. 95).
The researcher also used the Teacher Stress Inventory to provide data to support
the within-case and across-case data analysis. Maxwell (1996) suggests the use of basic
statistical analysis, "...not only allows you to test and support your claims that are
inherently quantitative, but also enable you to assess the amount of evidence in your data
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that bears on a particular conclusion or threat, such as how many discrepant instances
exist and from how many different sources they were obtained" (p. 95).
In addition to the strategies described, the following strategies were employed to
promote research validity. Low inference descriptors were used so all accounts were
phrased closely to the subjects. Direct quotes were used extensively, in order to reduce
misinterpretation of the data (Johnson, 1997). Data triangulation was used to develop
corroboration. Data triangulation entails using multiple data sources to understand the
educational phenomenon being studied. This study used data collected from the Teacher
Stress Inventory, Demographic Profile, one-on-one interview questions developed using
the Teacher Proximity Continuum, and researcher observations.
Generalizability
Generalizability is considered a threat to the validity of qualitative research.
Maxwell (1992) argues external validity is not the primary purpose of qualitative
research. "Indeed, the value of a qualitative study may depend on its lack of external
generalizability..." (Maxwell, 1992, p. 97). Krefting (1991) argues the purpose of
qualitative research is to describe accurately a phenomenon; it is not designed to
generalize to other phenomena. There are two different thoughts regarding applicability
to qualitative research. The first reiterates Maxwell in that qualitative research is
naturalistic with few variables that are controlled, making each study unique and less
likely to be generalized (Krefting, 1991). According to Lincoln and Guba (1995), the
ability to apply a qualitative research study is not the responsibility of the initial
researcher. The initial researcher resolves the issue of applicability if helshe provides
ample descriptive data as to paint an accurate picture of the phenomenon being studied.
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The second thought of transferability is that transferability is the responsibility of the
researcher wanting to use the data in their particular situation. If an existing study can fit
in the parameters of a new study then it is transferable (Guba and Lincoln, 1995).
While most researchers will argue transferability and generalizability are not the
purpose of qualitative research, it can be argued a qualitative study's specific population
cannot be generalized; but the creation of the theory based on the study can be
generalized (Becker, 1991; Ragin, 1987; Yin, 1994).
The researcher conducted a qualitative study using a purposeful sample
population, to determine trends and themes as to why teachers are voluntarily leaving
Palm Tree County due to stress on the job.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
Findings of this study were categorized into three separate but related sections.
The first section is a descriptive profile of each participant chronicled using the
demographic profile, non-verbal communication checklist, each individual's responses to
the Teacher Stress Inventory, and observations made by the researcher during the one-onone interview. The Teacher Stress Inventory used a Likert-type scale to measure the
strength of the participant's relationship to a specific category. The scale indicates the
strength of the relationships as follows: 1 = no relationship, 2 = mild relationship, 3 =
medium relationship, 4 = very strong relationship, 5 = extremely strong relationship. The
descriptions of the participants are arranged in accordance with the category with which
they are included (Table 4.0). As stated previously, there are three categories with three
participants in each category. The categories are: teachers who worked for the district for
a minimum of 5 months to 5 years, teachers who worked for the district for 6 years to 15
years, and teachers who worked for the district for 16 years to pre-retirement. The nonverbal communication checklist allowed the researcher to code transmitted non-verbal
signals into positive messages or negative messages (Ghose, 2000) (Appendix G).
The second and third sections are a Within-Case Analysis and a Cross-Case
Analysis, which are important to the research question of this study. The research
question is: What particular stress inductors led teachers to terminate voluntarily
employment with the school district? A comparative analysis within the subgroups and
across the sample group was performed to address the research question and to analyze
for patterns of similarities and differences.
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Table 4.0
Subgroups of Participants
Participant's
name
Robert
Ashley
Lucy
Judy
Debra
Margie
Maria
Roger
Gigi

Years employed
in the district
0.5
1
3
6
8
12
20
30.5
34

Teachers Who were Employed with the District for Five Months to Five Years
Interview A: Robert
Robert is a 61-year-old white male who was employed with the district for six
months before separating voluntarily due to stress on the job. While employed in the
district for only six months, Robert was a teacher for 33 years in New York. Robert has
his bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees from colleges in New York. He was
employed in New York and Palm Tree County by means of a traditional education
certification . His tenure in Palm Tree County was spent in a classroom with autistic
children.
The interview with Robert took place on a Saturday morning in the kitchen of his
home. The interview lasted approximately one hour. Throughout the interview Robert
maintained good eye contact and was very alert. He held his head up straight and nodded
it up and down. His hands remained still either on the table or closed. All of his nonverbal messages conveyed a positive image (Appendix G). Robert's voice speed was
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slow to regular. He was very sarcastic and angry as he answered. He indicated sympathy
for all teachers and even administrators despite declaring them some of the biggest
sources of his stress. He stated they were, "a little cog in a big wheel." Currently, Robert
is employed full-time as a graduate intern and is half way through his degree in Library
Science. He still gets to teach and work with students in a much less stressful
environment.
Robert worked on the Teacher Stress Inventory very seriously. He asked
questions if he did not understand a factor on the inventory. Tables 4.1,4.2, and 4.3 are
his results.

Table 4.1

Teacher Stress Inventory
Time Management / Work-related Stressors
Participant's Name
Robert

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I easily over-commit myself.
I become impatient if others do things too slowly.
I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
I have little time to relaxlenjoy the time of day.
I feel uncomfortable wasting time.
There isn't enough time to get things done.
I rush in my speech.

2 - mild
5 - extremely
1 -no
5 - extremely
1 -no
3 - medium
4 - very

There is little time to prepare for my
lessons/responsibilities
There is too much work to do.
The pace of the school day is too fast.
My caseload/classis too big.
My personal priorities are being shortchanged
due to time demands.
There is too much administrative paperwork
in my job.

5 - extremely
5 - extremely
2 - mild
5 - extremely
5 - extremely

5 - extremely
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Teacher Stress Inventory
Professional Distress /Discipline and Motivation /Professional Investment
Participant's Name
Robert

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I lack promotion andlor advancement opportunities.
I am not progressing my job as rapidly as I would like.
I need more status and respect on my job.
I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
I lack recognition for the extra work
andlor good teaching I do.

5 - extremely
2 - mild
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely

I feel Erustrated.. .
...because of discipline problems in my classroom.
5 - extremely
...having to monitor pupil behavior.
5 - extremely
...because some students would better if they tried.
4 - very
...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated. 5 - extremely
...because of inadequate/poorly defined discipline
5 - extremely
problems.
...when my authority is rejected by pupils/administration.5 - extremely
My personal opinions are not sufficiently aired.
5 - extremely
I lack control over decisions made about
5 - extremely
classroom/school matters.
I am not emotionally/intellectuallystimulated on the job. 5 - extremely
I lack opportunities for professional improvement.
5 - extremely

Table 4.3

Teacher Stress Inventory
Emotional /Fatigue / Cardiovascular/ Gastronomical/ Behavioral Manifestations
Participant's Name
Robert

Factors

I respond to stress...
...by feeling insecure.
...by feeling vulnerable.
...by feeling unable to cope.
...by feeling depressed.
...by feeling anxious.

Strength of Relationship

4 - very
5 - extremely
3 - medium
I - no
5 - extremely
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...by sleeping more than usual.
...by procrastinating.
...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.
...with physical exhaustion.
...with physical weakness.

5 - extremely
5 - extremely
4 - very
5 - extremely
4 - very

...with feelings of increased blood pressure
...with feeling of heart pounding or racing.

4 - very
5 - extremely

...with rapid and/or shallow breath.
...with stomach pain of extended duration
...with stomach cramps.
...with stomach acid.

5 - extremely
5 - extremely
4 - very
5 - extremely

...by using over-the-counter drugs.

5 - extremely
5 - extremely

...by using prescription drugs.
...by using alcohol.
...by calling in sick.
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1 -no

1 - extremely

Interview B: Ashley
Ashley is a 27-year-old white female who taught in the district for one year before
separating voluntarily due to stress on the job. She is originally from Iowa and earned her
bachelor's degree in education from a college there. Upon moving to Florida, Ashley's
paperwork was not processed quickly enough so she could be employed at the district.
Consequently, she took a job in a private school for her first year. The next school year,
she accepted a position as a kindergarten teacher within the district.
The interview with Ashley took approximately an hour. It was conducted in the
conference room at the private school where she currently is employed. It is the same
school at which she originally started teaching, in her fxst year in Florida. Prior to the
interview, Ashley reviewed the questions, as did all participants, but she made notes on
each one as thoughts came to her so she could answer accurately. During the interview
she maintained an upright body stance and held her head straight with an occasional nod
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up and down. She remained smiling throughout the interview and had excellent eye
contact, except when she would briefly look over the question or her notes. She spoke at
a fast rate and occasionally sounded angry or disappointed as she recalled some
examples. The majority of Ashley's non-verbal communication was a positive message
(Appendix G). Tables 4.4,4.5, and 4.6 indicate Ashley's responses to the Teacher Stress
Inventory.

Table 4.4
Teacher Stress Inventory
Time Management / Work-related Stressors

Participant's Name
Ashley

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I easily over-commit myself.
I become impatient if others do things too slowly.
I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
I have little time to relax/enjoy the time of day.
I feel uncomfortable wasting time.
There isn't enough time to get things done.
I rush in my speech.

2 - mild
1 -no
3 - medium
1 -no
4 - very
3 - medium
2 - mild

There is little time to prepare for my
lessons/responsibilities.
There is too much work to do.
The pace of the school day is too fast.
My caseload/class is too big.
My personal priorities are being shortchanged
due to time demands.
There is too much administrative paperwork
in my job.

1 -no
4 - very
3 - medium
5 - extremely
4 - very

5 - extremely
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Table 4.5

Teacher Stress Inventory
Professional Distress /Discipline and Motivation /Professional Investment
Participant's Name
Ashley

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I lack promotion and/or advancement opportunities.
I am not progressing my job as rapidly as I would like.
I need more status and respect on my job.
I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
I lack recognition for the extra work
and/or good teaching I do.

3 - medium
2 - mild
3 - medium
4 - very
4 - very

I feel frustrated.. .
...because of discipline problems in my classroom.
5 - extremely
...having to monitor pupil behavior.
5 - extremely
...because some students would better if they tried.
5 - extremely
...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated. 5 - extremely
...because of inadequatelpoorly defined discipline
5 - extremely
problems.
...when my authority is rejected by pupilsladministration.5 - extremely
My personal opinions are not sufficiently aired.
3 - medium
I lack control over decisions made about
3 - medium
classroom/school matters.
3 - medium
I am not emotionally/intellectually stimulated on the job. 3 - medium
I lack opportunities for professional improvement.
3 - medium

Table 4.6

Teacher Stress Inventory
Emotional /Fatigue / Cardiovascular / Gastronomical / Behavioral Manifestations
Participant's Name
Ashley

Factors

I respond to stress...
...by feeling insecure.
...by feeling vulnerable.
...by feeling unable to cope.
...by feeling depressed.
...by feeling anxious.

Strength of Relationship

2 - mild
2 - mild
3 - medium
3 - medium
5 - extremely
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...by sleeping more than usual.

...by procrastinating.

...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.
...with physical exhaustion.

...with physical weakness.
...with feelings of increased blood pressure
...with feeling of heart pounding or racing.

...with rapid andlor shallow breath.

...with stomach pain of extended duration
...with stomach cramps.
...with stomach acid.

...by using over-the-counter drugs.
...by using prescription drugs.
...by using alcohol.
...by calling in sick.
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3 - medium
2 - mild
3 - medium
4 - very
3 - medium

2 - mild
2 - mild
1 -no
1 -no
2 - mild

1 -no
1 -no
1 -no
3 - medium
5 - extremely

Interview C: Lucy
Lucy is a 26-year-old white, female who worked in the district for three years.
She was educated in a Florida college, earning a bachelor's degree in education. She took
a traditional education track to gain employment with the district. While employed with
the district, Lucy was hired as an elementary school teacher. During her three years in the
district, Lucy worked at two different schools. She left her first school after one year to
go to a new school that was just opening. At the end of her second year at the new school,
Lucy separated voluntarily from the district due to stress on the job. Currently, Lucy is
midway through her first year working at a private school in the county.
The one-on-one interview with Lucy was conducted in her house in the evening
during the workweek. Lucy's husband was present during the interview and stated she is
a completely different person compared to who she was a year ago. The interview took
approximately an hour and fifteen minutes in the family room of their home. During the
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interview, Lucy communicated positive non-verbal images. Despite conducting the
interview in the evening, Lucy was alert and smiling. She maintained good eye contact
with dilated pupils. She presented herself with an open body stance and held her head up
straight throughout. Lucy frequently played with her hair and laughed while discussing
positive and negative stress inductors. Her tone was varied and her speed was fast as the
interview was conducted (Appendix G). Tables 4.7,4.8, and 4.9 are Lucy's responses to
the Teacher Stress Inventory.

Table 4.7

Teacher Stress Inventory
Time Management / Work-related Stressors
Participant's Name

Lucy

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I easily over-commit myself.
I become impatient if others do things too slowly.
I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
I have little time to relaxlenjoy the time of day.
I feel uncomfortable wasting time.
There isn't enough time to get things done.
I rush in my speech.

5 - extremely
4 - very
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
3 - medium
5 - extremely
3 - medium

There is little time to prepare for my
lessons/responsibilities.
There is too much work to do.
The pace of the school day is too fast.
My caseload/class is too big.
My personal priorities are being shortchanged
due to time demands.
There is too much administrative paperwork
in my job.

5 - extremely

5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
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Teacher Stress Inventory
Professional Distress /Discipline and Motivation /Professional Investment
Participant's Name
Lucy

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I lack promotion and/or advancement opportunities.
I am not progressing my job as rapidly as I would like.
I need more status and respect on my job.
I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
I lack recognition for the extra work and/or
good teaching I do.

5 - extremely
5 - extremely
3 - medium
5 - extremely
4 - very

I feel frustrated.. .
...because of discipline problems in my classroom.
5 - extremely
...having to monitor pupil behavior.
5 - extremely
...because some students would better if they tried.
5 - extremely
...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated. 5 - extremely
...because of inadequatelpoorly defined discipline
5 - extremely
problems.
...when my authority is rejected by pupilsladministration.5- extremely
My personal opinions are not sufficiently aired.
3 - medium
I lack control over decisions made about
2 - mild
classroom/school matters.
I am not emotionally/intellectually stimulated on the job. 4 - very
I lack opportunities for professional improvement.
2 - mild

Table 4.9

Teacher Stress Inventory
Emotional / Fatigue / Cardiovascular / Gastronomical / Behavioral Manifestations
Participant's Name
Lucy

Factors

I respond to stress...
...by feeling insecure.
...by feeling vulnerable.
...by feeling unable to cope.
...by feeling depressed.
...by feeling anxious.

Strength of Relationship

2 - mild
2 - mild
5 - extremely
4 - very
4 - very
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...by sleeping more than usual.
...by procrastinating.
...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.
...with physical exhaustion.
...with physical weakness.
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3 - medium
1-no
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely

...with feelings of increased blood pressure.

...with feeling of heart pounding or racing.
...with rapid and/or shallow breath.

...with stomach pain of extended duration.
...with stomach cramps.
...with stomach acid.
...by using over-the-counter drugs.
...by using prescription drugs.
...by using alcohol.
...by calling in sick.

1-no
1 -no
1- n o
4 - very

Teachers Who were Employed with the District for 6 Years to 15 Years
Interview D: Judy
Judy is a 29 year-old white female who taught in the district for six years. During
her tenure with the district, she worked at two different elementary schools as a regular
classroom teacher and as a reading resource teacher. She describes the schools at which
she taught as being in low socioeconomic areas, Judy received her bachelor's degree
from a Florida college and entered the teaching profession through a traditional education
certification track.
The interview with Judy occurred in the evening, after work, at her home. She
spent about an hour filling out the Teacher Stress Inventory and responding to the
questions. Throughout the interview, she remained smiling and alert. She had good eye
contact, held her head straight, and consistently nodded up and down. Her body position
was open and straight, occasionally leaning on the kitchen table. Her non-verbal
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communication indicated positive messages (Appendix G). Her voice speed was regular
to fast with a very enthusiastic tone. She frequently prefaced answers with a sarcastic
laugh. The following tables, 4.10,4.11, and 4.12, are Judy's results on the Teacher Stress
Inventory.

Table 4.10

Teacher Stress Inventory
Time Management / Work-related Stressors
Participant's Name
Judy

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I easily over-commit myself.
I become impatient if others do things too slowly.
I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
I have little time to relaxlenjoy the time of day.
I feel uncomfortable wasting time.
There isn't enough time to get things done.
I rush in my speech.

5 - extremely
4 - very
5 - extremely
4 - very
3 - medium
5 - extremely
3 - medium

There is little time to prepare for my
lessons/responsibilities.
There is too much work to do.
The pace of the school day is too fast.
My caseload/class is too big.
My personal priorities are being shortchanged
due to time demands.
There is too much administrative paperwork
in my job.

4 - very
4 - very
4 - very
4 - very
4 - very

4 - very

Table 4.1 1

Teacher Stress Inventory
Professional Distress /Discipline and Motivation /Professional Investment
Participant's Name
Judy

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I lack promotion and/or advancement opportunities.
2 - mild
I am not progressing my job as rapidly as I would like. 3 - medium

Stressful Educational Phenomena
I need more status and respect on my job.
I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
I lack recognition for the extra work andfor
good teaching I do.

4 - very
4 - very
3 - medium

I feel frustrated.. .
...because of discipline problems in my classroom.
5 - extremely
...having to monitor pupil behavior.
5 - extremely
...because some students would better if they tried.
5 - extremely
...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated. 5 - extremely
...because of inadequatelpoorly defmed discipline
5 - extremely
problems.
...when my authority is rejected by pupilsladministration.5 - extremely
My personal opinions are not sufficiently aired.
2 - mild
I lack control over decisions made about
2 - mild
classroom/school matters.
I am not emotionallylintellectually stimulated on the job. 2 - mild
I lack opportunities for professional improvement.
2 - mild

Table 4.12

Teacher Stress Inventory
Emotional / Fatigue /Cardiovascular / Gastronomical / Behavioral Manifestations
Participant's Name
Judy

Factors

I respond to stress...
...by feeling insecure.
...by feeling vulnerable.
...by feeling unable to cope.
...by feeling depressed.
...by feeling anxious.

...by sleeping more than usual.
...by procrastinating.
...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.

...with physical exhaustion.
...with physical weakness.

...with feelings of increased blood pressure
...with feeling of heart pounding or racing.

Strength of Relationship

3 - medium
3 - medium
2 - mild
2 - mild
4 - very
3 - medium
3 - medium
4 - very
4 - very
3 - medium
3 - medium
2 - mild
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...with rapid andlor shallow breath.

...with stomach pain of extended duration

2 - mild
2 - mild

...with stomach cramps.
...with stomach acid.

2 - mild
2 - mild

...by using over-the-counter drugs.
...by using prescription drugs.
...by using alcohol.
...by calling in sick.

1 -no
1 -no
1 -no
4 - very
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Interview E: Debra
Debra is a 42-year-old white female who was employed in the district for eight
years. Debra did not become a teacher immediately after college. She was educated in
Florida, but her major was not in the education field. After college, she was employed in
market research. She did not enter the education profession in the district until she was in
her 30s. Debra went back to college to get her master's degree in education and was
employed by the district taking an alternative certification track. While employed in the
district, Debra was in secondary education. In the middle of her eighth year, Debra
separated voluntarily £rom the district due to stress on the job. Currently, Debra has left
the teaching profession completely and is back in market research. During the interview,
she stated she is working more hours now and sees her children less, but the time she
spends with them is more pleasant. She attributes this to being more relaxed than she was
while teaching. She now has more patience with her own children because she is not
dealing with students all day long.
The two-hour interview with Debra was conducted in the living room of her
home. Throughout the interview Debra was very animated with hand movements and
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gestures. She frequently used examples to back up what she was saying. Debra was a bit
teary eyed when she discussed some of the positive experiences with the students. She
was alert and smiling throughout the interview. Her eyes were dilated, wide open, and
she maintained excellent eye contact with the researcher throughout the interview. Her
body stance was open, erect, and leaning forward, indicating positive non-verbal
communication messages (Appendix G). Debra spoke at a regular to fast pace. At times,
her tone was angry, pleased, or surprised, but she consistently seemed sincere in all of her
responses. Tables 4.13,4.14, and 4.15 indicate Debra's responses to the Teacher Stress
Inventory.

Table 4.13

Teacher Stress Inventory
Time Management / Work-related Stressors
Participant's Name
Debra

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I easily over-commit myself.
I become impatient if others do things too slowly.
I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
I have little time to relaxfenjoy the time of day.
I feel uncomfortable wasting time.
There isn't enough time to get things done.
I rush in my speech.

4 - very
3 - medium
5 - extremely
3 - medium
4 - very
4 - very
4 - very

There is little time to prepare for my
lessons/responsibilities.
There is too much work to do.
The pace of the school day is too fast.
My caseload/classis too big.
My personal priorities are being shortchanged
due to time demands.
There is too much administrative paperwork in my job.

1 -no
1 -no

1 -no
I -no
1 -no

1 - no
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Table 4.14
Teacher Stress Inventory
Professional Distress /Discipline and Motivation /Professional Investment
Participant's Name

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I lack promotion andlor advancement opportunities.
I am not progressing my job as rapidly as I would like.
I need more status and respect on my job.
I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
I lack recognition for the extra work and/or
good teaching I do.

2 - mild
2 - mild
5 - extremely
2 - mild
3 - medium

I feel frustrated.. .
...because of discipline problems in my classroom.
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
...having to monitor pupil behavior.
...because some students would better if they tried.
5 - extremely
...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated. 5 - extremely
...because of inadequatelpoorly defined discipline
5 - extremely
problems.
...when my authority is rejected by pupilsladministration.5 - extremely

1 -no
My personal opinions are not sufficiently aired.
1 -no
I lack control over decisions made about
classroom/school matters.
1 -no
I am not emotionallylintellectually stimulated on the job. 1 - no
I lack opportunities for professional improvement.
1 -no

Table 4.15

Teacher Stress Inventory
Emotional /Fatigue / Cardiovascular/ Gastronomical/ Behavioral Manifestations
Participant's Name

Debra

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I respond to stress...

...by feeling insecure.
...by feeling vulnerable.

...by feeling unable to cope.
...by feeling depressed.

...by feeling anxious.

...by sleeping more than usual.

1 -no
1-no
2 - mild
1 -no
1 -no
1 -no
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...by procrastinating.
...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.
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2 - mild
1 -no

...with physical exhaustion.
...with physical weakness.
...with feelings of increased blood pressure
...with feeling of heart pounding or racing.
...with rapid and/or shallow breath.

2 - mild
1 -no
1 -no

...with stomach pain of extended duration
...with stomach cramps.
...with stomach acid.

1 - no
1 - no
1 -no

...by using over-the-counter drugs.
...by using prescription drugs.
...by using alcohol.
...by calling in sick.

Interview E: Margie
Margie is a 43-year-old white female who was employed by the district for 15
years. She received her bachelor's and master's degrees in Ohio. She began her teaching
career with a traditional education certification track. Most of her tenure with the district
was as a speech therapist in elementary education. While interviewing, she appeared to
be angry as she gave her responses. Even with researcher prompting, Margie's responses
were very short. She mentioned limited positive or negative experiences and gave very
few examples.
The interview was conducted at a local bookstore and took approximately 45
minutes. Throughout the interview she smiled and frequently nodded her head up and
down. She spoke with her body erect and her hands folded on the table. Margie's voice
speed was fast with an angry tone. During the interview, Margie explained she felt the
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district treated her poorly and it left such a bad taste in her mouth that she has left speech
therapy completely. She is now in her third year of teaching in a private pre-school.
Tables 4.16,4.17, and 4.18 indicate Margie's responses to the Teacher Stress Inventory.

Table 4.16

Teacher Stress Inventory
Time Management/Work-related Stressors
Participant's Name

Margie

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I easily over-commit myself.
I become impatient if others do things too slowly.
I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
I have little time to relaxtenjoy the time of day.
I feel uncomfortable wasting time.

There isn't enough time to get things done.
I rush in my speech.
There is little time to prepare for my
lessons/responsibilities.
There is too much work to do.
The pace of the school day is too fast.
My caseload/classis too big.
My personal priorities are being shortchanged
due to time demands.
There is too much administrative paperwork
in my job.

1 -no
3 - medium
2 - mild
1-no
2 - mild
2 - mild
1 -no

1 -no
1 -no

1 -no
1 -no
1 -no
4 - very

Table 4.17

Teacher Stress Inventory
Professional Distress /Discipline and Motivation /Professional Investment
Participant's Name

Margie

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I lack promotion and/or advancement opportunities.
1 - no
I am not progressing my job as rapidly as I would like. 1 - no
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I need more status and respect on my job.
I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
I lack recognition for the extra work
and/or good teaching I do.

4 - very
3 - medium
3 - medium

I feel frustrated.. .
5 - extremely
...because of discipline problems in my classroom.
...having to monitor pupil behavior.
5 - extremely
...because some students would better if they tried.
3 - medium
...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated. 5 - extremely
...because of inadequate/poorly defined discipline
4 - very
problems.
...when my authority is rejected by pupilsladministration.4 - very

My personal opinions are not sufficiently aired.
3 - medium
I lack control over decisions made about
4 - very
classroom/school matters.
I am not emotionally/intellectually stimulated on the job. 1 - no
I lack opportunities for professional improvement.
1 - no

Table 4.18

Teacher Stress Inventory
Emotional / Fatigue / Cardiovascular/Gastronomical /Behavioral Manifestations
Participant's Name

Margie

Factors

I respond to stress...
...by feeling insecure.
...by feeling vulnerable.
...by feeling unable to cope.
...by feeling depressed.
...by feeling anxious.

...by sleeping more than usual.
...by procrastinating.

Strength of Relationship

2 - mild
2 - mild
2 - mild
1 -no
4 - very

..with physical weakness.

1 -no
1 -no
1 -no
3 - medium
3 - medium

..with feelings of increased blood pressure
..with feeling of heart pounding or racing.
..with rapid and/or shallow breath.

4 - very
4 - very
4 - very

...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.

...with physical exhaustion.
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..with stomach pain of extended duration
..with stomach cramps.
..with stomach acid.
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1 -no
1 -no
1 -no

...by using over-the-counter drugs.
...by using prescription drugs.

...by using alcohol.

...by calling in sick.

Teacher Who were Emvloved with the District 16 Years to Pre-Retirement
Interview H: Maria
Maria is a 66-year-old white female who worked in the district for 20 years.
Before working in this district, she was employed as a teacher in other states for a period
spanning 20 years. She received her bachelor's degree in education in Ohio. She later
received her master's degree in Florida. Maria has a gifted endorsement certification and
taught gifted elementary students her entire career.
During the one-on-one interview, Maria was very enthusiastic about participating
in the study. The interview was conducted at the kitchen table of her home. Joining us in
the interview was her seven-month-old granddaughter whom she cares for on a full-time
basis while her daughter works. She stated, "You would think caring for such a young
one and one that you love would be stressful, but it is nothing compared to teaching."
Throughout the interview, Maria was alert and listened carefully. She asked for
clarification on questions she did not fully understand. Maria made good eye contact,
presented an open and erect body while waving her hands as she talked - all indicating
positive non-verbal messages. Her voice speed was slow to regular. Frequently she
stuttered or stammered at the beginning of a sentence. Additionally, she very often gave a
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bit of a sarcastic laugh before beginning her responses. Jokingly, she asked if she could
circle or put a star next to 'there is too much administrative paperwork in my job' while
doing the Teacher Stress Inventory. Tables 4.19,4.20, and 4.21 indicate Maria's
responses to the Teacher Stress Inventory.

Table 4.19

Teacher Stress Inventory
Time Management / Work-related Stressors
Participant's Name
Maria

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I easily over-commit myself.
I become impatient if others do things too slowly.
I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
I have little time to relaxlenjoy the time of day.
I feel uncomfortable wasting time.
There isn't enough time to get things done.
I rush in my speech.

5 - extremely
4 - very
5 - extremely

There is little time to prepare for my
lessons/responsibilities.
There is too much work to do.
The pace of the school day is too fast.
My caseload/classis too big.
My personal priorities are being shortchanged
due to time demands.
There is too much administrative paperwork
in my job.

5 - extremely

4 - very
4 - very
5 - extremely
3 - medium

5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
4 - very
5 - extremely

Table 4.20

Teacher Stress Inventory
Professional Distress /Discipline and Motivation /Professional Investment

Participant's Name
Maria

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I lack promotion andor advancement opportunities.

2 - mild
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I am not progressing my job as rapidly as I would like.
I need more status and respect on my job.
I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
I lack recognition for the extra work
andlor good teaching I do.

3 - medium
4 - very
4 - very
5 - extremely

I feel frustrated.. .
...because of discipline problems in my classroom.
3 - medium
...having to monitor pupil behavior.
5 - extremely
...because some students would better if they hied.
4 - very
...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated. 5 - extremely
...because of inadequatelpoorly defined discipline
4 - very
problems.
...when my authority is rejected by pupilsladministration.5- extremely
My personal opinions are not sufficiently aired.
5 - extremely
I lack control over decisions made about
4 - very
classroom/school matters.
I am not emotionally/intellectuallystimulated on the job. 4 - very
I lack opportunities for professional improvement.
1 -no

Table 4.21

Teacher Stress Inventory
Emotional /Fatigue /Cardiovascular / Gastronomical /Behavioral Manijktations
Participant's Name
Maria

Factors

I respond to stress...
...by feeling insecure.
...by feeling vulnerable.
...by feeling unable to cope.
...by feeling depressed.
...by feeling anxious.

...by sleeping more than usual.

...by procrastinating.

...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.

...with physical exhaustion.

...with physical weakness.

...with feelings of increased blood pressure

...with feeling of heart pounding or racing.

Strength of Relationship

4 - very
3 - medium
4 - very
2 - mild
2 - mild
I - no
4 - very
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
4 - very
1 -no
1 - no
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...with rapid and/or shallow breath.

1 -no

...with stomach pain of extended duration

I -no

...with stomach cramps.

...with stomach acid.

1-no
3 - medium

...by using over-the-counter drugs.

5 - extremely

...by using prescription drugs.
...by using alcohol.
...by calling in sick.
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5 - extremely
I -no
1 -no

Interview I: Roger
Roger is a 61-year-old white male who started and ended his career with the
district. He was employed for 30 and a half years with the district. His education consists
of a bachelor's degree and a master's degree from Florida institutions. Roger took a
traditional education track and spent his entire career in elementary education.
The interview took 45 minutes and was conducted in Roger's home. He and his
wife have lived there for 27 years, but they are preparing to sell it and move to north
Florida. During the interview Roger asked me to stop the tape and frequently asked for
clarification of the questions for accuracy. Roger spoke with a relaxed mouth, was alert,
and stared out rather than make consistent eye contact. He held his head straight and
nodded up and down several times. His body was open and he leaned forward. However,
there were times his hands were crossed on his chest or being rubbed together. Roger's
voice speed was slow to regular and his tone was very sincere. When Roger began to
speak about the students he became choked up and teary eyed. He apologized for his
emotions and stated it was because he truly cared about the students. Tables 4.22,4.23,
and 4.24 indicate Roger's responses to the Teacher Stress Inventory.
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Table 4.22

Teacher Stress Inventory
Time Management/Work-related Stressors
Participant's Name
Roger

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I easily over-commit myself.
I become impatient if others do things too slowly.
I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
I have little time to relaxfenjoy the time of day.
I feel uncomfortable wasting time.
There isn't enough time to get things done.
I rush in my speech.

5 - extremely
2 - mild
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
3 - medium

There is little time to prepare for my
lessons/responsibilities.
There is too much work to do.
The pace of the school day is too fast.
My caseload/class is too big.
My personal priorities are being shortchanged
due to time demands.
There is too much administrative paperwork
in my job.

5 - extremely
5 - extremely
3 - medium
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely

Table 4.23

Teacher Stress Inventory
Professional Distress /Discipline and Motivation /Professional Investment
Participant's Name
Roger

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I lack promotion andlor advancement opportunities.
I am not progressing my job as rapidly as I would like.
I need more status and respect on my job.
I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
I lack recognition for the extra work
andlor good teaching I do.

4 - very
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely

I feel frustrated.. .
...because of discipline problems in my classroom.
3 - medium
...having to monitor pupil behavior.
5 - extremely
...because some students would better if they tried.
4 - very
...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated. 5 - extremely
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...because of inadequate/poorly defined discipline

5 - extremely

problems.

...when my authority is rejected by pupils/administration.5 - extremely
My personal opinions are not sufficiently aired.
5 - extremely
3
- medium
I lack control over decisions made about
classroom/schoolmatters.
I am not emotionally/intellectually stimulated on the job. 2 - mild
I lack opportunities for professional improvement.
3 - medium
Table 4.24

Teacher Stress Inventory
Emotional /Fatigue /Cardiovascular /Gastronomical /Behavioral Manifestations
Participant's Name
Roger

Factors

I respond to stress...
...by feeling insecure.
...by feeling vulnerable.
...by feeling unable to cope.
...by feeling depressed.
...by feeling anxious.

...by sleeping more than usual.
...by procrastinating.

...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.

...with physical exhaustion.

...with physical weakness.

Strength of Relationship

2 - mild
4 - very
2 - mild
4 - very
4 - very
4 - very
2 - mild
2 - mild
4 - very
4 - very

...with feelings of increased blood pressure
...with feeling of heart pounding or racing.

4 - very
4 - very

...with rapid and/or shallow breath.
...with stomach pain of extended duration
...with stomach cramps.
...with stomach acid.

3 - medium
2 - mild
2 - mild
2 - mild

...by using over-the-counter drugs.
...by using prescription drugs.
...by using alcohol.
...by calling in sick.
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Interview J: Gigi
Gigi is a 59-year-old African-American female who was employed in the district
for 34 years before separating voluntarily from the district due to stress on the job. Gigi
earned her bachelor's and master's degrees in Florida and, except for one year, was
employed as an elementary teacher at the same school.
The interview with Gigi took approximately an hour in her dining room in the
middle of the week. Throughout the interview, she seemed relaxed, but rarely smiled. She
sat at the table with an open stance and upright. She held her head up straight and
frequently nodded it up and down. Gigi had her hands on the table and often emphasized

a point with gestures. Her voice speed was slow with an angry tone every so often. After
being retired for a year, Gigi was contacted by the district to take a position as a part-time
reading resource teacher. She reported she enjoys working with students again and due to
the nature of the position, she feels no stress. Tables 4.25,4.26, and 4.27 indicate Gigi's
responses to the Teacher Stress Inventory.

Table 4.25
Teacher Stress Inventory
Time Management / Work-related Stressors
Participant's Name
Gigi

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I easily over-commit myself.
I become impatient if others do things too slowly.
I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
I have little time to relaxlenjoy the time of day.
I feel uncomfortable wasting time.
There isn't enough time to get things done.
I rush in my speech.

5 - extremely

4 - very
4 - very
4 - very
4 - very
4 - very
2 - mild
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5 - extremely

There is little time to prepare for my
lessonslresponsibilities.
There is too much work to do.
The pace of the school day is too fast.
My caseload/class is too big.
My personal priorities are being shortchanged
due to time demands.
There is too much administrative paperwork
in my job.

5 - extremely
3 - medium

4 - very
5 - extremely

5 - extremely

Table 4.26

Teacher Stress Inventory
Professional Distress /Discipline and Motivation /Professional Investment
Participant's Name
Gigi

Factors

Strength of Relationship

I lack promotion andlor advancement opportunities.
I am not progressing my job as rapidly as I would like.
I need more status and respect on my job.
I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
I lack recognition for the extra work and/or
good teaching I do.

5 - extremely
4 - very
5 - extremely
5 - extremely
5 - extremely

I feel frustrated.. .
...because of discipline problems in my classroom.
1 -no
...having to monitor pupil behavior.
1 -no
...because some students would better if they tried.
1 -no
...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated. 1 - no
...because of inadequatelpoorly defined discipline
1 -no
problems.
...when my authority is rejected by pupilsladministration.1 - no
My personal opinions are not sufficiently aired.
5 - extremely
I lack control over decisions made about
5 - extremely
classroom/school matters.
I am not emotionally/intellectually stimulated on the job. 5 - extremely
I lack opportunities for professional improvement.
5 - extremely
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Table 4.27

Teacher Stress Inventory
Emotional / Fatigue / Cardiovascular/ Gastronomical/ Behavioral Manifestations
Participant's Name
Gigi

Factors

I respond to stress...
...by feeling insecure.
...by feeling vulnerable.
...by feeling unable to cope.
...by feeling depressed.
...by feeling anxious.

Strength of Relationship

1 - no
2 - mild
2 - mild

...by sleeping more than usual.
...by procrastinating.
...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.
...with physical exhaustion.
...with physical weakness.

I -no
1 -no
2 - mild
2 - mild
2 - mild

...with feelings of increased blood pressure.
...with feeling of heart pounding or racing.

4 - very
4 - very

...with rapid and/or shallow breath.

3 - medium
1 -no
1 -no
1 -no

...with stomach pain of extended duration.
...with stomach cramps.
...with stomach acid.

...by using over-the-counter drugs.
...by using prescription drugs.

...by using alcohol.

...by calling in sick.

4 - very
1 -no
1 -no
1 -no

Within-Case Analysis
The research conducted in this study was qualitative in nature, requiring the
researcher to analyze descriptive data culminating with the emergence of themes and
patterns within the three sub-groups. The data was analyzed by systematic coding of the
descriptive data provided by the subjects. The data coded was collected through recorded
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interviews, demographic profiles, Teacher Stress Inventory, non-verbal communication
checklist, and field notes. The data was coded into eight domains and whether or not it
effected the subject positively or negatively (see Figure 4.0).
Coding was done by assessing the subject's responses to questions pertaining to
the eight domains. Fragments of sentences, sentences, and in some instances short
paragraphs were coded. It should be noted that coded passages could be placed into more
than one domain if they fit appropriately into more than one. If a coded passage was
determined to cause any stress, it was considered to have had a positive impact on stress
obtained, and is indicated with a plus (+) sign in the tables. If a coded passage was
determined not to cause any stress, it was considered to have had a negative impact on
the stress obtained, and is indicated with a negative (-) sign in the tables.

Figure 4.0. Coding of Data
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Teachers Who were Employed with the District fiom Five Months to Five Years
The internal domain refers to personal characteristics. According to the Teacher
Proximity Continuum (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990) Internal issues relate to experiences
arising fiom within the teacher. The internal characteristics can have a positive or
negative effect on the stress the subjects felt.
In the sub-group, teachers who were employed in the district for 5 months to 5
years, who separated voluntarily from the district due to stress on the job, the majority of
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the data collected in the internal domain had a positive effect on the stress they obtained.
Ashley stated, "I would be driving home thinking about it, while I was at home doing
laundry or cooking thinking about what's going on." This behavior was indicative of this
sub-group. Lucy testified, "I would feel like a failure" (Table 4.28).

Table 4.28
Within-CaseAnalysis Internal Characteristics having an Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

Internal

"I think I'm getting older so that certainly would have somethmg
to do with the stress."
"I have a pretty hot temper and when I see stupidity it gets me aggravated."
"At the end of the day I wasn't able to just drop and leave everything there."
"I wasn't able to shut it down once I came home."
"My school life was my entire life and my only life because it was constantly
on my mind."
"I wouldn't be able to concentrate on anything else."
"I tend to be, like I said before a perfectionist."
"I care a lot about what other people think about me."
"I took all that stress on myself if my kids failed a test."
"I put everything inward you know and kind of blame myself."
"I'm very much a people person, I interact well with people."
"I'm always very organized, when I would teach I would have everything
laid out."

Note. User Assessment

Role

+=Positive Influence/Cause of Stress Obtained
- = Negative Influencemo Cause of Stress Obtained

The second, third, and fourth domain encompassed professional skills. The three
sub-categories of this domain are: pedagogy, experiences related to short term planning,
delivery, evaluation, and improvement of instruction; curriculum, experiences related to
the intermediate term planning of course content and preparation for instruction; and,
program, experiences arising in conjunction with the long term planning and operation of
the department or program (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990). While the subjects were
explained the differences of each category with in this domain, it is important to note a
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theme developed whereby the subjects were unable to answer each question separately.
They frequently commented, and their responses supported, the differences between the
three sub-categories was marginal. Robert supports this, stating, "I don't know, where I
come from we don't know long term planning, short term planning, we just know that we
have to teach. We have a curriculum, we try to get through it and that's what it's about."
Additionally, Robert angrily suggested, ". ..instead of union issues, money, strikes,
getting the miserable principal out of the building, things like that, all type of job actions
that should be taken, that's what needs to be discussed, not long term planning." For the
purpose of this study, these three questions were combined and the data collected was
analyzed and disseminated together. With all of the subject's responses correlated for the
three questions there were still only three negatively coded comments for pedagogy,

curriculum, and program. Robert explained, "Of course you can't blame the district
completely, they only have a finite amount of money. They have to build all these
schools. There is a tremendous influx of people moving here." Responses coded had an
overwhelming positive impact on stress. Additional areas that emerged in the three
categories were standardized testing, paperwork, time constraints, and class size.

Table 4.29
Within-CaseAnalysis Pedagogy / Curriculum /Program having an Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

Pedagogy

"Why am I doing this, why am I aggravating myself for the furiously tiny
amount of money.. .the pay is terrible."
"There is no type of mentor to help anybody new in the system."
"You have no one to stand behind you, you have no true union."
"They don't have money to have a mentoring system."
"If teachers are teaching to the test, kids are not learning more, they are
are just learning to take a test. But, it makes the politicians look good."

Role

+

+

+
+
+
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"Lower class size, in fact that's the one issue, the most important issue
that would help schools in Florida."
"I didn't have enough time to do my planning to learn all the new things
they want done."
"I think the district put a lot on the teachers they keep on putting things
on teachers that are not necessary like this new report card."
"I don't know, doing something with the FCAT and just stopping all this
report card and nonsense. I think a lot of the paperwork that they give
us is nonsense."
"I just think that all of this stuff is so much paperwork and not really any
point behind it."
"I always knew that I would be judged for what happened on that test."
"Evaluation was very stressful for me."
"Even in planning you can't get it all done, it's almost impossible to get that
whole curriculum done."
"They either need to pay teachers more or they need to take a lot of
the load off."

Curriculum

Program

"It's a furious system, the classes are to large, way too large."
"Kids hate school, all they do is study for the FCAT test."
"There was no time for short term planning."
"There was so much material to teach it seemed like you would never
get through it all."
"You had to cover all these subjects that are going to be on the FCAT,
because we have to teach to the test."
"...the aspect that we just didn't have very much time as a team to discuss
what field trips we wanted to take together."

+

+
+

+
+

+
"How to plan for FCAT and how to gear everything towards the FCAT."
+
"I had so little time to do academics."
+
"I didn't have anyone helping me like an aide or something."
+
"...give some of the resource people in the school some of the kids."
+
"There's always a lot of meetings after school, two or three days a week."
"It just seemed to always be [sic] a meeting about something, over some kind +
of program that was going on."

Note. User Assessment

+ = Positive InfluenceICause of Stress Obtained

- =Negative InfluenceiNo Cause of Stress Obtained

Standardized testing was considered by most to have a positive influence on the
stress they obtained. Issues such as the time of the year the test is taken, the amount of
information tested, and how the results of the test were used, were the primary sources of
stress for the group. "Kid doesn't pass the test they aren't going to move on, it's
outrageous. You don't judge a child by one test." exclaimed Robert. He went on to say,
"The FCAT is not the answer, it is just a test and it's not helping most people." Lucy was
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concerned with how she would be viewed based on her student's performance of the
FCAT. "I always knew that I would be judged for what happened on that test. Because
you knew in the end; are my kids going to do good, are they not going to do good, I'm
going to be judged, my performance is based on what they do."
The seemingly over-abundance of paperwork also had a positive impact on the
stress these teachers were obtaining. Ashley remarked, "There's always a lot of meetings
after school to discuss the ESOL (English for Speakers of Other Languages) and ESE
(Exceptional Student Education) packets, and Reading Running Records packets that
needed to be filled out." Lucy reiterated, "I would say all of the ESOL and ESE and all of
the different branches like that, all that paperwork was very stressful." She continued, "I
just think that all of this stuff is so much paperwork and not really any point behind it. I
think you could simplify things a lot for teachers instead of making things so much

harder." Robert quipped, "So many papers to fill out, which was absolutely idiotic."
The lack of time due to a large class schedule or the volume of meetings being
held also had a positive impact on the stress this group obtained. "There was no time for
short term planning." Robert stated, "I was teaching almost all day long, and if you have
no time for planning that's stress." Ashley was distraught over the lack of time to
collaborate with her co-workers regarding planning and programs. "There was a new
computer based literacy program that they wanted to implement and there was just no
time to really sit down on a school day to get together and talk with each other to learn
the program." She added, "We just didn't really seem to have enough time to get together
to discuss, well here are my ideas, what are your ideas."
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Class size also had a positive impact on the stress this sub-group obtained. Ashley
felt that, "Lowering class size, offering help in your room such as a full time aide would
have been a great help." Ashley also brought up the issue of teacher absences. "If a
teacher called in sick and there was no sub to replace her, the other kindergarten teacher
would have to take her entire class. So we have 30 kids in our room, in addition to the 30
kids in her room and we don't have lesson plans to go through the rest of the day." Lucy
was worried about students falling behind due to lack of individual attention, "You've got
36 kids and you don't have anyone to help you in your classroom when you are teaching
math and you have all these concepts. What if like [sic] 15 kids don't understand it?'
According to Robert the single greatest obstacle facing education in Florida is class size.
"The biggest thing we have to do down here is raise taxes to lower class sizes. The
classes are too large, way too large. You need to have small classes, if you have smaller
classes, more children get individualized attention."
The inter-personal relationships domain has two sub-categories: students,
experiences resulting from interactions with students; and peers, experiences arising from
interactions with persons, with co-workers who are neither superior nor subordinates
(Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990).
In the sub-category of how students effected the stress they obtained only Lucy
felt they had a negative impact on her. She indicated that the students negatively effected
her stress during her first year, but when she changed schools her second year they began
to effect positively the stress she obtained. Referring to her first year she stated, "I didn't
have one child in my classroom that I didn't like, not one behavior problem." She felt,
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"My class was so knit together they would help each other. They were like one unit, it
was awesome."
Robert taught in a class of Autistic children, so was hesitant to place blame for
stress on the children. "This child was flowing around and was screaming, yelling. She
was also blind. She had many, many problems, poor child, but she was not in the right
class."
Two themes that emerged from Ashley's and Lucy's comments were the
socioeconomic background of the students and the student's lack of respect for one
another. Lucy stated, "I had 75% free and reduced lunch so I was in a more bad [sic]
economic area so the types of kids that I had were kids that liked to cause trouble."
Ashley collaborated this stating, "I think the area.. .area, the kids lifestyles and home life

I think really contributed to the behavior problems I was having inside my room."
Both Ashley and Lucy found it was more stressful to tolerate the students being
disrespectful to each other than being disrespectful to them. Lucy claimed, "One thing I
found very stressful about my students was the fact that they fought. My kids fought with
each other all the time and it was something that was so draining for me as a person."
Ashley confirmed this, stating, "Interaction between the students, I had boys and girls,
five and six years old, physically fist fighting, picking up chairs and throwing them at
each other across the room, flipping each other off, and saying the 'F' word at such a
young age."
The majority of the comments regarding how peers effected the stress they
obtained was negative. Only Robert had positive comments about his peers. His
comments were not directed at his peers specifically, but at the system for not allowing
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them to be a more negative influence on his stress. "But colleagues, colleagues are busy,
they had no time to be helping somebody else they are doing their own thing. They've
got paperwork to do and reports to write and work on the computer, all kinds of
foolishness really." He also felt the majority of his colleagues basically punched a clock
and would not go out of their way to help or fight for himself or herself or anyone else.
"She didn't give a rat's ass what happened to me, nor did anybody else in the system, nor
did colleagues; everybody is pretty much left to their own devices."
However, all three members of this group felt that peers negatively effected the
stress that they obtained. They were viewed as a source to release the stress they were
feeling. Robert stated, "Luckily this person I knew, and this person helped me. If it
wasn't for this person I don't know what I would have done." Lucy said, "I would cry too
and break-down to some of my co-workers as well. Some of my team members they were
so strong, strong people for me to talk to because they kind of felt the same way.'' On her
breaks Ashley said with her break time she, ". ..would just sit in the office or break room,
cool off, speak with another adult just about anything un-school related" (Table 4.30).

Table 4.30
Within-Case Analysis Students /Peers having an Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

Students "I had pretty rough students my frst year, but they liked me even though
they were rough, I think they respected me to a degree."
"My kids were good, my kids were so nice to each other and treated each
kindly and that makes such a difference in a classroom environment."
"I had one student who would just basically would talk back to me."
"There are some kids that I really liked, but there were some kids that I did
not like and I didn't feel right about doing that either."
"It was because ofmy students, the majority of my problems were my students."
"No matter what I did it just didn't seem like I could control some of them."

Role

+
+

+
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"My kids would just tear each other apart verbally."
"I had kids that hate one another."
"There was no togetherness in my classroom."
"There was a lot of bad behavior problems in the school."
"Well lets see, the kids would fight all the time."
"It felt like they were completely out of control."
"Even fkom day one the kids would not listen or have any respect."
"There is a big difference fiom teaching in a school in Rivera Beach or
teaching in another public school in Boca for example."

Peers

" The best people I found, I had some para-professionals with me, they
were wonderful, they tried there best and they were a great help."
"The other teachers were great."
"The team I worked with, we were good fiiends in the school as well as
outside of school so that really helped in a positive way."
"I was very close with my fourth grade team, they were like my sisters."
"Even if we were teaching 30 years or teaching 2 years it didn't matter because
we were all new to the school and I think that brought a lot of togetherness
and openness with one another."
"We were more like a family instead of co-workers."
"You know even leaving my co-workers that was hard for me because I loved
my school."
"As a new teacher I felt like I was never heard because I was the younger teacher."
"I would try to speak up and everyone would kind of brush it right by."
"She was an old timer, her attitude was I'm almost done I've got another
two years and I'm leaving soon, I certainly don't want to buck the system in
anyway or say anything."
"Most of the people I saw are very scared of the administration, they keep to
themselves, they do not try to cany on collegial stuff after school."
"I control my classroom and I leave at the end of the day and whoever works
here I don't want to know them after school."

Note. User Assessment

+

+

+

+
+

+ = Positive InfluenceICause of Stress Obtained

- =Negative InfluenceINo Cause of Stress Obtained

The system domain refers to the intra-system. This domain relates to experiences
that arise from persons or forces within the educational system with which the teacher is
required to comply (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990). When questioned, the majority of the
responses were directed at administration. The subjects focused on the part of the
question that referred to 'persons' within the education system. Minimal responses
referred to 'forces' within the educational system with the exception of comments of
Robert. "I wasn't getting help from the system." "I'm getting aggravated everyday and
infuriated, I gave it up. Not that anybody cared, no one ever called me to ask why did you
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give it up. They couldn't care less." When discussing administration to the school board
Robert said, "It's a very incestuous system. It's the old boy network or who you know
and what you know and its very dirty down here." One theme that emerged was the
teacher's feeling that administration was not supportive about removing discipline
problems from the classroom. Ashley stated, "One experience that I had with the
principal, whenever I sent a child to the office for misbehavior, her reaction was you're
the classroom teacher the children need to learn to respect you and I don't want to see
kids in the office for classroom misbehavior." Lucy concurred, "I would send her to the
principal and they basically told me I had to present dates of conferences with the parents
instead of dealing with the student."
While the majority of the comments coded regarding administration positively
effected stress, Lucy had negative comments as to how her principal effected the stress
she obtained. "I loved my principal and the principal was always standing behind us."
She felt that, "She was always standing by her faculty and sticking up for them, very
supportive" (Table 4.3 1).

Table 4.3 1

With-in Case Analysis Intra-System having an Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

System

"Provide work shops, I wasn't really told of any workshops being offered
to maybe help with class discipline or something."
"He's to stay in your room and you deal with it because you are the classroom
teacher he needs to know to respect you, and your rules in the room. I
could have had a little more support in that area."
"A new principal had come into the school and she didn't give a rats ass
what happened to me."
The first thing they could do is they could get people in to remove children
who shouldn't be in classes."

Role

+
+

+
+
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"Down here the principal is god. The principal has complete control over your
life."
"I would get frustrated because I thought I had to deal with it all myself
when there was nobody to back me up."
"My one assistant principal he kind of picked one person a year like one
person kom each grade level a year who he kind of picked on."
"My assistant principal, I did not agree with the way he does things. He was
very unprofessional and not very understanding."
"My second year I had no problems with my administration."
"I cried when I left my school because of how much I loved my principal."
"She was the best principal 1'11 probably ever have."

Note. User Assessment
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+

+
+
+

+ = Positive Influence/Cause of Stress Obtained

- =Negative InfluenceNo Cause of Stress Obtained

The community domain, or extra-system, refers to experiences arising outside the
administrative and physical bounds of the educational system (Camp & Heath-Camp,
1990). The subjects in this sub-group answered this question referring predominantly to

the local community and the parents more specifically. Each subject had a specific story
regarding a parent or organization that had a negative impact on his or her stress
obtained. Robert suggested, "The P. T. A. is there to raise money if it's in a well to do
area for certain projects that the school needs because they don't have enough money."
Lucy recollects, "I had one parent that their child was a problem [sic] in the beginning
but by the end of the year he was one of my favorite kids because his parents worked
with me to improve the behavior and it worked." Ashley was also able to remember the
efforts of some parents. "I did have a couple of parents who were very, very sweet and
would come in and volunteer just an hour in the room which made a big, huge, huge
difference of how the school day went."
However, the majority of the coded responses had the community domain having
a positive impact on the stress the subjects obtained. Themes that emerged were lack of
parent support regarding discipline issues and as discussed earlier, low socioeconomic
demographics effecting parent volunteerism. Lucy stated, "I had a hard time even
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finding anyone to go on a field trip when I was in public school." and "There just seems
no follow through on the part of parents." Ashley commented, "I don't know if it was
maybe the area I was in and socioeconomic background" (Table 4.32).

Table 4.32
Within-Case Analysis Extra-System having an Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

Community

"The mother and father were both well to do people with a lot of clout
and they didn't want their child labeled emotionally disturbed."
"Here's no community support of any kind."
"There isn't any help fiom the outside community in any way."
"I don't think the community is helpful at all if you want the truth."
"I had a little child bring in a 9mm bullet from her mother's car for the little
boy's toy gun."
"I think that lack of parent involvement put a lot of stress on the job."
"I had other parents who would say to me I know I have the same problem
I don't what to do either."
"One mother was like my child is 100% different because of you. That made you
k i d of think that WOW maybe I did make a difference, but you don't hear it
enough."
"Just like a kid needs praise teachers need praise. I think they don't get it fiom
the Parents."

Note. User Assessment

Role

+

+
+
+

+

+

+
-

+

+ = Positive Influence/Cause of Stress Obtained

-

=Negative Influencemo Cause of Stress Obtained

The final issue discussed with the subjects was what signs they displayed fiom the
stress they obtained and what methods they used to release the stress they obtained. The
subjects responded with a multitude of signs and symptoms. Lucy indicated, "It effected
my quality of life. You would just not have any time for yourself." Ashley suffered fiom
headaches and, "...lost a lot of weight, probably about 10 pounds."
They all said the ultimate release method was "giving up the job." Robert stated,
"I'm getting aggravated everyday and infuriated. I gave it up." Another release method
was talking with co-workers and family members. Ashley stated, "I would just sit in the
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office or break room, cool off, speak with another adult, just about anything un-school
related, so I could just get my mind off the situation, cool off and go back with a clear
head and be able to resume" (Table 4.33).

Table 4.33
Within-CaseAnalysis Signs /Release Methods having an Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

Signs

"I didn't have time for my husband, at night, during the week I would grade
papers."
"I didn't have any personal time with my husband or just for myself basically."
"I might yell at them or change their color or something like that."
"I had headaches a lot. I would really just not look forward to going to school
at all. I would wake up late."
"I would throw up before I would go to school everyday."
"I was very anxious, on the edge of my seat."

Release

Role

-

"I went to the doctor and got some pills that are supposed to calm me down
"What I did eventually to relieve the stress was I quit the job."
"I basically had an emotional breakdown."
"I would just start crying fiom the stress."
"If I had a really bad day I would break down and cry and basically get hold
of my husband, let him hear the whole story."
"I would cry to and break-down to some of my co-workers as well."
"Just breaking down emotionally would be eventually how I would relieve it."
"I would probably have a few drinks of wine everyday after school everyday."
"I went for walks. I took a lot of walks around the condominium complex."

Note. User Assessment

+=Positive Release Methods of Stress Obtained
- =Negative SignsISymptoms Stress Obtained

Teachers Who were Employed with the District from 6 Years to 15 Years
In the sub-group, teachers who were employed with the district from 6 years to 15
years their comments were short when asked about personal characteristics; experiences
arising from factors within the teacher (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990). It should be noted,
during the interview process, Margie seemed to be angry about her experience in the
district and most of her responses were extremely short. Even after asking for
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clarification or an expansion of an answer, she was reluctant to expand and give
examples. While she answered the question about internal characteristics, she gave no
true comment that the researcher could code positively or negatively effecting the stress
she obtained. Debbie indicated she felt her personal characteristics had a negative impact
on the stress she obtained. "I was pretty good a compartmentalizing it and leaving it at
school." She stated, "I was good at shutting it off and I went on about my business which
was really healthy for me."
In stark contrast, Judy only responded with comments that were coded as having a
positive impact on the stress she obtained. "I like to be in charge and in control and when
the kids don't comply with that, that [sic] just set my personality out of whack."
Additionally, she added that dealing with numerous personalities, not necessarily
misbehaving would also be difficult for her to come to terms with. "Sometimes not even
being defiant or misbehaving, it's just 20 different personalities coming from 20 different
little houses and that was hard for me to adjust to. I still don't know if I still really
adjusted to, trying to meet all of that" (Table 4.34).

Table 4.34
.Within-CaseAnalysis Internal Characteristics having an Impact on Stress
-

-

--

Domain

Comment

Internal

"I am good just setting it aside you know."
"I was good at compartmentalizing, going home and saying okay school is
over and not thinking about it."
"I'm a very controlling person."
"I wanted them to be nice, do as I say, and not change or challenge me. I had
a hard time trying just dealing with 20 or 30 different personalities."
"Extremely organized and perfectionist I am and when they didn't k i d of fit
into that old then I would kind of go crazy."

Role

+

+

+
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+ =Positive InfluenceICause of Stress Obtained

- =Negative Influence/No Cause of Stress Obtained

Under the umbrella titled professional skills, are the domains pedagogy,
curriculum, and program. The three subjects provided comments on pedagogy that only
had an impact on the stress they obtained positively. A theme that appeared was criticism
of the system for their lack of support and the continued increase in expectations from the
teachers. The subjects referenced the 'system' as people or forces above administration at
the school site. When discussing the districts, unwillingness to transfer her from her
current assignment Margie stated, "I am sure from the persons within the education
system, they probably had their hands tied. It was like, okay Margie you have to stay
where you are and that's just the way it is. With similar sentiments Judy remarked, "I
wouldn't even think the administration of the schools could have done that much more
than they were doing because their hands were tied too." Debbie expressed displeasure
with the district's unwillingness to support teachers regarding discipline issues. "I don't

think the district or the state allows you to enforce the rules in an appropriate manner and
that's really where the stress comes from."
The curriculum domain refers to experiences related to the intermediate term
planning of course content and preparation for instruction (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990).
Debbie, an ESOL math teacher and Margie, a speech therapist who was given a class of
Autistic students, stated that due to the nature of their classes the curriculum effected the
stress they obtained positively as well as negatively. Negatively, Debbie stated, "Course
content in math is pretty standard, there's not a lot that can be done to it. I don't think the
school can drastically effect what you do in the room on a day to day basis in a math
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class." Margie felt, "It was pretty straight forward you know you did your lesson plans. It
was basically a preset schedule."
However, Debbie expressed how a specific change in curriculum and delivery
method for math was implemented from the district that had a positive impact on the
stress she obtained. Referring to a program that required the teachers to teach one math
concept at a time for a week and then move on to another, Debbie stated, "That's all well
and good you could do anything in a week if you jam it into their heads and do nothing
else, this is not a real world test of anythmg." She also relayed her displeasure in the
materials that accompanied the curriculum. "They put together this package for us and
the depressing thing was, it was a package that they had copied together from worksheets
and stuff we had already seem. It wasn't even some original thought, that's how it was
presented." Judy was not concerned with specific curriculum content but rather with the
volume of the curriculum and the lack of time to implement it. "Just a time issue, so
much to do in a day. I never understood people that could come at 7:30 and leave at 3:00
and walk out with nothing in their hands." She stated, 'Wot having enough time to get
through everything you needed to get through, you're kind of [sic] thrown this textbook
and I think you're supposed to cover it from front to back."
The program domain refers to experiences that arise in conjunction with the long
term planning and operation of the department or program (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990).
Debbie and Judy reflected on the programs they were involved in and responded with
negative comments having an impact on the stress they obtained. Judy felt like there,
"was always plenty of resources, I never felt that I didn't have enough resources." She
also described in detail the positive and negative effect a program, that was unique to her
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school, had on the stress that she obtained. The program was the result of a grant for
literacy for $400,000. The money was used to provide the school with, ". ..a literacy
coordinator, this huge resource room for extra reading teachers purchased through the
grant and so on." The grant helped lower the class sizes to fifteen or less children with a
literacy reading block of 90 minutes with two teachers. Judy praised administration for
the efforts to bring this program to the school. "I was one of those visionary thing that our
administrator saw and this literacy person saw and it took several years to keep going and
get down the road."
Judy also was quick to point out the positive effects this program had on the stress
she obtained. "At the same time it was negative because you had these boxes that you had
to fit into everyday at the exact same time. You better be ready to start reading because
the other teacher that is going to work with you for that 90 minutes is on her way in." She
felt pressured, if anything would come up such as a difficult math concept or picture day
Judy said, "Your schedule is totally out of whack."
Debbie relayed a similar story of a program that had positive and negative effects
on the stress she obtained. She discussed her dismay with the notion that all students are
required to pass Algebra. "They have tried eight ways to Sunday to get 100% of the
population to pass Algebra I and the reality is 100% of the population will never pass
Algebra I, and there is nothing wrong with it." Her own educational philosophy was not
aliened with the district. "You know we have this ridiculous idea that we are going to
raise the standards and the graduation rate at the same time. Well, my definition of a
standard is something that everyone cannot meet or else it is no longer a standard."
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At length, Debbie discussed one particular program the district implemented.
"They had this great course, Algebra One A and One B. It was slowed down, it was
Algebra in two years." She was very happy with the results she was getting from the
program. "It was magnificent, it was wonderful, the book was great. I had kids come in
there with low, low skills, kids who couldn't divide, who got through it, got to geometry
and after that Algebra I1 in high school it was just miraculous."
Debbie quickly turned somber as she stated, "And the county discontinued it. I
don't get it. It was a great class. I think a lot of people probably didn't use it right. It was
a terrific class in the right hands. I don't think they always make the right decision long
term" (Table 3.35).

Table 4.35
Within-Case Analysis Pedagogy /Curriculum /Program having an Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

Pedagogy

"There was not a lot of support and I pretty much told the higher up that
there was no support."
"I went high, I went to the school board itself and got nothing.. . well that's
it take or leave it that's what I was basically told take it or leave it."
"The district has to have rules and enforce them period. They don't even need
a lot of rules, they need like five, and they have to enforce them."
"So what ends up happening is your fighting the system to do what you think
is your job."
"You know it's window dressing were going to try something different but we
don't really do anything different. They don't depart very far from traditional
models."
"There were so many things you had to teach every year, every nine weeks
every day it seemed like they were throwing one more thing that you had to
accomplish and that you were held accountable to do so."

Curriculum

"It was straight forward you did your lesson plans."
"I guess the lack of time, not feeling l i e I had enough time to plan."
"The year that I left you know we got this huge binder on Black History,
okay now where am I going to fit this in."
"Course content in math is pretty standard, there's not a lot that can be done

Role

+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+
-
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to it."
"They can change the order, the order is driven by the textbook and the textbook
is driven by the county exam. I thought t was a poorly ordered textbook."
Program

"We had 90 minutes uninterrupted literacy, that was just phenomenal."
"You didn't have flexibility a lot of time you need to have, you don't know
what's coming up that day."
"In a desperate attempt to get everybody to pass algebra, the county described
15 different curriculum methods, textbooks, and courses."
"I did love the class, I don't know why they got rid of it. I don't think they
always make the decision long term."

Note. User Assessment
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+

t

+

+

+ = Positive InfluenceICause of Stress Obtained
- =Negative Influencemo Cause of Stress Obtained

The inter-personal relationships domain has two sub-categories: studentsexperiences resulting from interactions with students and peers- experiences arising from
interactions with co-workers who are neither superior nor subordinate (Camp & Heath-

Camp, 1990). In regards to students, all subjects in this sub-group offered comments that
were coded as having positive and negative impact on the stress they obtained.
Judy was non-specific in her explanation of negative comments about students.
"There were a lot of positive things from students that kept me doing it every year and
coming back every day, to many too list." She was much more specific when revealing
positive comments about the stress she obtained from her students. It appeared as if she
could recall the positives far clearer than the negatives. "The negative ones,
unfortunately, is what stands out in your mind." She listed several incidents that occurred.
"A first grader punched me in the face and was only suspended for two days."
Additionally, she added, "You have chairs thrown at you, things thrown at you." She was
disheartened at the students ignoring her authority. "Just the utter lack of respect and
authority. I was not an authority figure. I did not command respect from them."
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Margie was guarded when discussing positive or negative aspects regarding the
students due to the fact that her students were Autistic. "I mean they were a good bunch
of boys, but at the same time they couldn't help it, their limitations, because of their
physical handicap." She continued to be non-specific when offering positive comments
about the students. " I got put into a class with nine autistic boys, who would scratch me,
beat me, kick me, smack me on the back, which is why I ultimately left."
Debbie was much more specific when discussing positive and negative comments
regarding the stress she obtained from the students. She prefaced her answer with a brief
background on what she thought was acceptable expectations each year of teaching. "I
went in assuming that if I could change one kid a year that would be a good year. If I
could take a kid that was on the fence and turn him around I accomplished a miracle and
that would be enough." She was realistic about what she could accomplish in a year. "I
didn't go in thinking I could change it all, but it was those individual little events that
keep you going, that you never forget." Debbie offered a specific story of interaction with
a student in relation to negatively effecting the stress she obtained. "I have a card from
this kid, he was not a bad kid, typical middle school problems. Well, he started slacking
by the end of the year. I gave him such a hard time and he was miserable with me. On the
last day, he gave me a card, he said thank you for caring about me. When you look in the
dictionary the definition of teacher I see you." She paused and added, "You don't forget
that you know, it keeps you going."
Debbie was equally specific when discussing interaction with students that had a
positive impact on the stress she obtained. She spoke of an incident, but suggested this
type of thing occurred more often. "He was a good kid, we had a lot of these kids, he was
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pretty representative of a lot of foreign kids. He comes in the 9" grade really nice little
boy and leave in 12" grade a gang member." She went on to say, "I watched one year
[sic] this boy was in 10" or 11" grade literally getting recruited during my math class to
be with these gang kids."
The subjects in this sub-group were divided when it came to commenting on how
interaction with peers effected their stress positively or negatively. Judy was quick to
state, "I happened to be extremely fortunate to work with a lot of great people who are
now good friends." She had comments about peers that positively effected the stress she
obtained. Margie offered no clear comments positively or negatively regarding peers. She
recalls, "...talking to some co-workers who used to previously be in that position and
they got out for obvious reasons." She bitterly added, "I chose to have my family life. I
felt like I was penalized cause [sic] I still wanted to work, but only want to work parttime so my co-workers ended up moving on to the prestige positions and I this."
Debbie was both general and specific with positive comments regarding
interaction with peers effecting her stress. She was clear in stating that she felt there are a
lot of teachers that are not getting the job done and should seek other employment. "We
have a lot of people who should not be teaching who need to be removed." She is
discouraged by teachers' unwillingness to take responsibility for their own actions.
"Other states have a peer review process. I would bring this up at SAC meetings and the
faculty meetings and the teachers would say that's not our job. That's administration's
job. For teachers not to want that is shameful." She went on to describe a specific teacher
who did not follow the curriculum and put forth zero effort in planning, implementation,
and evaluation of programs for the students. "This coach was the Cities and Schools
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teacher. He showed movies all day, every day to these kids who need work more than

anybody in that school." She was also critical of the evaluation system in the county. "If

an administrator observes you doing something inappropriate but they don't tell you they
are coming that day, they can't put it in your file. That's a joke." Relating this to other
work experiences she said, "Anywhere else I worked if I said you can't come and watch
me unless you tell me you're coming. I would get fired (Table 4.36).

Table 4.36
Within-Case Analysis Students /Peers having an Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

Students

"There were a lot of positive things from students you know that kept me
doing it every year and coming back everyday to many to list."
"The negative ones unfortunately is what stands out in your mind."
"Just the utter lack of respect and authority."
"...caused a lot of stress was the physical abuse I was taking ffom these
children."
"It was really just the behavior and the discipline and the lack of support."
"They were a good bunch of boys but at the same time they couldn't help their
limitations."
"I got put into a class with nine Autistic boys. Who would scratch me, beat me
kick me, smack me on my back."
"I didn't have to subject myself to those kinds of things."
"It keeps you going."
"I taught foreign kids who would never call home and expect the parent to
come and defend them."
"That's our problem, we have no control over these kids."
"It comes fiom a lack of patience because it's pretty much if the kid's don't
behave there's nothing you can do about it."
"I heard him say to one of the vice principals you know if you don't stop
hassling me I'm going to have to call my parents."

Peers

"Well I used to talk to some co-worker5 who used to previously be in that
position and they got out for obvious reasons. They got my old job."
"I would say I vented to people, probably talked with co-workers."
"I happened to be extremely fortunate to work with a lot of great people
who are now good friends."
"A lot of positives as far as either getting ideas, or truly, can you help me out
with this."
"I had some of my friends come in an observe me and see if there is something
else I could be doing."

Role

+/-

-
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"I think teachers don't do enough of that, they are so afraid to let people in."
"We need to discipline ourselves."
"I think teachers can earn respect is not tolerate other teacher's poor behavior."
"That's very disheartening when you work so hard to see your peers undoing it."
"I can't stand people who can't be bothered, and I was just surrounded with
people who couldn't be bothered."
Note. User Assessment

+

+

+

+

+

+ = Positive InfluenceICause of Stress Obtained
- = Negative InfluenceMo Cause of Stress Obtained

The intra-system domain deals with experiences arising from persons and forces
within the educational system with which the teacher is required to comply (Camp &
Heath-Camp, 1990). Again, this domain refers to school site administration up to district,
state, and federal rules and regulations. Even after explaining this to the subjects of this
sub-group, the majority of the responses were directed at their administration. The most
predominant theme that emerged was administration's inability or unwillingness to
support teachers concerning discipline issues at the school or listening to the staff
regarding placement.
Margie's comments about administration all had a positive impact on the stress
she obtained. She was discouraged with administration's reluctance to place her in the
position of speech therapist, which she had for seventeen years before having a child. "I
was in a class of Autistic boys. When I took maternity leave and I came back part-time I
was told that I needed to go and be in an Autistic class." Upon taking physical abuse and
not feeling appropriately trained for her new position. Margie approached administration
about a position change. "I would go into my principal and ask him please, your telling
me I have seniority, please I am capable of doing things other than this, please move me.
No, I can't move you."
Judy was appreciative of administration's efforts in curriculum innovation. "I
mean a huge accomplishment that we saw. One of the visionary things that our
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administration saw." Judy also praised administration for, "...being so on top of
everythmg, it kept you in check, made sure you were doing, always doing the right
thing." However, she questioned administration's effort to help in discipline issues.

"Having more clear cut expectations to how the kids should behave and if they didn't
there was a serious consequence that was followed through, I didn't really see any of
that." She also had a personal experience with her principal that forced her all the way to
the school board to restore her position. "A horrible experience with a principal I had at
the first school I was at, she wanted things her own way and wanted her own people in
her positions and tried to find the most timid and the most inexperienced teachers and run
them out." Even after several appeals to her principal and the area superintendent, she
was not given her position back. "There was absolutely no check and balance system for
the principal as far as anything she wanted to do she was able to railroad me [sic] and
several other teachers."
Debbie was particularly disappointed with administration for their lack of support
concerning discipline issues and their lack of concern for students who truly needed their
help due to outside influences. "I don't think the district or the state allows you to enforce
the rules in an appropriate manner and that's really where the stress comes from.'' Debbie
specifically recalls a time, "I would write referrals, write insubordinate, disobedience,
and misbehavior. The dean came to see me and said you know you really can't write h i
up for this, he has a right to fail." Debbie also was discouraged by administration's policy
to look the other way when a student needed help. "I said to the dean, what do we do? He
said I really could care less what happened, he's done, he's off this campus." She found
this lack of concern disheartening. "I just can't understand that mentality, I really can't. I
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find it disturbing. Administration, maybe you have to be that way, I don't know, but I just
can't see it. You are in education because you want to help kids; it doesn't really matter
whether they are your child or somebody else's. I think you have an obligation and they
just weren't having it" (Table 4.37).

Table 4.37
Within-CaseAnalysis Intra-System Impacting Stress
-

-

Domain

Comment

System

+
"Move me like I originally asked for because I used to do just strict pull out
speech therapy. 1was very good at it and I enjoyed it and they new I was good
so they could have just put me back there."
+
"I just think of the inability of administrationjust to listen to me."
+
"I chose to have my family life I felt like I was penalized cause I still wanted
to work, but I only wanted to work part-time."
"I always felt like I had enough, I could go to somebody, that sort of thing."
"I mean huge accomplishment, one of the visionary things that our
administration saw."
+
"Not as many responsibilities, not being stretched so thin."
+
"Absolutely no one oversaw the principal, they were able to do whatever
they wanted, say whatever they wanted, write up whatever they wanted,
and it was taken as gospel."
+
"There interest was on the school's grounds and that was it."
+
"I don't think the district or the state allows you to enforce the rules in an
appropriate manner and that's really where the stress comes ffom."
+
"The whole discipline thing, you have to do it in this sort of, what's the word
this sort of mushy way this sort of touchy feely."
"I don't think the dean had to come down so hard, but the main concern is always +
no trouble, no trouble rather than what can we do to help this child."

Note. User Assessment

Role

+ = Positive InfluenceICause of Stress Obtained
- =Negative Influence/No Cause of Stress Obtained

The extra-system domain relates to experiences arising from outside the
administrative and physical bounds of the educational system (Camp & Heath-Camp,
1990). All three members of this sub-group had positive comments regarding the stress
they obtained associated with the community. One theme that emerged was the lack of
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parent support, but another was a perceived feeling of social decline. Two members felt
parents viewed the public school as a babysitting serve and a place to put their children.
Judy said, "Negatively, definitely the parents, just no support what so ever, you
were there to baby sit their child and that's all they cared about." Margie supported this,
"This place is considered a dumping ground, it was a free education for their children and
they sent them there." Judy also expressed her disappointment in parent's lack of concern
about their children. "Couldn't get a hold of them even, sometimes there is an
emergency, it had nothing to do with discipline, the child's behavior, there was an
emergency. They were sick and the child had to sit in the clinic for two or three hours
because you couldn't even reach a parent." Margie mirrored that sentiment, "You would
call them in for a meeting and they would never show up, even to discuss the children's
progress, so that became frustrated [sic] to me."
Debbie was disappointed in parent support and concern specifically, but also
blamed society in general. "As far as stress from outside I figured that the general society
decline [sic]." Judy was more adamant, "It was all about the children, you know the
country in general, liberal society thinking that the kids and the parent have all the rights
and you as a teacher can only do so much to their behavior, their discipline" (Table 4.38).

Table 4.38
Within-CaseAnalysis Extra-System Impacting Stress

Domain

Comment

Extra-System

"The second school that I was at the community life was very involved as far
as donating money."
"Negatively, Definitely the parents, just no support what so ever, you were there
to baby sit their child and that's all they cared about."

Role

+
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"NOsupport when it came to discipline, It was never the child's fault, they didn't
do anything wrong."
"You know kids come to school with clothes that didn't fit, too small, too big,
holes, stains, not fed, no supplies."
"It more just came from home and society in general there is just no priority
for that anymore."
"The parents were not, for this particular class even the parents were not even
supportive."
"I had kids that came from homes where they were just a terrible problem."

Note. User Assessment
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+
+
+

+

+ = Positive Influence/Cause of Stress Obtained
- = Negative InfluenceMo Cause of Stress Obtained

The final issue discussed with the sub-group was an accurate depiction of the
signs of stress he or she observed in himself or herself. Additionally, they were
questioned about stress release methods they used. A common theme from all members
of the sub-group was a feeling of exhaustion. Judy indicated she was, "...just run down,
tired all the time, not enough energy to do things outside of school, you know for myself,
for my family." Debbie had similar 'feelings, "Instead of looking forward to going to
work everyday, I just dreaded it, it was exhausting." Judy stated, "An overall feeling that

I did not want to go in and I did not want to do my job anymore."

A common release method for the stress was removing himself or herself from the
position. Debbie said, "By the time I left teaching I had almost no patience left for the
kids, just none, I was just over it." Margie said, "So eventually what I did to relieve
myself, I resigned from the school board" (Table 4.39).

Table 4.39
Within-CaseAnalysis Signs /Release Methods Impacting Stress
Domain

Comment

Signs

"Tied, always tired."
"Running late in the morning."
"Never enough energy in time to get up and out of bed, and get there that early."

Role

-
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"By the end of the school day you could tell I was run down, ready for the day
to be over."
"Just kind of being overwhelmed by all the responsibilities."
"I wouldn't say short as far as screaming or yelling, but short as maybe not
being as patient or going as in depth with something."
"I got to the point where I was looking my favorite thing about teaching
was my time off."
"I was so tired from arguing with children all day that I didn't want to come
home and be with more children even though there were mine."
"My worldview was definitely very dark when I was teaching."
"A shorter fuse, I get a short fuse with my family and friends. I have a lot less
patience for other people."
"Headaches, I t h i i I became very short at home, I wasn't happy anymore."
"I would become short-tempered if anybody said anythmg to me."
"I tended to overeat a lot."
Release Methods "It got to the point where I said I'm not going to bring anything home."
"I kind of didn't put in a 100% like I would of liked to do. That way I had
more time and more energy at home for myself doing my things."
"I would say I vented to people, talked to co-workers and outside family."
"I was pretty good at compartmentalizing it and leaving it at school."
"I sleep great, I work out, do healthy things, I'm a big reader, I did things with
my kids, break time socializing with friends."
"I enjoyed my summers, I did nothing, I relaxed, I rested. +
"I ultimately left."
"So eventually what I did to relieve myself I resigned from the school board."
"It did effect my home life too."
"I am totally out of the field, I teach but I don't do speech therapy anymore."

Note. User Assessment

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+ = Positive Release Method of Stress Obtained
- =Negative SignsISymptomsof Stress Obtained

Teachers Who were Employed with the District from 16 Years to Pre-Retirement
The internal domain refers to personal characteristics, experiences arising from
factors within the teacher (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990). It should be noted a theme that
emerged is that all the members of this sub-group, teachers who were employed with the
district from sixteen years to pre-retirement, responded in the one-on-one interviews with
very short, succinct answers. The subjects offered very few examples and even with requestioning, they were reluctant to expand their answers. One possible theory regarding
this theme is that these subjects had given a better part of their professional career to the
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district only to eventually have to leave for a multitude of reasons that contributed to the
stress they obtained.
Only Gigi offered an internal characteristic that had an impact on the stress she
obtained negatively. In describing herself she said, "I have always been the type of
person who would stand, even if I had to stand alone." By her own admission, Gigi
tended to set the bar high for her students. This had a positive impact on the stress she
obtained. "Well I set my goals so high and I want the best out of my students and then
when I am getting frustrated from outside forces like parents not cooperating or
administration not cooperating it stressed me out a lot."
Maria relayed an internal characteristic that has plagued her and the stress she
obtained since she was a student teacher. "A hundred years ago, my student teacher
observer told me that my only problem was that I had too much patience." She joked, "I
worked on that for the whole time I taught and I still have too much patience."
Roger simply said in a negative tone, "People say that I am a perfectionist."
Researcher field notes indicated that Roger was not comfortable speaking about himself
at great length and detail (Table 4.40).

Table 4.40
Within-CaseAnalysis Internal Characteristics having an Impact on Stress
Domain
Internal

Comment
"My student teacher observer told me that my only problem was that I had
too much patience."
"I assume that the children are going to behave themselves and a lot of times
I let a situation go on longer than I should have, because I was being patient
and too kind and too nice."
"It's just not my nature to be mean for whatever reason. I admit it didn't have
to do that with my own children and I assumed that the children would

Role

+
+
+
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react to me."
"I lost time getting the class back together again and that would make me upset
and that would be stressful because I love them."
"I have always been the type of person who would stand even if I had to
stand alone."
"Well, I set my goals so high, I reached for the stars with my children expecting
the most you know."
"People say that I am a perfectionist."
Note. User Assessment
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+
+

+

+ = Positive Influence/Cause of Stress Obtained
- = Negative Influence/No Cause of Stress Obtained

The professional skills domain encompasses: pedagogy experiences related to the
short term planning, delivery, evaluation, and improvement of instruction; curriculum
experiences related to the intermediate term planning of course content and preparation
for instruction; and, program experiences that arise in conjunction with the long term
planning and operation of the department of program (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990).
The members of this sub-group were able to distinguish between the three subcategories. In the pedagogy sub-category lack of time and the abundance of paperwork
were themes that emerged in the interviews that effected the stress they obtained
positively. Gigi stated, "We started having a lot of paperwork to do, where we didn't
have time to focus on planning for our students." She also was concerned with
administration meddling in her teams planning. "Sometimes when we did sit down as a
team, maybe a thematic unit, any kind of long-range planning that we decided, then
administration would come back and say they wanted it a different way rather than let us
use our expertise in our subject areas." Maria expressed displeasure with sheer volume
and redundancy of the paperwork. "When I first started teaching nobody looked at my
lesson book, nobody checked it. I assume that if I had a degree that I knew what I was
doing, and after 40 years, you know, I had to rewrite the objective, rewrite the material,
get the writing out of the book, that shouldn't have to be rewritten." Another example
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Maria provided was, "There is [sic] many times I could be into the year when someone
would send me papers that I had to write out all my students and their grades or their
scores. The next thing I get the same thing from another department and the day after that
I get the same thing from another department." Roger, also, complained about the
redundancy of the paperwork, "We had to prepare our lesson plans every week and they
usually had to be a week ahead of time. And sometimes it would be overlap; you
wouldn't get done all that you planned. This was a hstration where you had to go back
and write your lesson plans again that you wrote the week before."
In the sub-category curriculum, a theme that emerged was the lack of curriculum
and the lack of new curriculum training effecting the stress they have obtained positively.
Roger stated, "We are often given textbooks and I attended workshops and a lot of these
workshops did not do any experience on how to prepare a lesson." He went on to say,
"They would more or less hand you a book, and a lot of times when the books were given
to you the year was already going and you had no time to really look over the course
what there is to teach by the time they gave you the textbook so that just put a stress in
that area." Maria was concerned with the lack of curriculum in certain subjects, "There
was no set curriculum for social studies and science. So, whatever, you did was up for
question. If they didn't like it then you know."

A theme that emerged in the program sub-category was a lack of and use of time,
which effected the stress they obtained positively. Gigi was concerned with the lack of
time to plan with her team. "Well I was the grade chair for many years and a lot of times
when I wanted to meet with my team the administration was calling a meeting. They
should have let me know 48 hours in advance. They might tell me that morning when I
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had other plans. But because they want to meet with me I couldn't meet with my team.
So I was losing my effectiveness as a team leader because of the paperwork they were
putting on me and the meetings." Roger was upset with the fact that there were so many
curricular to cover taking up so much time, he was unable to get to know the students
personally and teach to their needs. "You don't really have time to spend with the kids,
get to know them, know their personal problems; so you can teach from that aspect and

try to accompany the kids to learn at their level that they really need to know." Maria did
not feel scheduling was done in the best interest of student achievement. "The day was so
chopped up, if you're lucky you had a long period of time for language arts but most of
the time you didn't. You could be doing an hour and you have to go out to PE and come
back and try to refocus and then you have your lunch and then you come back and try to
refocus" (Table 4.41).

Table 4.41
Within-CaseAnalysis Pedagogy / Curriculum /Program Impacting Stress
Domain

Comment

Pedagogy

"We started having a lot of paperwork to do where we didn't have time to
focus planning for ow students."
"We planned a unit in social studies a way we wanted it done and
administration would come and say we want you to do it this way. It's just
like it's my way or the highway, so that was a big problem."
"The district should make available or even mandatory some sensitivity
training for the administrators to deal with personal."
"You don't really have the time to spend with the kids."
"One, not require so much paperwork."
"I wish they assumed I knew what I was doing."
"I think probably fiom the board of education there is too much infrastructure."
"That was the biggest stress and by taking things home on the weekends
paperwork needed to be looked into."

+
+

"I brought them home because I was to tired after school to do them."

+

Curriculum

Role

+
+
+
+
+
+
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"There was no set curriculum for social studies and science."
"Sometimes they require you to write down what you expect to accomplish
by the end of the year. How do you know what you are going to accomplish
by the end of the year, you don't even know the caliber of the kids you are
going to have."
"I believe for a child to really accomplish a skill he should have the experience
outside the classroom as well as inside the classroom and that way they can
retain it."
"I saw myself putting more time in the paperwork than the planning for my
children."
"We could have it all down for like three months and then administration would
comeback and say we got to do this or we got to do that."
Program

"You don't have time to spend with the kids, to get to know them."
"It was things that were being taught that the administration or the district
dictated for you."
"I felt like they kept changing courses they kept changing the book."
"Each year it was like you were teaching a new subject."
"The day, the schedule was so chopped up."
"We had faculty meetings every Monday and every once in a while we would
have it, a department would get the teachers together."
"There was never time set aside and it should have been."

Note. User Assessment
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+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+

+=Positive Influence/Cause of Stress Obtained

- =Negative Influence/No Cause of Stress Obtained

The inter-personal relationships domain include the sub-categories: studentsexperiences resulting from interaction with students and peers-experiences arising from
interactions with persons with co-workers who are neither superior nor subordinate
(Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990).
This sub-group did not elaborate on this domain, but all said students had a
negative impact on the stress they obtained. Roger recalled a student who was difficult at
first, but turned around and now is a fond memory. "His mom brought him down his suit.
We went to the mall he really enjoyed having that suit on because everybody thought he
was my assistant. After that he challenged me, but not as much but, he always
remembered that day we went down to the mall and I called his parents." Gigi was
adamant that the students did not cause any stress. "Well I don't think it was the kids that
even contributed to the stress." In fact, Gigi went on to say the kids helped her cope with
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the stress she obtained. "Well sometimes they did relieve some stress. Sometimes I would
be so stressed out in the morning, kids would come and say cute little things or
encouraging things and it would release some of the tension. Like you're so beautiful."
Maria suggested the program and type of student she taught was a reason she felt no
stress from the students. "You know I have the gifted kids. So they have a good sense of
humor. It made it a more interesting job."
In the sub-category of peers effecting the stress they obtained, the subjects again
were short with their responses and divided as to whether their co-workers effected the
stress they obtained positively or negatively. Roger reported, "I don't find co-workers
contributing, they really helped, and you were able to express. The last two schools I was
at we were like a big family, we were able to share our stresses, more or less get it off our
chest." Gigi stated, "I could relate to my peers." However, she was disappointed in her
co-workers' unwillingness to voice their frustrations to administration. In private, they
were vocal about their feelings, but would remain quiet in public. "Well I had co-workers
that knew what was going on but they were so job scared they wouldn't stand, and that
bothered me a whole lot." Maria was even more critical of her co-workers. "I think it was
more negative than positive. There was a lot of one-upmanship, that kind of thing. There
was competition, there was [sic] two teachers, and we both had extremely different styles
of teaching." With such different teaching styles, parents would want their children to
change classes. That created a problem. "If they were being changed to my class the other
teacher seemed to feel that I was doing something to recruit, I was talking against her,
which I was not doing. That was a very stressful two or three years." She also added that
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she rarely voiced concerns with co-workers because it always tended to become public
knowledge (Table 4.42).

Table 4.42
Within-Case Analysis Students /Peers having an Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

Students

"I don't think it was the kids that even contributed to the stress."
"Well sometimes they did relieve stress."
"I would be so stressed out, kids would come and say cute little things or
encouraging things."
"You know I have gifted kids. Since they have a good sense of humor."
"I thinks that's probably more positive, because of the students that I had."
''After that he challenged me after that but not as much."

Peers

'Yo I don't find co-workers contributing they really helped."
"We were like a big family."
"I could relate to my peers."
"Well I co-workers that new what was going on but they were so job scared
they wouldn't stand. And that bothered me a whole lot."
"I think it was more negative then positive."
"We both had extremely different styles of teaching, it created a problem."
"If you did it became public knowledge, unfortunately."

Note. User Assessment

Role

+

+

+

+

+ = Positive InfluenceICause of Stress Obtained

- =Negative Influence/No Cause of Stress Obtained

The intra-system relates to experiences arising from persons and forces within the
educational system with which the teacher is required to comply (Camp & Heath-Camp,

1990). The subjects in this sub-group were made aware that this domain referred to
administration on up the organizational flow chart including the district and the state.
As the three members of this sub-group answered the question of this domain a
theme that emerged was that an overwhelming number of the responses indicated a
positive impact on the stress they obtained due to administration. More specifically, they
were concerned with administration's lack of support and their requiring of so much of
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the teacher's time for paperwork or meetings. Roger stated, "Another issue is a lack of
administrative support. They never take your side in an argument with parents or
students."
Gigi was upset because, "Administrators were putting so much pressure on them
until they would come to school and put a lot of stress on the teachers." She felt that
administration was able to operate unchecked and require paperwork and meetings
outside the negotiated contrack. "The situation at my school it was like a dictatorship."
She continued, "We tried planning as a team but because administration was violating my
contrack having meetings without informing me, they should have let me know 48 hours
in advance."
Maria was disappointed about the amount of redundant paperwork and the
administration's lack of confidence in her ability. "I wish they had assumed I knew what

I was doing." She exclaimed, "I had to rewrite that in my lesson plans that shouldn't
have to be done." She added, "I had to do something required by the county or
administration. It had nothing at all to do with planning a lesson or getting out materials,
and getting things ready" (Table 4.43).

Table 4.43
Within-Case Analysis Intra-System having a Positive /Negative Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

Role

System

"I could relate to my peers, but administration I couldn't get through
to the administration."
"The situation at my school it was like a dictatorship."
"When I wanted to meet with my team the administrationwas calling a meeting."
"Administration would come and say we want you to do it this way. It's just
like it's my way or the highway, so that was a big problem."
"We were trying to do what we thought was good and what the district required

+
+

+
+

+
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and then you look up, the day was gone."
"I wish they had assumed I knew what I was doing."
"So if they would relieve some of that busy work for some reason or another."
"Allowed to teach and have time to plan or do things that would have
benefited the children."
"The district should make available or even mandatory some sensitivity
training for the administrators to deal with personal."
"In my 30 years I can't recall a pat on the back for a job well done,
administration can be so hypocritical."

Note. User Assessment
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+

+

+
+

+

+ = Positive InfluenceICause of Stress Obtained
- =Negative Influence/No Cause of Stress Obtained

The extra-system domain relates to experiences arising fiom outside the
administrative and physical bounds of the education system (Camp & Heath-Camp,
1990). All subjects in this sub-group responded with comments that can be coded as
positively and negatively effecting the stress they obtained.
Maria worked with gifted students and alluded to the fact that their parents seem
to be involved in their children's education. "The parents, it's a good thing they are
involved." She continued, "You now have a lot of parents coming in and wanting to help
and give their opinion. A lot of them even came along and offered to teach things I did
not have time to do. Which was great." She used parents to help with instruction. "Last
year I had a mother who came in and took four or five children who were extremely good
writers and wrote books with them." However, she stressed, "You know their parents
were difficult to deal with." One example of a stressful situation was, "They always want
to help, and sometimes I have five mothers in my room, which they [sic] were gossiping

in the back, so that was stressful there."
Roger was less specific with his negative comments about parents causing the
stress he obtained. He was thoughtful as he looked back over his career and recalled,
"That was back in the days when you really get the parents to really support you and you
really got to know the parents." More recently, however, he feels, "A lack of parent
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support was one of those things that would cause lots of stress." He cited an example,
"You would have a parent conference after parent conference and mostly be about the
same thing and nothing was accomplished from the conference even though we were
required to have them." Gigi responded similarly to Roger, recalling, "I had a good
rapport with my parents"; but she stated, "We had a boundary change and the population
of kids we got when the boundary changed; the parents weren't involved in the student's
academics" (Table 4.44).

Table 4.44
Within-CaseAnalysis Extra-System having a Positive /Negative Impact on Stress
Domain

Comment

Community

"I had a good rapport with my parents."
"The parents weren't involved in the student's academics."
"Parent support was one of the things that would cause a lot of stress."
"Nothing was accomplished from the conference."
"That was back in the days when you really get the parents to really support
you and you really got to know the parents."
"The parents, it's a good thing that they are involved."
"You have a lot of parents coming in and wanting to help."
"You know their parents were difficult to deal with, so that causes stress."

Note. User Assessment

Role

+

+

+

+ = Positive Influence/Cause of Stress Obtained

- = Negative InfluenceMo Cause of Stress Obtained

The final issue, discussed with the sub-group, was what were the signs of stress
that he or she observed in himself or herself, and what release methods did they use to
relieve himself or herself from the stress they obtained. A theme to emerge was a feeling
of exhaustion and inability to do activities outside of school. Roger said, "When I came
home f?om work I had to lay down, take a rest, wasn't able to do much after school."
Maria mirrored those comments; "I was very tired when I got home. I didn't function as a
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housewife. I didn't feel like cleaning house or whatever." Gigi noticed emotional signs of
stress. "When I had to deal with my family I was short with patience, I was quick to
snap." She also had physical signs of stress, "Well, I started having rapid heartbeats."
Stress release methods commonly used by this sub-group was rest and exercise.
Gigi needed to seek medical attention to combat her physical signs of stress. "I ended up
going to my doctor, I had to get on medication and start exercising more." A common
routine for her was, "I had to walk in the morning and night, take a ride, or take a drive."
Roger relieved stress with rest. "Most of the time it was so stressful that when you came
home I just had to lay down and take a rest. After a few minutes, half hour rest, I was fme
when I got up." Roger also made sure he included physical activity in his routine. "I
exercised, went to the gym, or go for a walk." Maria taught herself to leave work at work.

"I tried to learn, when I left the room I don't talk about it when I came home. I didn't
want to rehash it." She explained, "I got so good at it, if a parent called and said their kid
there is a problem, I would have a hard time remembering that problem." Another
strategy she employed was, "I tried to do something strictly different at night; watch TV,
read, or something strictly away from anything to do with my job" (Table 4.45).

Table 4.45
Within-Case Analysis Signs /Release Methods having an Impact on Stress
-

Domain

Comment

Signs

"I was very tired when I got home."
"I didn't function as a housewife."
"At the end of the day I really had to leave, had to go."
"I brought my lesson plans home I was too tired after school to do them."
"Each day when I came home from work I had to lay down, take a rest."
"Wasn't able to do much after school, couldn't check papers."
"I lost patience with the students."

-

Role
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"Well I started having rapid heartbeats."
Release Methods "I ended up going to my doctor."
"I had to get on medication, I had to start exercising more."
"Walk in the morning and at night, take a ride, or take a drive."
"Exercised, went to the gym, go for a walk."
"Most of the time it was so stressful that when you came home, I just had to
lay down and take a rest."
"I tried to learn, when I left the room I don't talk about it when I came home."
"I taught myself to drop it when I lee the classroom."
Note. User Assessment

+

+
+
+
+
+

+

+=Positive Release Methods of Stress Obtained
- =Negative SignsISymptoms of Stress Obtained

Across-Case Analysis
An across-case analysis was conducted to identify and examine common and
contrasting themes between the three sub-groups studied. The three sub-groups are:
teachers employed by the district for 5 months to 5 years (TEDFMFY), teachers
employed by the district for 6 years to 15 years (TEDSYFY), and teachers employed by
the district for 16 years to pre-retirement (TEDSYPR). The data used for analysis was
collated fiom the within-case analysis using instruments: Teacher Stress Inventory,
demographic profile, and one-on-one interviews.
The initial across-case analysis explored the similarities and differences of the
three sub-group's responses on the Teacher Stress Inventory (TSI). The TSI is a Likerttype instrument used to measure stress regarding several categories and many factors

within each category. The TSI measures the strength of the relationship to each factor for
each subject. The scale is as follows: 1 = no relationship to factor, 2 = mild relationship
to factor, 3 = medium relationship to factor, 4 = very strong relationship to factor, 5 =
extremely strong relationship to factor.
The final across-case analysis will look at the similarities and differences of how
potential stress inducers positively or negatively effected the stress obtained by each sub-
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group. The inducers are broken down into eight domains: Internal, Pedagogy,
Curriculum, Program, Students, Peers, System, and Community. Additionally, the subgroups self-identified signs/symptoms and release methods will be compared and
contrasted.

In the category of time management on the TSI, the sub-groups TEDFh4FY and
TEDSYFY had strength of relationships that mirrored one another. All scores were either
identical or within one score of each other. The majority of their scores had a medium
strength relationship. The TEDSYPR sub-group had scores that were higher on the
strength scale. On factors such as: 'I easily over commit myself,' 'I have to try doing
more than one thing at a time,' and 'There isn't enough time to get things done,'
TEDSYPR had an extremely strong relationship.
The work-related stressors category had the TEDFMFY and TEDSYPR subgroups have identical scores on four of the six factors. The majority of their responses
indicated an extremely strong relationship within this category. In contrast, the
TEDSYFY scored a medium relationship with the factor: 'There is too much
administrative paperwork in my job.' On all other factors, they had a strength relationship
of mild in this category.

In the category of professional distress, TEDFMFY and TEDSYPR had scores
that were similar to one another. Their scores had a strength relationship of very or
extremely. The TEDSYPR had an extremely strong relationship to factors: 'I need more
respect in my job,' 'I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do,' and 'I lack
recognition for the extra work andlor good teaching I do.' The TEDSYFY had strength
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relationships of mild and medium on four out of five factors. Only on the factor, 'I need
more status on my job' did they have a strength relationship of medium.
The category of discipline and motivation showed the TEDFMFY and TEDSYFY
had identical strength relationships on all six of the factors. They had an extremely strong
relationship on factors such as feeling frustrated: 'because of discipline problems in my
classroom,' 'having to monitor pupil behavior,' and 'when my authority is rejected by
pupils/administration.' On four of the six factors, TEDSYPR only had a medium strength
of relationship, with a very strong relationship on the other two factors.
The category of professional development has the TEDFMFY and TEDSYPR
having similar responses. The majority of the responses showed a strength relationship of
medium and very on factors such as: 'I lack control over decisions made about
classroom/school matters,' 'I lack opportunities for professional improvement,' and 'I am
not emotionally/intellectuallystimulated on the job.' The TEDSYFY had strength
relationships of mild, no, and no respectively, on the same factors. They had no responses
above mild on any of the factors.
The category of emotional fatigue had TEDSYFY and TEDSYPR having similar
responses on all factors. Their responses were either no, mild, and medium on all factors
such as responding to stress by: 'feeling anxious,' 'feeling unable to cope,' and 'feeling
insecure.' The TEDFMFY responses showed higher strength relationship responses
ranging from medium to extremely on all factors.
The results in the fatigue category were similar. TEDSYFY and TEDFYPR had
strength relationships of mild and medium on all factors, with the exception of a very
strong relationship with the 'I respond to stress with physical exhaustion.' The
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TEDFMFY had strength relationships of medium, very, and extremely on all factors such
as: 'sleeping more than usual,' 'procrastinating,' 'becoming fatigued in a short time,' and
'physical weakness.'
The three sub-groups had similar responses in the cardiovascular category. Their
strength relationships were mild and medium to the factors: 'feelings of increased blood
pressure,' 'feeling of heart pounding or racing,' and 'rapid and/or shallow breath.'
The responses in the gastronomical category were also similar throughout all subgroups. All responses were either no or mild to factors: 'stomach pain of extended
duration,' 'stomach cramps,' and 'stomach acid.'
The behavioral category had the majority of the responses of no and mild on the
factors: 'using over-the-counter drugs,' 'using prescription drugs,' and 'using alcohol.'
Only the 'calling in sick factor' had a wide discrepancy in strength of relationship
responses. The TEDFMFY had a strength relationship of extremely to this factor. The
other two sub-groups had a strength relationship of no and mild.
Summarizing the TSI responses identifies some interesting results. The subgroup TEDSYPR had a strong relationship, compared to the other sub-groups, in time
management. They easily over-commit themselves and then find there is not enough time
to get things done, contradicting researcher thoughts that based on experience they would
have developed better time management skills. This sub-group also indicated an
extremely strong relationship to factors in the work-related stressors category. They felt
they had little time to prepare lessons, had too much work to do, and felt there is too
much administrative paperwork in their jobs. Again, this contradicts researcher's theory
that years of experience would have better prepared this sub-group to deal with these
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factors. Another surprise was the results in the discipline and motivation category. The
TEDFMFY and TEDSYFY sub-groups indicated an extremely strong relationship to all
factors within this category. In contrast, the TEDSYPR sub-group's responses showed a
medium strength relationship. It can be concluded that with multiple years of teaching
experience this sub-group has a better handle on classroom discipline and student
motivation. Finally, the factor, 'by calling in sick' from the behavioral category produced
interesting responses from the sub-groups. The TEDFMFY group had an extremely
strong relationship with calling in sick. As years of service increased, the use of this as a
release mechanism decreased, concluding with the TEDSYPR sub-group having no
relationship to this factor (see Tables 4.46,4.47, and 4.48).
Table 4.46
Across-Case Analysis - Teacher S?ress Inventory
Time Management / Work-related Stressors
Factors

Strength of Relationship for each Sub-Group
(5 m- 5 Y)
(6 Y- 15 Y)
( 1 6 -~
pre-retirement)

I easily over-commit myself.
I become impatient if others do things too slowly.
I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
I have little time to relaxlenjoy the time of day.
I feel uncomfortable wasting time.
There isn't enough time to get things done.
I rush in my speech.

There is little time to prepare for my lessons/responsibilities
There is too much work to do.
The pace of the school day is too fast.
My caseload/class is too big.
My personal priorities are being shortchanged due to time demands.
There is too much administrative paperwork in my job.

4
5
3
5
5
5

2
2
2

2
2
3

5
5
4
5
5
5

Note. User Assessment (5 m - 5 y) = Teachers Employed with District 5 Months to 5 Years
(6 y - 15 y) = Teachers Employed with District 6 Years to 15 Years
(16 y - pre-retirement) =Teachers Employed with District 16 Years to Pre-Retirement
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Table 4.47
Across-Case Analysis - Teacher Stress Inventory
Professional Distress /Discipline and Motivation/Professional Investment
Factors

Strength o f Relationship for each Sub-Group
(5m-5y)
(6y-15y)
(16ypre-retirement)

I lack promotion andlor advancement opportunities.
I am not progressing in my job as rapidly as I would like.
I need more status and respect on my job.
I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
I lack recognition for the extra work andlor good teaching I do.

4
3
4
5
4

2
2
4
3
3

4
4
5
5
5

...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated.

...because of inadequatelpoorly defined discipline problems.
...when my authority is rejected by pupils/administration.

5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5

3
4
3
3
3
4

My personal opinions are not suficiently aired.
I lack control over decisions made about classroom/school matters.
I am not emotionallylintellectually stimulated on the job.
I lack opporhmities for professional improvement.

4
3
4
3

2
2
1
1

5
4
4
3

I feel frustrated.. .
...because of discipline problems in my classroom.

...having to monitor pupil behavior.

...because some students would better if they hied.

Note. User Assessment (5 m - 5 y) = Teachers Employed with District 5 Months to 5 Years
(6 y - 15 y) = Teachers Employed with District 6 Years to 15 Years
(16 y - pre-retirement) = Teachers Employed with Dishict 16 Years to Pre-Retirement

Table 4.48
Across-Case Analysis - Teacher Stress Inventory
Emotional /Fatigue / Cardiovascular /Gastronomical /Behavioral Manifestations
Factors

I respond to stress...

...by feeling insecure.
...by feeling vulnerable.

...by feeling unable to cope.

...by feeling depressed.
...by feeling anxious.

...by sleeping more than usual.

...by procrastinating.

Strength of Relationship for each Sub-Group
(5 m - 5 ~ )
(6 Y- 15 Y)
(16~pre-retirement)
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...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.
...with physical exhaustion.

...with physical weakness.

...with feelings of increased blood pressure.
...with feeling of heart pounding or racing.

...with rapid andlor shallow breath.

...with stomach pain of extended duration,
...with stomach cramps.
...with stomach acid.

...by using over-the-counter drugs.
...by using prescription drugs.

...by using alcohol.
...by calling in sick.

Note. User Assessment (5 m - 5 y) = Teachers Employed with District 5 Months to 5 Years
(6 y - 15 y) = Teachers Employed with District 6 Years to 15 Years
(16 y - pre-retirement) = Teachers Employed with District 16 Years to Pre-Retirement

The second section of the across-case analysis looked at the subgroups responses
to questions related to the eight domains of the Teacher Proximity Continuum (Camp &
Heath-Camp, 1990). The internal domain refers to personal characteristics: experiences
arising from factors within the teacher (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990).
There were two significant developments from the analysis of the data from the
three sub-groups: teachers employed with the district for 5 months to 5 years
(TEDFMFY), teachers employed with the district for 6 years to 15 years (TEDSYFY),
and teachers employed with the district for 16 years to pre-retirement (TEDSYPR). The
first development was the common theme throughout all of the sub-groups that they were
reluctant to talk about personal characteristics positively or negatively that effected the
stress they obtained. The internal domain had the shortest responses compared to
questions concerning the other domains. In one case a TEDSYPR offered a single
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comment, "People say I am a perfectionist," as having a positive impact on the stress he
obtained.
The second development was how the sub-groups overwhelmingly thought their
personal characteristics had a positive effect on the stress they obtained. Only one
member of each sub-group offered personal characteristics that negatively effected the
stress they obtained. A TEDFMFY stated, "I am always very organized when I would
teach I would have everyhng laid out." However, two out of three of these subjects also
responded with personal characteristics that positively effected the stress they obtained.
Debbie was the only subject to respond with personal characteristic that only effected the
stress she obtained negatively. "I was pretty good at compartmentalizing it and leaving it
at school. I am just good at setting it aside you know" (Table 4.49).

Table 4.49
Across-Case Analysis Internal Domain having an Impact on Stress
Effect on Stress

Internal Domain

TEDFMFY

TEDSYFY

TEDSYPR

"At the end of the school
day I wasn't able to just
drop and leave everything
there."

"I like to be in charge and
in control and when the
kids wouldn't comply
with that, that just set my
personality out of whack."

"My student teacher
observer.. .observing me,
told me that my only
problem was that I had too
much patience."

+

"I'm very anal retentive,
things have to be a certain
way for me."

+

"Extremely organized and
perfectionist I am and
when they didn't kind of
"I have a pretty hot temper fit into that mold then I
and when I see stupidity it would kind of go crazy."
gets me very aggravated."

+

"I worked on that for the
whole time I taught and I
still have too much
patience."

"People say that I am a
perfectionist."
Note. User Assessment + = Mostly positive/Causing Comments about Stress Obtained
- = Mostly negativemot Causing Comments about Stress Obtained
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The professional skills domain has three sub-categories: pedagogy - experiences
related to the short-term planning, delivery, evaluation, and improvement of instruction,
curriculum - experiences relate to the intermediate term planning of course content and
preparation for instruction, and program - experiences that arise in conjunction with the
long- term planning and operation of a department or program (Camp & Heath-Camp,

1990).
The TEDFMFY and TEDSYFY sub-groups had a difficult time differentiating
between the three sub-categories of this domain. Many of their comments were repeated
for each question. Robert angrily stated, "Where I come from we don't know long term
planning, short term planning, we just know that we have to teach, we have a curriculum,
we try to get through it." The TEDSYPR sub-group was able to make a clearer distinction
between the sub-categories. When referring to the program or long-term planning, Maria
claimed, "I felt like they kept changing courses, they kept changing the book, so that each
year it was almost like you were teaching a new subject and you had nothing backing you
up." The majority of the responses from all the subjects for this domain indicated causing
or having a positive effect on the stress that they obtained. Some themes that emerged
across the three sub-groups were: a lack of time- referring to not enough time to meet

with their team, to plan, and to get through the curriculum, the abundance of paperworkreferring to the sheer amount of work and the redundancy of the paperwork, too many
curriculum demands with minimal resources, standardized testing, class size and lack of
district support.
Under the sub-category, pedagogy, time was a major factor positively
contributing to the stress the subjects obtained predominantly in TEDFMFY. Robert was
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new to the district and felt adamant about the lack of time. "I didn't have enough time to
do my planning to learn all the new things they wanted done." He continued, "...just not
enough time. Short-term, long-term, it's all the same thing. Not enough time to do what
you should do." Being new to the system and to education all together Ashley felt more
time for collaboration with colleagues would have been beneficial. "Being able to get
together and collaborate with other teachers in my grade level to develop different theme
units we wanted to do. We just didn't seem to really have enough time anyway to get
together to discuss, well here are my ideas, what are your ideas." No subjects from
TEDSYFY and TEDSYPR indicated issues with time under the pedagogy sub-category.
Lucy and Robert in the TEDFMFY sub-group determined that whether it was
district or administrative driven, there was too much paperwork. They felt the time spent
on paperwork could have been better used to prepare for teaching, especially as new
teachers to the district. Lucy claimed, "I think the district put a lot on the teachers. They
keep putting things on teachers that are not necessary like this new report card. I think
they give us things to do that have no bearing on a child's education or it's almost like
they give us extra paperwork just to have paperwork." Robert simply stated, "...so many
papers to fill out.. .doesn't do anything for the kids, but it looks good for the
administration." No member of the TEDSYFY group commented that paperwork
effected the stress they obtained positively or negatively. However, Gigi and Maria of
TEDSYPR felt paperwork was a positive contributor to the stress they obtained. Maria
was exasperated with the redundancy in all the paperwork. In this technology age she felt
she should be able to do things once and then computers should be able to reproduce it
for whatever other department needed it. "There is many times I could be into the school
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year when someone would send me papers that I had to write out all my students and
their grades or their scores and the next thing I get the same thing from another
department and the day after that I get the same thing from another department." Gigi
was disappointed in the little planning time she actually ended up having to due
paperwork. "We started having a lot of paperwork to do where we didn't have time to
focus on planning for our students."
District and administrative support was another issue to arise in the pedagogy subcategory. Robert was the only TEDFMFY to comment. ". ..and there is no type of mentor
to help anybody new in the system, there's no union to go to if you're aggravated." He
went on to add a personal observation about the education system. "It is the only field
where as you move away from the client, the patron, you make more money. It should be
just the opposite. The more you're in the classroom the more money you should make.
The fkrther away you are in an office shuffling papers, the less money you make." He
went on and gave an example of another profession. "The doctor who operates on people,
the more he operates, the more money he makes. The doctor who stays away from people
he doesn't make as much."
The TEDSYFY had the most to say about lack of support. Debbie was concerned
with the district and administration not supporting the teachers regarding discipline
issues. "I don't think the district or the state allows you to enforce the rules in an
appropriate manner and that's really where the stress comes from. The district needs to
have rules and enforce them, period." Margie was more concerned that she did not get
her administration's attention when she was upset about her placement. "There was no a
lot of support and I pretty much told the higher up that there was no support. I went high,
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I went to the school board itself and got nothing.. . well that's it take or leave it that what

I was basically told, take it or leave it."
The TEDSYPR offered only single comments regarding lack of support, it was
not their primary area of concern in the pedagogy sub-category. Roger made the most
interesting comment about support, "The district should make available or even
mandatory some sensitivity training for the administrations to deal with personnel."
Standardized testing was also a concern of the TEDFMFY. Lucy was
apprehensive about standardized testing because she felt her teaching ability would be
evaluated based on the student's performance. "Because you knew in the end, are my
kids going to do good, are they not going to do good, I'm going to be judged, my
performance is going to be based on what they do." Robert had an issue with what the
test proved. "If teachers are teaching to the test, kids are not learning more, they are just
learning how to take a test." The TEDSYFY and TEDSYPR did not address standardized
testing as an issue with the exception of Roger who felt, "...we are geared toward testing.
The fun of teaching is not there anymore."
Two members of TEDFMFY and one member of TEDSYFY indicated class size
had a positive effect on the stress they obtained. Ashley said, "Lowering class
size.. .would have been a great help." Robert is more adamant about class size. "Lower
class size, in fact that's the one issue, the most important issue that would help schools in
Florida" (Table 4.50).

Table 4.50
Across-Case Analysis Professional Skills-Pedagogy Domain having an Impact on Stress
TEDFMFY
Effect of Stress

+

TEDSYFY

-

TEDSYPR

-
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Professional Skills
Pedagogy
'Time'
Effect of Stress

"There is no time off for this
other person, there's no time
off for the new teacher to be
able to do this."

+

No Comments
3

"So many papers to fill out."
Professional Skills
Pedagogy
'Paperwork'

"I would say all of the
ESOL and ESE and all of
the different branches like
that, all that paperwork was
very stressful as well."

+

Effect of Stress

Professional Skills
Pedagogy
'Lack of Support'

Effect of Stress
Professional Skills
Pedagogy
'Standardized testing'
Effect of Stress
Professional Skills
Pedagogy
'Class size'

No Comments

"It's a terrible system run by
terrible people but they were
made that way because the
whole, this is the way it is
down here."

+
"I always knew that I would
be judged for what
happened on that test and
that stressed me out."

+
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No Comments

+
"I was losing my
effectiveness as a team
leader because of all the
paperwork they were
putting on me."

"One, not require so much
paperwork."

"They have to be nonnegotiable and then cannot
back down when parents
bring lawyers to school."
"I am sure tiom the persons
within the education system
they probably had their
hands tied and you it was
like okay Margie you have
to stay where you are."

"I wish they had assumed I
knew what I was doing."

-

-

No Comments

No Comments

-

-

"Lowering class size would
have been a great help."

No Comments
No Comments
"The biggest thing we have
to do down here is raise
taxes, lower class sizes."
Note. User Assessment + = Mostly Positive/Causing Comments about Stress Obtained
- = Mostly Negativemot Causing Comments about Stress Obtained
= = N o CommentsMinimal Comments PositivelyhTegatively Causing Stress

Curriculum is the second sub-category addressed in the professional skills
domain. The majority of TEDFMFY and TEDSYPR responses in this category had a
positive impact on the stress they obtained. However, the TEDSYFY responses indicated
a negative impact on the stress they obtained due to curriculum. Time and resources were

the two common issues in the curriculum sub-category.
Ashley described a program that had a lot of promise for literacy but there was no
time to implement it. "A new computer-based literacy program that they wanted to
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implement and there was just no time to really sit down on a school day to get together
and talk with each other to learn the program." Judy had similar thoughts, "The year that
I left you know we got this huge binder on Black History. It's like, okay now where am I
going to fit this in."
In terms of resources, curriculum, and textbooks TEDFMFY and TEDSYPR
offered comments that positively effected the stress they obtained. Lucy stated, "The
math book, I mean you don't have anyone helping you in your classroom.. .and you have
these concepts. There was so much material to teach it seemed like you would never get
through it all." Ashley was more concerned with the time that special programs took.
"There's always a lot of meetings after school, two or three days a week at least to
discuss the ESOL packets or the running reading records." Roger stated, "They would
more or less hand you the book and a lot of times when the books were given to you the
year was already going and you had no time to really look over the course, what there
was to teach by the time they gave you the textbook." Maria was concerned with the lack
of curriculum in some subjects. "There was no set curriculum for social studies or science
so whatever you did was up for question because if they didn't like it then, you know."
It should be noted that the majority of TEDSYFY responses indicated curriculum
had a negative response on the stress they obtained. Judy felt, "There was always plenty
of resources. I never felt that I didn't have enough resources." She was more specific
when discussing the benefits of a literacy grant her school had. 'We had 90 minutes
uninterrupted literacy in every single classroom with two teachers and no more than fifteen
children in the room, and that was just phenomenal." While she indicated the program did
not come without its problems, "It was definitely a positive." Debbie and Margie both felt
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the curriculum was not a con&ibuting factor to the stress they obtained. Debbie said,
"Course content in math is pretty standard, there's not a lot that can be done to it."
Margie concurred, "It was pretty straight fonvard you know you did your lesson plan."

Table 4.51
Across-Case Analysis Professional Skills-Curriculum Domain having an Impact on
Stress
E f f e c t ofStress

Professional Skills
Curriculum
'Tie'

Effect of Stress
Professional Skills
Curriculum
'Resources'

TEDFMFY

TEDSYFY

"I guess negatively would be
in the aspect that we just
didn't have very much time
as a team to discuss what
filed trips we wanted to take
together."

"Not having enough time to
get through, you know,
you're thrown this textbook
and I think you are supposed
to cover it from front to
hack."

"There was no time for shorttern planning I was teaching
almost all day long."

"Just a time issue, so much to
do inaday ..."

+
"The thing that we did didn't
seem to have any end result,
like it was this great thing
that we did just seemed
pointless in the end ...nothing
ever came of it."

TEDFYPR

+

+

"So I don't think the school
can drastically effect what
you do in the room on a day
to day basis in a math class, it
is what it is."

+

"Then I saw myself putting
more time in the paperwork
than the planning for my
children."
"I brought them home
because I was too tired after
school to do them ...so that
Sunday afternoon which
really took away fiom any
relaxation."

"We are often given
textbooks and I attended
workshops and a lot of these
workshops did not do any
experience on how to prepare
a lesson."

"It was basically they had a
pre-schedule an it was like
"Like we plan a unit in social
okay you went to gym this
studies a way that we wanted
it done and administration
time, you went to lunch this
time and we did rotations in
would come and sav we want
the classroom."
you to do it this way."
+ = Mostlv PositiveICausine Comments about Stress Obtained
- = Mostly NegativefNot Causing Comments about Stress Obtained
= = N o Comrnents/Minimal Comments PositivelyNegatively Causing Stress

"There was so much material
to teach it seemed like you
would never get through it
all."
Note: User Assessment

-

Program is the third sub-category addressed in the professional skills domain. As
stated, most of the responses fiom the sub-groups were repetitive throughout each subcategory of the professional skills domain. Most answers were either repeated or they
expounded upon previous answers. The three sub-group's responses to program indicated
a positive impact on the stress they obtained. One concern across the three sub-groups
was the amount and ever-changing programs thrown at them to teach.
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Lucy and Ashley spoke of the ESOL program as a concern. Lucy stated, "1 had so
little time to do academics.. .like I said two thirds of my class were being pulled out for
ESOL, ESE or SAI. I didn't have anyone there helping me like an aide or an ESOL
teacher to help me out." Ashley was more concerned with the amount of meetings about
ESOL or other programs. "There's always a lot of meetings after school, two or three day
a week at least to discuss the ESOL packets or the running reading records. Then the
meeting of how to do the evaluation and at a different meeting how to check it after
you've done the evaluation."
Debbie and Judy of the TEDSYFY sub-group both had positive and negative
things to say about curriculum. Judy reiterated how wonderful the $400,000 dollar
literacy program was. It helped reduce class size and increase the reading block time with
another teacher in the room. She was quick to point out however, that it made scheduling
very rigid, not allowing for any flexibility in the event that something came up. Judy also
stated, "There's just not enough time to do that with every single textbook and every set
of guidelines.. .then you throw in field trips and parties and anythmg extra to make it a
little more fim and a little less dry and forget, you have lost half the book." Debbie spoke
of an Algebra program that the county brought in. "They had a great course algebra one
A and one B. It was slowed down, algebra in two years. It was magnificent, it was
wonderful, and the book was great." She then spoke angrily, '&Andthe county
discontinued it, I don't get it, it was a great class." The TEDSYPR also had concerns with
the programs. Roger felt the amount of programs and things being geared to wards testing
did not allow time for him to get to know his students. "You don't really have the time to
spend with the kids, get to know them, know their personal problems.. .so you can teach
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from that aspect." Maria and Gigi thought the changing curriculum was stressful. Gigi
Complained, "We started doing reading running records and another assessment which
we thought was good, and then the district came up with something else." Maria stated, "I
felt like they kept changing courses, so they kept changing the book." She was also
concerned with the daily scheduling. "The schedule was so chopped up

... if you're lucky

you had a long period of time for language arts" (Table 4.52).

Table 4.52
Across-Case Analysis Professional SkiIIs-Program Domain having an Impact on Stress
TEDFMFY

+

Effect of Stress

TEDSYFY

+

TEDSYPR

+

"There were so many
"It was things that were
things that you had to
being taught that the
teach and every year,
administration or the
every nine weeks,
district dictated for you
everyday it seemed like to teach."
they were throwing one
"Another thing they
more thing that you had "So that each year it was
don't understand, a child to accomplish."
almost like you were
teaching a new subject
who is ESOL.. .in an
ESOL inclusion
"When you have these
and you had nothiig
classroom needed
extra curriculum little
backing you up."
things that are thrown in
someone there to help
them out."
there that would always
mess up the schedule."
+ = Mostly Positive/CausingComments about Stress Obtained
- = Mostly Negativemot Causing Comments about Stress Obtained
= =No CommentslMinimal Comments Positively/Negatively Causing Stress
"There was always a lot
of meeting after school,
two or three at least to
discuss the ESOL
packets."

Professional Skills
Program
'Programs and
Scheduling'

Note. User Assessment

The inter-personal relationships domain has two sub-categories: studentsexperiences resulting from interactions with students and peers-experiences arising from
interactions with persons, with co-workers who are neither superior nor subordinate
(Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990).
The three sub-groups were all considerably shorter with their responses when
asked about how interaction with students effected the stress the obtained. Two out of
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three TEDFh4FY indicated the students had a positive impact on the stress they obtained.
Only Lucy offered responses that revealed students had a positive and negative impact on
her stress. All three TEDSYFY had students having positive and negative impact on their
stress. However, the majority of their comments were that the students had a positive
impact on stress. Conversely, TEDSYPR offered no comments indicating the students
positively effected their stress. All of their comments had the students having a negative
effect on stress. In fact, Gigi stated in some instances the students actually helped relieve
stress.
Lucy had mixed feelings about the students. Her first year teaching she had a
great class. "I had pretty rough students my first year but they liked me even though they
were rough I think they respected me to a degree." Lucy transferred to a different school
her second year, "I had 75% free and reduced lunch so I was in a more bad (sip)
economic area so the types of kids that I had were kids that liked to cause trouble."
Ashley could not comprehend the students' behavior toward one another. "I thought, this
is unbelievable at least from my culture value and shock. It is a completely different
world to me." Ashley stated, "There was a lot of bad behavior problems in the school."
TEDSYFY had mostly negative comments about the students' effecting stress.
However, they did have more positive comments that reflected their effection for the
students. Debbie enjoyed teaching the foreign kids in the ESOL program. She felt they
were respectful and eager to learn. The system did not give her the support in dealing
with discipline problems, especially with U.S. students. "I heard one say to one of the
vice principals you know if you don't stop hassling me I'm going to call my parents."
Judy was very short with her answers and gave no specific explanations or examples.
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"There were a lot of positive things from students you know that kept me doing it every
year and coming back everyday." She was quick to point out. "The negative ones
unfortunately is what stands out in your mind." Margie taught autistic boys, "Who would
scratch me, beat me, kick me, and smack me on the back."
TEDSYPR comments indicated the students had a negative effect on the stress
they obtained. Roger recalls, "I got real close to the kids and they every once and a while
a child would mistakenly call me dad or mom, mostly dad when they leave the
classroom." Maria taught in the gifted program stating, "You know I have the gifted kids,
they have a good sense of humor." Gigi flatly stated, "I don't think it was the kids that
even contributed to the stress" (Table 4.53).

Table 4.53
Across-Case Analysis Inter-Personal Relationships Students /Peers having an Impact on
Stress
Effect on Stress

Professional Skills
Students

TEDFMFY

TEDSYFY

TEDFYPR

"I'd been in class for a good
three hours and they are
really driving me crazy."

"That's our problem we have
no control over these kids."

+

+

"My kids would just tear
each other apart verbally."

"He comes in the gihgrade
really nice little boy and
leaves in 12" grade a gang
member."

"Well, sometimes they did
relieve some stress...I would
be so stressed out. ..kids
would come and say cute
little things or encouraging
things and it would release
some of the tension."

"There was no togetherness
in my classroom...the kids
were so different and had so
many issues that they would
just rip each other to shreds."

"The negative ones
unfortunately is what stands
out in your mind."

"They were mostly gifted
students and that made my
job more interesting."

"Chairs thrown at you, things "I t h i i that's probably more
positive because of the
thrown at you, just the utter
lack of respect and
students I had."
authority."
+ = Mostly PositiveICausing Comments about Stress Obtained
- = Mostly Negativemot Causing Comments about Stress Obtained
= = No Commentsh4inimal Comments Positivelymegatively Causing Stress

"Half of my time was spent
with conflict resolution."

Note. User Assessment

Comments made by all three groups were kept short when asked how peers
effected the stress they obtained. The TEDFMFY and TEDSYFY had mostly negative
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responses about their peers causing stress. Two out of three TEDSYPR had comments
that indicated peers positively effected the stress they obtained.
Lucy found her peers to be a source of strength during difficult times. "Some of
my team members, they were so strong, strong people for me to talk to because they kind
of felt the same way." Her only concern with co-workers during her first year was, "As a
new teacher I felt like I was never heard because I was the young teacher." Ashley simply
put it, "The other teachers were great. I didn't have any other teachers that were
extremely negative towards me." Robert was disappointed in the way peers would not
stand up or voice their opinion. "Most of the people I saw are very scared of the
administration, they keep to themselves, they do not try to carry on collegial stuff after
school."
TEDSYFY were more specific with their comments. Debbie had no negative
comments about peers effecting stress. All of her comments indicated peers positively
effected her stress; "We have a lot of people who should not be teaching, who need to be
removed," as well as "That's very disheartening when you work so hard to see your peers
undoing it." Margie offered no comments positively or negatively regarding peers. Judy
thought her peers were great. "I happened to be extremely fortunate to work with a lot of
great people who are now good friends."
TEDSYPR for the most part felt peers positively effected their stress. Only Roger
had praise for his co-workers. "No I don't feel co-workers contributing (to stress) they
really helped. You were able to express." However, Maria thought because she taught
gifted students it was too competitive among teachers, giving the example of teachers
reluctance to share effective teaching strategies. "There was competition...we both had
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extremely different styles of teaching. That was stressfd for two or three years." Gigi
spoke little about peers except to say, "I could relate to my peers." But she quickly added,
"Well I had co-workers that new what was going on but they were so job scared they
wouldn't stand and that bothered me a whole lot" (Table 4.54).

Table 4.54
Across-Case Analysis Inter-Personal Relationships Students /Peers having an Impact on
Stress
TEDFMFY
"Luckily this person I
know this person helped
me. If it wasn't for this
person I don't know what
I would have done."

Professional Skills
Peers

Note. User Assessment

TEDSYFY
-

Effect on Stress

"The kindergarten team
who I worked with, we
were good fiiends in the
school as well as outside
of school so that really
helped in a positive way ."

"I would say I vented to
people, probably talked
with co-workers."

TEDSYPR

+

"...They were so job
scared they wouldn't
stand and that bothered
me a whole lot."

"So a lot of positives as
far as getting ideas."

"It was more a negative
than a positive, Because
"I don't think teachers do there was a lot of one-upenough of that they are so mans-ship."
afiaid to let people in."
"No, if you did it became
public knowledge,
"We need to discipline
ourselves."
unfortunately."

"We were more like a
"One way teachers can
"We were able to share
family instead of coearn respect is not
workers. You know
out stresses more or less
got it off our chest."
tolerate other teacher's
leaving my co-workers
poor behavior."
that was very hard for
me ..."
+ =Mostly Positive/CausingComments about Stress Obtained
- = Mostly Negativemot Causing Comments about Stress Obtained
==No CommentsMiimal Comments Positively/NegativelyCausing Stress

The intra-system domain encompasses the category system-experiences arising
from persons and forces within the educational system with which the teacher is required
to comply (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990). While this question is not geared specifically
toward administration only, the majority of the answers from the three sub-groups
focused solely on administration. With few exceptions, they were reluctant to comment
past administration and respond about district and state issues. The main concern across
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the three groups was the lack of support when dealing with discipline problems in the
classroom.
Two out of three subjects in TEDFMFY and TEDSYFY had positive and negative
comments about their administration. One in each sub-group only had comments that
showed administration positively effected the stress they obtained. TEDSYPR felt
administration positively effected the stress they obtained.
Lucy clearly had respect for her principal. "My principal is really good. I loved
my principal and the principal was always standing behind us." However, she did not
have the same respect for her assistant principal. "I would send to the office and they
basically told me I had to present dates of conferences with the parents instead of dealing
with the student." She also thought he was unprofessional and mistreated co-workers.
"My one assistant principal he kind of picked one person a year from each level who he
kind of picked on. He always embarrassed her in front of our team. He was very rude
towards her." Robert felt they just did not care. "I wasn't getting any help from the
system." He went on to say, "I'm getting aggravated everyday and infuriated, I gave it
up. Not that anybody cared, know one ever called me to ask why did you give it up, they
couldn't care less. You're just a cog in the big machines." Discipline was an issue for
Ashley, "Whenever I sent a child to the office for misbehavior her reaction was you're
the classroom teacher the children need to learn to respect you and I don't want to see
kids in the office for classroom behavior."
Judy, a TEDSYFY, was appreciative of the efforts administration made to bring
in new programs. "I mean a huge accomplishment that we saw and that was one of the
visionary things that our administration saw." She did have an experience with one
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principal that caused a lot of stress. "Another experience with a principal experience with
a principal that I had at the school I was out who wanted things her own way and wanted
her own people in her positions and tried to find the most timid and most inexperienced
teachers and run them out." Margie felt she was put in an unfair position and when she
tried to explain that to administration no one would listen to her. "I would go into my
principal and ask him please move me. No I can't move you." Debbie did not like the fact
administration would not support her with discipline and then when a child really needed
help they would not stick their necks out. "The whole discipline thing you have to do it in
this sort of, what's the word, this sort of mushy way, this sort of touchy feely." She
continued, "Their interest was on the school grounds and that was it and that, you know
was disturbing." She continued, "Administration, maybe you have t be that way, I don't
know but I just can't see it. You are in education because you want to help kids; it
doesn't really matter whether they are your child or somebody else's. I think you have an
obligation, and just weren't having it."
TEDSYPR comments indicated administration had a positive effect on the stress
they obtained. Maria was upset that they questioned her ability by requiring so much
busy work. "I wish they had assumed I knew what I was doing." When speaking about
exploring the use of different curriculum she stated, "Some of the administrators would
not let me do that." Gigi was upset that administration was not open to ideas from staff.
"The situation at my school it was like a dictatorship. One example she shared was, "We
would plan a unit in social studies a way that we wanted it done and administration would
wme and say we want you to do it this way." Roger felt administration showed no
support or compassion for staff. "The district should make available or even mandatory
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some sensitivity training for the administrators to deal with personal." Regarding support
he said, "Another issue is lack of support. They never take your side in an argument with
parents or students" (Table 4.55).

Table 4.55
Across-Case Analysis Intra-System /System having an Impact on Stress
TEDFMFY
Effect on Stress

+

"This is your problem, you
deal with it, and keep
them in your room and he
is not to be in the office
for this."
"Provide workshops, I
wasn't really told of any
workshops being offered
to maybe help with
classroom discipline or
something."
Intrt-System
System

"The first thing they could
do is they could get people
in t remove children who
shouldn't be in classes."
"The principal is in
complete control of your
life."
"Down here the principal
is god."

TEDSYFY

+

TEDSYPR

+

"I don't think the district
or the state allow you to
enforce the rules in an
appropriate manner and
that's really where that
stress comes ftom."

recall a pat on the back for
a job well
done.. .Administration can
be so hypocritical."

"But the main concern is
always, no trouble, no
trouble, no trouble, rather
than what can we do to
help this child."

"We had to do something
that was required by the
county or by the
administration ...It had
nothing
- to do at all with
planning a lesson or
getting materials out."

"I just think the inability
of administrationjust to
listen to me."
"For the long-term they
probably could have sent
me to workshops or
something and you know
get me prepared for this
position."

"In my 30 years I can't

"We could have it all
down for like three
months and then
administration would
come back and say we got
to do this or we got to do
that."
"...It's like my way or the
highway, so that was a big
problem."

"There was absolutely no
"My principal is really
check and balance system
"Well I set my goals so
good.. .I cried when I left
for the principal as far as
my school because of how anyth'ig she wanted to do high.. .I am getting
much I loved my
she was able to railroad
hstrated from outside
principal.. .she was the
forces.. .administration not
me and several other
best principal I'll probably teachers."
cooperating, it stressed me
ever have."
out a lot."
Note. User Assessment + = Mostly PositiveICausing Comments about Stress Obtained
- = Mostly Negativemot Causing Comments about Stress Obtained
= = No Commentsh4initnalComments PositivelyMegatively Causing Stress

The extra-system domain referred to community-experiences arising from outside
the administrative and physical bounds of the educational system. With the exception of
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Margie every subject had a least one comment about the community that suggested they
were supportive. However, the majority of their comments indicated the community had
appositive effect on the stress they obtained. While the community domain referred to
anything outside the education system; most of the comments centered on the lack of
parent support.
TEDFMFY remembered and shared short examples of parents being supportive,
but got more specific about the negative aspect of parent support. Lucy recalls, "I had one
parent that their child was a problem in the beginning but by the end of the year he was
one of my favorite kids because his parents worked with me to improve the behavior and
it worked." She quickly added that those scenarios were few and far between and felt the
socioeconomic background where she taught was an issue. "Parents, again it was a low
socioeconomic school so parents worked all day and parents never took off work."
Ashley had similar positive stories. "I did have a couple of parents who were very, very
sweet and would come in and volunteer just an hour in the room which really made a big,
huge difference." She also thought the area had something to do with it. "I think the area,
the community, the kids lifestyles and home life I think really contributed to the behavior
problems I was having in my classroom." Robert did not like the power parents had over
administration and the district regarding student decisions. "The mother and father were
both well to do people with a lot of clout and they didn't want their child labeled
emotionally disturbed."
TEDSYFY felt parents gave no support whatsoever. Judy and Debbie both
referred to society in general as an issue. Judy said, "I guess the community probably
negatively because it was all about the children, you know the country in general. Liberal
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society thinking that the kids and the parents have all the rights and you as a teacher can
only do so much when it comes to their behavior, their discipline." Debbie had similar
comments, "As far as stress brought in from outside I figured that the general society
decline." She did say foreign parents were much more supportive than U.S. parents.
"Foreign kids, don't you know, their parents don't fool around. All you had to say was
I'm going to call your mother." She continued, "Teaching those kids was like stepping
back in time and teaching in an environment I grew up in." Margie felt parents were not
supportive at all and considered her a glorified babysitter. "This place is what I consider a
dumping ground it is a free education for their children and they send them there."
TEDSYPR had an equal number of comments indicating the positive and negative
impact of community on the stress they obtained. Maria thought, "The parents, it's a
good thing that they are involved." She also cautioned, "they always want to help, and
sometimes I have five mothers in my room.. .they were gossiping in the back, so that was
the stress there." Gigi said she had a good rapport with her parents, but acknowledged
boundary changes to her school effected parent participation. "...The population of kids
we got when the boundary re-changed, the parents weren't involved in the student's
academics." Roger stated, "A lack of parent support was one of the things that would
cause lots of stress." It is different from when he began teaching. "That was back in the
days when you really get the parents to really support you and you really got to know the
parents" (Table 4.56).
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Table 4.56
Across-Case Analysis Extra-System Community having an Impact on Stress
TEDSYFY

TEDFMFY
Effect on Stress

+

+

TEDSYPR

+

"Negatively, definitely the "I had good rapport with
my parents."
parents, just no support
what so ever, you were
"There isn't any help &om there to baby sit their child "You know the parents
were difficult to deal with,
and that's all they cared
the outside community in
about."
so that causes stress."
any way."

"Here's no community
support of any kind."

"Couldn't get a hold of
"1 don't think the
community is helpful at all them even, sometimes
there's an emergency."
if you want the truth."
Extra-System
Community

"I had a little child bring
in a 9mm bullet ftom her
mothers car.. ."

"No support when it came
to discipline, it was never
the child's fault."

"It was a big issue,
because of the area."

"Foreign don't you know
their parents don't fool
around."

"There just seems no
follow through on the part
of parents."

"I had kids that came ftom
homes where they were
just terrible problems."

"You now have say a lot
of parents coming in and
wanting to help and give
their opinion."
"You would have parent
conference after parent
conference and mostly be
about the same thing and
nothing was accomplished
ftom the conference."
"They are not educated
enough, they are not
helped by any meetings,
so they don't know what is
going on."

"You know her mother
was like my child is 100%
different because of you."
Note. User Assessment + = Mostly PositiveICausing Comments about Stress Obtained
- = ~ o s t l Negativemot
y
causing Comments about Stress Obtained
= =No Comments/Minimal Comments Positivelybiegatively Causing Stress

The final issue asked of each sub-group was to identify what signs of stress they
were exhibiting. Additionally, they explained what release methods they used to help
alleviate the stress they obtained. Common themes to emerge across all the sub-groups
were the feeling of exhaustion, having no personal time, and having a lack of patience
(

either with the students or family and friends.
Lucy was concerned because, "I didn't have time for my husband.. .or just for
myself basically." She continued, "You would just not have any time for yourself."
Robert was not happy and often did not feel well. "I was very tired, exhausted,
tremendous fatigue." Ashley became physically sick. "I would throw up before I would
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go to school everyday.. .I lost a lot of weight." She had headaches and would wake up
late in the morning.
Debbie was tired of fighting with students all day so she did not have the energy
for her family. "I was so tired.. .that I didn't want to come home and be with more
children even though they were mine." She also said, "I got a short fuse with my family
and £riend. I have a lot less patience for other people." Margie suffered from headaches
and also was short-tempered. Judy also expressed feelings of fatigue, "Just run down,
tired all the time, not enough energy to do things outside of school."
Gigi had no patience; "I was quick to snap.. .I lost patience with the students."
She also showed some physical signs, "Well I started having rapid heartbeats." Roger
was also exhausted, "Each day when I came home from work I had to lay down, take a
rest.. .wasn't able to do much after school." Maria was concerned her other
responsibilities were suffering. I was very tired when I got home. I didn't function as a
housewife."
The subjects had a variety of different stress release methods, but some common
ones were rest, exercise, and doctor visits. Ashley liked to vent to others. "I would just sit
in the office or break room, cool off, speak with another adult, just about anything unschool related." She also made it a habit to exercise. "I went for walks." Robert simply
said, "I gave up the job.. .what I did eventually to relieve stress was I quit the job." Lucy
would talk to her husband. "I would breakdown and cry and basically get hold of my
husband let him hear the whole story." She continued, "Just breaking down emotionally
would be eventually how I would relieve it."
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Judy decided to relieve stress by cutting back her workload. "It got to the point
where I said I'm not going to bring anyhng home. Whatever gets done, gets done and if
it doesn't it doesn't." Margie was very short with her comments. "It did effect my home
life ...so eventually what I did to relieve myself, I resigned from the school board."
Debbie was much more forthcoming with stress release methods. "I was pretty good at
compartmentalizing it and leaving it at school." She also remained active. "I work out I
do a lot of healthy things, get sleep, read, do things with my kids, and socialized with
friends."
Gigi ended up having to see a doctor to help relieve stress. "I had to get on
medication, I had to start exercising." She would walk in the morning and evening. Roger
also exercised and went to the gym, but stated, "I just had to lay down and take a rest.
After a few minutes, half hour rest I was fine when I got up." Maria taught herself to
leave it at work. "I tried to learn when I left the room I didn't talk about it when I came
home. I didn't want to rehash it." She also said she would try to do something different in
the evening. "...Watch TV or read or something strictly away from anything to do with
my job, during the week I do some yoga.. .that kind of thing before I went to bed."

Table 4.57
Across-Case Analysis Signs/Release Methods having an Impact on Stress
TEDFMFY
Effect on Stress

TEDSYFY

TEDSYPR

"I basically had an
emotional breakdown."

"It got to the point were
I didn't want to go in."

"At the end of the day 1
really had to leave."

"I personally inside was
boiling but you can't do
anything about it in the
classroom really.. .I
mean that's what made
me cry."

"I did not want to do my
job anymore."

"I was very tired when I
got home."

"I tended to overeat a
lot."

"Wasn't able to do
much after school."

+

+

f
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Stress Release
Methods

"Instead of looking
forward to going to
work everyday I just
dreaded it was
exhausting."

"I didn't feel well.. . I
was very tired,
exhausted."

"You could tell I was
run down, ready for the
day to end."

"But I would probably
have a few drinks of
wine everyday after
school, everyday."

"I would say vented to
people.. .like with coworkers."

"I taught myself to drop
it when I left the
classroom."

"I work out I do a lot of
healthy things."

"I tried to learn, when I
left the room I didn't
t a k about it."

+

"I gave up the job."

+

"I went to the doctor and
got some pills that are
supposed to calm me
down.. .it helped a little
bit."

Note. User Assessment

"I felt like my heart was
racing.. .I started having
rapid heartbeat."

"Very anxious while I
was at school with the
kids I felt very on the
edge of my seat."

Signs of Stress

Effect on Stress
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"It got to the point
where I said I'm not
going to bring anything
home. Whatever gets
done, gets done and if it
doesn't, it doesn't."
+ = Signs of Stressmelease Methods of Stress

"I didn't function as a
housewife.. .such as
cleaning the house or
what ever."

+

"I had to get
medication."

"I just had to lay down
and take a rest."

In summary, the across-case analysis revealed the dominant theme to emerge
from all sub-groups was the lack of administrative support. All participants expressed
concern about administration regarding, classroom discipline problems, not supporting
teachers in parent confrontations, requiring too much paperwork, and not providing
enough time for planning. Chapter five will provide a detailed summary of the data,
limitations of the study, and recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
Summary
This summary will provide an overview of the results. The results were evaluated
and interpreted in relation to the research question. The research question asked what
particular stress inductors led teachers to voluntarily terminate employment with the
school district? The subjects were divided into three sub-groups: teachers employed by
the district for 5 months to 5 years (TEDFMFY), teachers employed by the district for 6
years to 15 years (TEDSYFY), and teachers employed by the district for 16 years to preretirement (TEDSYPR). Stress inductors were coded as positively/causing stress or
negativelylnot causing stress. The coded stress inductors were the subject's responses to
questions based on the eight domains of the Teacher Proximity Continuum (Camp &
Heath-Camp, 1990). The eight domains move from closest to the teacher to farthest:
internal, pedagogy, curriculum, program, students, peers, system, and community.
The most consistent theme to emerge across each sub-group was the lack of
administrative support. Each subject was asked, What experiences arising from persons
and forces within the educational system with which the teacher is required to comply
effected the stress you obtained positively or negatively? The question did not
specifically refer to administration, but the overwhelming majority of responses indicated
that lack of administrative support positively effected the stress they obtained.
Additionally, the subjects frequently mentioned administration as a concern in response
to questions that did not refer to authority at all. For example, when one subject was
responding to the question about personal characteristics that effected their stress, they
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replied, "Well, I set my goals so high and I want the best out of my students and then
when I am getting frustrated from outside forces like.. .administrationnot cooperating it
stressed me out a lot."
The subjects appeared to be unable to see beyond administration about some of
decisions that were being made. They seemed to 'kill the messenger' not acknowledging
the fact that some unpopular directives, while given by administration, were actually
made by the district or the state. Perhaps the fact that the distict is so large and teachers
have little contact with anyone above school-site administrators is the reason they place
blame on persons with authority with which they have consistent contact. Another
possible reason could be the delivery method of the administrators. One subject stated,
"The district should have made available or even mandatory some sensitivity training for
the administrators to deal with personal."
Another development in analyzing the data was the subject's responses to internal
characteristics effecting stress. Eight out of nine felt their characteristics positively
effected the stress they obtained. This is consistent with other research done using the
Teacher Proximity Continuum (Adams, 1999; Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990). However,
the researchers in these studies indicated the majority of the responses from subjects
could be classified into the internal characteristics domain regardless if the question was
about that domain. The results of this study showed the subjects were uncomfortable
talking about themselves. Overall this domain had the shortest responses from the
subjects and they rarely referred back to internal characteristics while answering
questions about other domains. One reason for this discrepancy between studies was the
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subjects consist referral back to administration as the primary source of stress across all
the domains.
The effect that students had on the stress the sub-groups obtained provided an
interesting result. The TEDFMFY and TEDSYFY sub-groups responses indicated the
students had a positive effect on the stress they obtained. However, TEDSYPR felt the
students had a negative effect on the stress they obtained. This result, based on analysis
of the one-on-one interview questions, is consistent with the subject's responses to the
Teacher Stress Inventory (Fimian, 1987.) In the category discipline and motivation,
TEDFMFY and TEDSYFY had an extremely strong relationship with all the factors,
while TEDSYPR mostly had a medium strength of relationship to the same factors. This
also is consistent with the first two sub-groups indicating class size as a source of stress,
while the third made no comments regarding class size. A possible explanation for this
would be after 16 years of experience TEDSYPR have developed an effective classroom
discipline and management plan to deal with misbehavior or the shear number of
students. However, the socio-economic area in which the teachers taught also can explain
this result. The district consistently puts new teachers in the neediest schools. These
schools are often 'D' and 'F' schools with a high free and reduced lunch population.
Schools that fit this profile usually have a high population of minority students, as well as
single parent families. These students tend not to get enough support at home regarding
academics and often become a discipline problem in the classroom.
The amount of paperwork required of a teacher also was a consistent concern for
TEDFMFY and TEDSYPR. On the Teacher Stress Inventory (Fimian, 1987) these subgroups indicated an extremely strong relationship to the factor, 'There is too much
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administrative paperwork in my job.' TEDSYFY had a medium strength relationship
with the same factor. This was consistent with the one-on-one interview questions, where
the same sub-group had no comments that indicated paperwork positively or negatively
effected the stress they obtained. This cannot be said for TEDFMFY and TEDSYPR who
responses about paperwork were positively effecting their stress. One explanation for the
discrepancy across groups could be how the shear volume of the paperwork overwhelms
teachers new to the district. The paperwork is even more abundant for elementary school
teachers and special education teachers. The TEDFMFY sample population consisted of
two kindergarten teachers and a special education teacher. Kindergarten teachers are
responsible for reading running records on all their students. They also are the first to
work with the students in an academic setting so are quite often the first to see academic
deficiencies requiring special services the county offers. In order to get these students
into these programs the teachers must make antidotal observations and fill out extensive
paperwork. Special education teachers are required to have numerous team meeting with
the parents so an academic plan can be developed based on the students needs. The plan
is known as an IEP and it requires an extensive amount of paperwork to develop,
implement, and maintain.
The TEDSYPR group indicated paperwork as a positive inductor on the stress
they obtained because of volume, but also because of the redundancy of it. There was a
feeling among this group that after many years of experience their professional judgment
should have counted for something. They felt it was ridiculous their lesson plans had to
follow a certain format and objectives, actions, and evaluation methods had to be copied
verbatim from teacher edition textbooks into lesson plan books.
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Before conducting the research and analyzing the data, the researcher theorized
that standardized testing would have been a major factor that positively effected the stress
obtained. However, only TEDFMFY indicated testing positively effected the stress they
obtained. An explanation for this could be the make-up of the sample population. More
and more teachers are feeling the pressure of standardized tests. However, testing does
not begin until third grade. The sample population consisted of two early childhood
primary teachers who have their fair share of responsibilities, but testing is not one of
them. Additionally, some special education students are exempt from traditional
standardized testing. Two of the subjects in the study taught autistic children and were
not responsible for standardized testing. Another subject taught ESOL (English speakers
of other languages) students. Students in the first two years of the ESOL program are not
required to take the traditional standardized test. Another subject taught gifted students
and while they have to take the test they traditionally score in the highest percentile
relieving some of the stress they obtained.
Interaction with peers effected the stress obtained by each sub-group differently.
TEDFMFY felt co-workers were an excellent source of support and had a negative
impact on the stress they obtained. TEDSYFY responded with minimal comments that
co-workers effected the stress they obtained positively or negatively. TEDSYPR felt coworkers had a positive effect on the stress they obtained. One explanation for this could
be that as a new teacher to the district, teachers are more open to ideas and willing to
listen to other education to help shorten their learning curve. However, as teachers get
more experience and develop a teaching style that works for them they become lessdependant on co-workers for support.
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Figure 5.0. The Teacher Proximity Continuum's Eight Domains from Closest to Farthest
Effecting the Stress Obtained by the Sub-Groups.
Teachers

I community I
+ + +

€4
Cii
System

Peers

+ = Mostlv Positive/Causinp Comments about Stress Obtained
- = ~ o s t l ;Negativemot causing Comments about Stress Obtained
= = No Comments/Minimal Comments Positively/Negatively Causing Stress
Limitations of the Study
This study has some limitations that should be noted. The size of the sample was
limited to nine teachers who voluntarily separated from the district to due stress on the

job. While this is a limited sample, it fits within the parameters of a valid qualitative
researcher study. With a limited sample size generalizability is questioned. As stated,
Maxwell (1992) argues external validity is not the primary purpose of qualitative
research. "Indeed, the value of qualitative study may depend in its lack of external
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generalizability..." (Maxwell, 1992, p. 97). Krefting (1991) has a similar argument
regarding qualitative research, suggesting the purpose of qualitative research is to
describe accurately a phenomenon; it is not designed to generalize to other phenomena.
Another limitation was the use of one-on-one interview questions as the primary
source of data collection. The opportunity for respondents to be biased in their responses
should be acknowledged. One way to limit this phenomenon was to monitor respondents'
non-verbal communication as well as using the teacher Stress Inventory to help explain
and limit discrepancies in the data.
The subjects also were a limitation of the study. The samples all were willing to
participate in the study, but the participation was limited by their ability to recall and
accurately describe specific events that effected the stress they obtained positively or
negatively. As stated, one subject was still angry about the way she perceived the district
had treated her. This participant spoke very directly and even with prompting offered
little explanations or examples. Respondents personal feelings about their situation can be
considered a source of bias.
Selection bias was is the final limitation of the study. The sample was nonrandom and may not be representative of the teachers who voluntarily left the district due
to stress on the job. This study consisted of 89% White, non-Hispanic participants. Only
one Black non-Hispanic (11%) female was included in the study. The district averages
for instructional employees are: 67% White, non-Hispanic and 33% for all other races
and ethnicities. Additionally, the sample's instructional positions may not be
representative of the populations. As stated, four of the subjects worked in special
education programs and two subjects were kindergarten teachers.
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Suggestions for Future Research
Through the data analysis, three areas for future research emerged. As indicated in
the procedure section of this study, all potential participants were attempted to be
contacted via a telephone call by the researcher before mailing the consent form and
demographic profile. While the researcher had a set script to follow many potential
participants were eager to voice their opinion about the district and the stress they
obtained. They saw this study as a forum to voice their opinion without any
repercussions. A researcher with unlimited time, money, and resources would be able to
collect valuable data from the population. With a larger sample size, the results of the
study might be able to be generalized to a broader population.
Another area to be studied emerged from the overwhelming number of responses
that indicated administration had a positive effect on the stress they obtained. A study
determining the number of directives given by administrators verse directives given by
administratorsthat came from the district or state would be informative. This information
could be conveyed to teachers so they have a better understanding that not all directives
are school-site administrator based.

A final recommended study would be a comparative study of this district with
other districts of similar size and demographics. This would provide decision-makers
with useful data about retaining teachers. If a similar district has lower numbers of
teachers leaving due to stress trends should be studied to see what type of systems they
have in place to combat the stress that teachers obtain.
In answering the research question, what particular stress inductors led teachers to
voluntarily terminate employment with the school district, the results of this study
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revealed lack of administrative support as the dominant theme for all the participants.
This led the participants to suffer from stress and eventually, voluntarily separate from
the district to relieve the stress. According to the participants, internal characteristics also
positively effected the stress they obtained. This qualitative study provided a descriptive
narrative of specific events fiom the participants. With a shortage of teachers and new
legislature requiring smaller class sizes it is imperative that Palm Tree County develop
and implement strategies to retain the teachers currently employed. The results of this
study will help provide the district will specific explanations of stress inductors and
enable them to create training and mentoring programs to combat the stress inductors in
order to retain current employees.
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Appendix A

l
i
i
l
TODAYS DATE

THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
DIVISION OF PERSONNEL SERVICES

Exit Questionnaire for Instructional and Noninstructional Employees
:omplete entire form, sign and return original to:
Personnel RecruitingAnalyst, InstructionalEmployment Services Department.
INSTRUCTIONAL
Questions or to request a personal interview call (561) 357-7657 or PX 4-7657.

NONINSTRUCTIONAL Personnel Recruiting Analyst, Administrative and Noninstructional Employment Services Department.

Questions or to reauest a ~ersonalinterview call (561) 649-6831 or PX4-6831.
NAME: (1av
.

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

(middle)

(first)

SCHOOL NUMBER

SCHOOL

EFFECTIVE DATE OF SEPARATION I

1

1

Months

.ength of service in Palm Beach County: Years

Months

.ength of service as a Classroom Teacher in Palm Beach County: Years
Months

Total length of service as a Classroom Teacher: Years

:heck the applicable reason for separation and then check the specific reason(s) as indicated.

1 Voluntary (indicate reason - check one or morel
Family I personal reasons
Inadequate salary
Return to continuing education
Lack of opportunity for advancement
[7 Relocation
[7 Dissatisfactionwith supervisor
Retirement
Dislike Iunsuitability for assigned duties
End of temporary assignment
Resignation in lieu of involuntary termination

Inadequate benefits
Stress on job
Resignation after a leave of absence
Not applicable INot a voluntary separation

[7 Other (specify)

7 Involuntary (checkProbationary

only)
Performance

Reduction in force

7 Other (specifyl:

-If you have accepted employment elsewhere, check one of the boxes to indicate the type and check one of the boxes to indicate the location of
lfuture employment:
INSTRUCTIONAL ONLY

NONINSTRUCTIONAL POSITIONS ONLY

Accepted another teaching position
at a nonpublic school within Palm Beach County
within another district in Florida
- outside the State of Florida

n

Accepted a position outside of the field of education
within the same county
within another county in Florida
[7 outside the State of Florida
Accepted another position in the field of education

[7 Accepted another position
[7 at a nonpublic school within Palm Beach County
within another school district in Florida
with a noneducational institution within the county
[7 with a noneducational institution within Florida outside
Palm Beach County
[7 outside the State of Florida
INSTRUCTIONAL AND NONINSTRUCTIONAL POSITIONS

[XI Not applicable

I7 have not accepted employment elsewhere

within the same district
within another district in Florida
outside the State of Florida
SIGNATURE OF EMPLOYEE

'BSD 1176 (REV. 312012001)

ORIGINAL - Personnel Recruiting Analyst

DATE

I
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Appendix B
Graphic illustration of a qualitative theory as it emerged from a qualitative study.
The Teacher Proximity Continuum (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990).

This is an example of a theoretical explanation offered by a team of researchers
who had examined the induction process of beginning career and technical teachers.
After analyzing the qualitative data, they theorized influences on the beginning teacher
can be characterized based on the conceptual proximity to the teacher, beginning within
the teacher in the form of internal factors, ranging outward to the educational system, and
finally to the community as a whole (Camp & Heath-Camp, 1990).
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Appendix C
Teacher Concerns Inventory
The following are a number teacher concerns. Please identify those factors which cause
you stress in your present position. Read each statement carefully and decide if you ever
feel this way about your job. Then, indicate how strong the feeling is when you
experience it by circling the appropriate rating on the 5-point scale. If you have not
experienced this feeling, or if the item is inappropriate for your position, circle number 1
(no strength; not noticeable). The rating scale is shown at the top of each page.
Examples:
I feel insufficiently prepared for my job.

1

2

3

4

5

Ifyou feel very strongly that you are insuficiently prepared for your job, you would circle number
5.
I feel that if I step back in either effort or commitment,
I may be seen as less competent.

1

2

3

4

5

Ifyou neverfeel this way, and thefeeling does not have noticeable strength, you would circle
number I .

1
HOW
no
STRONG? strength,
not
noticeable

2
mild
strength,
barely
noticeable

3
medium
strength,
moderately
noticeable

4
great
strength,
very
noticeable

5
major
strength,
extremely
noticeable

Time Management
1. I easily over-commit myself.
2. I become impatient if others do things to slowly.
3. I have to try doing more than one thing at a time.
4. I have little time to relaxlenjoy the time of day.
5. I t h i i about unrelated matters during conversations.
6 . I feel uncomfortable wasting time.
7. There isn't enough time to get things done.
8. I rush in my speech.

Add items 1 through 8; divide by 8; place your score here:

Work-related Stressors
9. There is little time to prepare for my lessons/responsibilities.l
10. There is too much work to do.
1
11. The pace of the school day is too fast.
1
12. My caseload/class is too big.
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
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13. My personal priorities are being shortchanged
due to time demands.
14. There is too much administrative paperwork in my job.

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

I
1
1
1

2

3

2

3

2
2

3
3

4
4
4
4

1

2

3

4

5

20. ...because of discipline problems in my classroom.
1
21. ...having to monitor pupil behavior.
1
1
22. ...because some students would better if they tried.
23. ...attempting to teach students who are poorly motivated. 1
24. ...because of inadequatelpoorly defined discipline problems.1
25. ...when my authority is rejected by pupils/administration. 1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

Add items 9 through 14; divide by 6; place your score here:
Professional Distress
15. I lack promotion andlor advancement opportunities.
16. I am not progressing my job as rapidly as I would like.
17. Ineed more status and respect on my job.
18. I receive an inadequate salary for the work I do.
19. I lack recognition for the extra work andlor
good teaching I do.

5

5
5
5

Add items 15 through 19; divide by 5; place your score here:
Discipline and Motivation

I feel frustrated...

Add items 20 through 25; divide by 6; place your score here:
Professional Investment
26. My personal opinions are not sufficiently aired.
27. Ilack control over decisions made about
classroom/schoolmatters.
28. I am not emotionally/itellectually stimulated on the job.
29. Ilack opportunities for professional improvement.
Add items 26 through 29; divide by 4; place your score here:
Emotional Manifestations

I respond to stress...
30. ...by feeling insecure.
3 1. ...by feeling vulnerable.
32. ...by feeling unable to cope.
33. ...by feeling depressed.
34. ...by feeling anxious.
Add items 30 through 34; divide by 5; place your score here:
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Fatigue Manifestations
I respond to stress...

35. ...by sleeping more than usuaI.
36. ...by procrastinating.
37. ...by becoming fatigued in a very short time.
38. ...with physical exhaustion.
39. ...with physical weahess.

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

Add items 35 through 39; divide by 5; place your score here:
Cardiovascular Manifestations
I respond to stress...

40. ...with feelings of increased blood pressure.
41. ...with feeling of heart pounding or racing.
42. ...with rapid andlor shallow breath.

1
1
1

2
2
2

Add items 40 through 42; divide by 3; place your score here:
Gastronomical Manifestations
I respond to stress...

43. ...with stomach pain of extended duration.
44. ...with stomach cramps.
45. ...with stomach acid.

1
1
1

2
2
2

Add items 43 through 45; divide by 3; place your score here:
Behavioral Manifestations

I respond to stress...
46. ...by using over-the-counter drugs.
47. ...by using prescription drugs.
48. ...by using alcohol.
49. ...by calling in sick.

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

Add items 46 through 49; divide by 4; place your score here:
Total Score
Add all calculated scores; enter the value here -.
Then, divide by 10; enter the Total Score here .-
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Appendix D
Informed Consent Form
Dear

(Person's name will be w e d into the script)

I am Michael Raymond, a doctoral student in the College of Education program at Lynn University. My degree will be
in Educational Leadership with a Global Perspective. The final challenge to complete the Ph.D. degree requirements is
the performance of original research in an area of personal interest.

You are being contacted to be a potential participant in a research study. The basis of the research project is to,
'Understand real and perceived stressful educational phenomena in a South Florida school district.' You have been
chosen based on the exit interview questionnaire in which you checked voluntary separation ffom the district due to
'stress on the job.' The goal of this study is to ascertain what inducers of stress led you to leave the district to see if
specific themes or patterns exist through researcher analysis. Analysis will lead to recommendationsfor the district on
how to reduce stress in an effort to raise retention rates of teachers.
The study involves you initially filling out this consent form and the researcher constructed demographic profile
questionnaire. Upon returning these documents you may be selected to participate by filling out a Teacher Stress
Inventory and participate in a one-on-one interview. The one-on-one interview will consist of open-ended questions
about your personal and professional experiences dealing with real and perceived stress on the job. The interviews will
be taped and recorded to ensure a more precise analysis of information. Once the analysis has been completed, you will
be asked to participate in a follow-up interview to review for accuracy. The total time involved will not exceed three
hours.
The information you provide will be kept in strict confidence. Transcriptions of the interview will be made and coded
with numerical representation to protect your identity. Reports of this research will not include any identifiable data.
The results of this study will be published in a doctoral dissertation and possibly a professional journal. Lynn
University's Institutional Review Board has authorized access to all materials related to this research.
If you choose not to participate or decide at any time during the study that you prefer not to continue in the study, you
may do so without negative consequences. Should you withdraw, your data will be eliminated ffom the study and
destroyed. If you do participate, your data will be coded to protect your identity and confidentiality, and kept in a
secure location for a period of five years. At the end of five years, the data will be destroyed. There is no financial
remuneration for participating in this study.
A copy of the final research analysis will be provided to each participant upon completion of the study. Questions
pertaining to any aspect of this study or your involvement therein, may be directed to the researcher Michael Raymond
In the event you have concerns about this project which you do not
at work
or home
wish to address with Michael Raymond, you may call Dr. Carole Warshaw, Dissertation Committee Chairperson, Lynn
University, at
. Two copies ofthis informed consent have been provided. Please sign both indicating
you have read, understand, and agree to participate in this study. Please return one copy of the consent form and the
demographic profile questionnaire to the researcher and keep one for your files.

Name of Participant (please print)

Telephone Number

Signature of Participant

Date

Michael Raymond, Researcher

Date
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Appendix E
Informed Consent to Audio Record

1,

,give permission to have this

interview recorded by means of an audio recording devise. I understand the interview
will be taped for data collection purposes specific to this research project only.

The recording will be transcribed and coded to protect the identity of the participants.
The recording and transcription will be maintained for a period of five years. At that
time, the recording and transcripts will be destroyed.

I understand that these tapes, as well as all written materials, are completely
confidential and that I may choose not to continue, at any time, during the study
without negative consequences.

Name of Participant (Printed)

Telephone Number

Signature of Participant

Date

Michael Raymond, Researcher

Date
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Appendix F
Demographic Profile
1. Please confirm that you chose 'stress on the job' as your reason for voluntarily
separating with the district.
YES

NO

2. Age
3. Gender:

Male

Female

4. Race: White African-American Hispanic Native-American other

5. Number of years employed as a teacher6. Number for years employed as a teacher in Palm Beach County
7. Highest degree earned: Bachelor Master Specialist Doctor
8. Your education degree was earned in the state of

9. Was the teaching certification you earned:
traditional education certification track or alternative certification track.

10. When you were employed with Palm Beach County, did you teach:
elementary or secondary

11. Are you currently employed?
YES

NO

12. Are you currently employed as a teacher in a private school or public school
outside of Palm Beach County?
YES

NO

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study. Please return this questionnaire
along with the signed consent form.
Michael Raymond, Researcher
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Appendix G
Researcher-Constructed Non-Verbal Communication Checklist
Communicate Negative Messages

Communicate Positive Messages
1. FACE Smiling
Relaxed mouth
Alert
Ready to listen
Other
2. EYES Dilated pupils
Good contact
Wide open
Other
3. HEAD Straight
Nodding up and down__
Other

Tight-lipped
Clenched jaw
Grim smile
Frown, raised eyebrows
Other
Narrowed
Lack of contact
Supercilious, looking down
Other
Tilted
Bowed
Shaking fiom side to side
Other
Crossed arms
Legs crossed away
Shoulder presented
Other
Drumming (tapping) fingers
Hiding mouth
Fingers wagging
Closed/clenched fist
Other

4. BODY Open
Erect
Leaning forward
Other
5. HAND Open hands
Hand to chest
Touching
Other
6. VOICE
Speed
Tone

Volume
Pitch

Slow
Other
Bored
Overjoyed
Sincere
Other
Soft
Other
High
Other

Regular

Fast

Sarcastic
Angry
Hurried

Pleased
Surprised

Varied

Loud

Low
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Appendix H
One-On-One Open-Ended Interview Questions

1. How did the stress you obtained from the job effect your quality of life?
2. What signs or symptoms did you display from the stress you obtained?

3. What measures, if any, did you take to relieve yourself of stress?

4. What could the district have done to help prevent some of the stress you obtained?
5. What experiences if any, do you think might have arisen from outside the
administrative and physical bounds of the education system that might have effected
the stress you obtained positively or negatively?

6. What experiences if any, do you think might have arisen from persons or forces
within the education system with which you were required to comply might have
effected the stress you obtained positively or negatively?
7. What experiences if any, do you think might have arisen from interaction with
students that might have effected the stress you obtained positively or negatively?

8. What experiences if any, do you think might have arisen from interaction with coworkers who are neither superior nor subordinates that might have effected the stress
you obtained positively or negatively?
9. What experiences if any, do you think might have arisen that related to short-term
planning, delivery, evaluation and improvement of instruction that might have
effected the stress you obtained positively or negatively?
10. What experiences if any, do you think might have arisen that related to for instruction
the intermediate planning of course content and preparation that might have effected
the stress you obtained positively and negatively?

11. What experiences if any, do you think might have arisen from long term planning and
operation of the department or program that might have effected the stress you
obtained positively and negatively?
12. What experiences if any, do you think might have arisen from factors within you that
might have effected the stress you obtained positively and negatively?
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Appendix I
Welcome to the Teacher Stress Inventory Site...
Thanks for your interest in the Teacher Stress Inventory (TSI). Though the Inventory is
out of print, there is still considerable interest in its use among Master's and Doctorallevel students. As a support to their research activities, TSI-related information is being
offered here free of charge. Also offered is the use of the Inventory, at no charge, for
research purposes.
Permission for Use
Consider this memo as permission to use the TSI at no cost to you; you may want to print
this for your committee and for the Graduate School. Usually, they want and need some
proof that you are legally using a scale. Please honor the copyright policy by using the
Inventory for only research and other not-for-profit purposes. You will need to provide
us with information about who you are, however, so that we can stay in touch with you ...
If you haven't already done so, take a moment and lop on as a user...
For the commercial version of the TSI, check out this site: Michael Courtney's Site
Here...
Form Conknation
Thank you for submitting the following information:
Contact-FullName: Michael Raymond
Contact-Title: Researcher
Contact-Organization: Lynn University
Contact-StreetAddress:
Contact-Address2:
Contact-City:
Contact-State:
Contact-ZipCode:
Contact-Country: United States
Contact-Workphone:
Contact-Homephone:
Contact-FAX:
Contact-E-mail:
Contact-URL:
Send-Info: Send the info

